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The Impact of Education-Led Growth on Human Development
A Case-Study of Malappuram District, Kerala

Thesis Abstract
The primary objective of this thesis is to understand the effects of mass-education,
international migration and virtuous growth on various processes which affect the
formation of capabilities in different local economies in Malappuram district, Kerala. The
Kerala model of development and virtuous growth – two related but distinct phases of
development in Kerala1 – set the background for the study. Education continues to play a
critical role in the process of migration and remittance-driven development that still takes
place in Kerala. Despite having the largest number of international migrants in Kerala,
the development experience of Malappuram district shows a lower-end case of Kerala’s
development. Using a multi-stage stratified sequential random sample the thesis finds that
within the district too there are varied effects as different regions are endowed with
diverse geography, cultural composition and history of development.
The thesis begins by introducing the capabilities approach as a useful frame to understand
Kerala’s development experience in the two growth phases. It then uses historical
accounts to trace the pattern of transition that took place in the Coastal, Midland and
Highland regions of Malabar region and Malappuram district in particular. The third
chapter shows the emerging patterns in education and finds how migration, regional
diversity, religion and caste2 compositions affect the dynamics of education in the new
growth phase. While looking into the options of borrowings and savings available to the
households, the fourth chapter highlights the importance of regional diversity (often
1

The active engagement of the governments and the existing social and political conditions resulted in high
social and human development in the state. Later, these achievements helped Kerala to enter a high growth
phase and emerge as a good example to show relationship between economic growth and human
development.
2

The Muslim majority limits the scope of caste-based analysis in Malappuram. Within the district, regional
difference in the caste composition shows certain patterns of caste-dynamics which can be connected to the
pattern elsewhere in the state.

xvi

reinforced by religion). The changing nature of Kurikkalyanam3 practice confirms this
further and suggests that migration has a very limited impact on such traditional modes of
local finance. In the fifth chapter, the results show that the options of education and
occupation available to women are affected by marriage and choices made by their
families. The nature of women’s engagement with various public spaces shows the
significance of marriage, family, migration, religion and other traditions in shaping their
social opportunity. Compared to other married women, Gulf-wives follow a different
pattern: except in political meetings and activities organised under MGNREGS or SHGs,
they actively participate in all public spaces related to their everyday life. Based on
insights drawn from the panchayat election held in October 2010, the sixth chapter tries
to understand the implications of the revised reservation policy (35 per cent reservation
for women was revised to 50 per cent) on the political freedom of women in Kerala. The
findings suggest that the reservation has been the primary factor in enabling many
educated young female candidates to enter local politics and self-governing bodies. The
last chapter outlines the conclusions of the study based on the findings of the previous
chapters in an effort to capture the constitutive and instrumental aspects of freedom that
the Kerala model has generated in Malappuram.
Instead of developing regional human development indices, the focus of the thesis has
been on various processes which locally form the functionings and hence capabilities in
the three regions of Malappuram. While focusing on specific capabilities which are
relevant in the three regions, the study distinguishes between instrumental freedom, that
is the means to enhance other freedoms, and constitutive freedom, that is freedom as an
end in itself. The findings show that geographic diversity, culture, migration, gender and
education affect the instrumental and constitutive freedom derived from specific
capabilities. Among others, the study finds education and availability of contingency
funds (options of savings and borrowings) are the two primary factors that had a greater
3

Kurikkalyanam’ can be identified as an indigenous form of local finance which has been practiced in
various parts of Malabar. When a community member requires financial support, he or she organises the
Kurikkalyanam event and other members of a locality join and pool the money for the person. The deposit
generated in this system does not incur any interest. Rather, the trustworthiness among the community
members ensure the repayment of due amount (normally with some addition) through similar events
conducted by the depositors.

xvii

instrumental effect. At the same time, women’s social opportunity and political freedom
(through reservation) are two interesting cases of constitutive elements of freedom. The
thesis also helps us see the role of various institutional practices that locally affect the
options available to women. Thus, the thesis finds the experience of different regions in
Malappuram provides snapshots of the lower end case of education-led development in
Kerala.

Key Words: Education, Migration, Financial Capability, Social Opportunity, Political
Freedom, Malappuram-Kerala, Human Development

xviii

Chapter 1
The Kerala Model and Capabilities
1.1

Introduction

Kerala’s development experience has been the focus of much academic discussion. Along
with the existing social and political conditions, the welfare policies followed by various
governments in the state have helped Kerala to achieve high social development. By the
1970s, Kerala experienced remarkable progress in human development, especially in
mass education and public healthcare even with a stagnant economy. Later, this pattern of
development which was held up as a ‘model’ for the developing world became popular as
the ‘Kerala model of development’ in the global development discourse (Chakraborty,
2005). The situation changed when the state economy entered a high growth phase in
1987-88. This ‘turn-around’ in growth was largely attributed to the social development,
remittances and economic reforms (Kannan, 2005). Since this had not resulted from
traditional business investments, it was identified as ‘virtuous’ growth and the same was
used as an example to show how human capital and human development contribute to
economic growth (Centre for Development Studies, 2005; Chakraborty, 2005; Kannan,
2005 & 2007). In this process, education, especially mass-education played a key role in
setting the background and shaped the pattern of development in the state.
By using the capabilities approach, this thesis tries to understand the impact of the
‘Kerala model’ and ‘virtuous growth’ on the formation of capabilities. The focus is to
explore the implications of this pattern of development on various processes through
which specific capabilities are formed in different local economies in Malappuram
district, Kerala. The study identifies three regions which are geographically diverse
1

across Coastal, Highland and agrarian Midland areas, and broadly reflect the differences
in the pattern of migration and cultural composition in the district. Thus, the thesis tries to
understand the effects of Kerala ‘model of development’ and emergence of ‘virtuous
growth’ on various processes through which the formation of specific capabilities takes
place in different local economies of Malappuram district in Kerala.
1.2

Evolution of ‘Kerala Model of Development’ and ‘Virtuous Growth’

Kerala experienced sharp differences in the pattern of development in different parts of
the state. The fact that the three regions, ‘Travancore’ and ‘Cochin’ (two princely states)
and ‘Malabar’ (belonging to the old Madras Presidency_ under the direct rule of the
British) experienced different rulers before the state was formed, seems to have affected
their development in later periods. Largely, Malabar region lagged behind Travancore
and Cochin in initiating educational development as well as many other reform measures
(Kabir, 2002; Nair, 1976 a & b; Salim & Nair, 2002; Tharakan, 1984 b & c & 1997).
In 1817 the Queen of Travancore issued a Royal Rescript on the responsibility of the
government in assisting village schools (Kabir, 2002; Tharakan, 2008). As a decision
way ahead of the times, this decision to bear the cost of education can be seen as a
turning point in the educational history of Kerala. From the 1860s the government started
taking an active role in promoting the education of the masses. The commercialisation of
the economy and reorganisation of the state administration required an educated labour
force. Apart from opening new schools on its own, the government supported private
initiatives through grant-in-aid system and brought a large number of indigenous schools
under its inspection and control.1 Thus, by the end of the 19th century, the budgetary
allocation for education in Travancore rose steeply from 0.58 per cent in 1862-63 to 5.34
per cent (Kabir, 2002: 119-120). Since these reforms were largely concentrated in South
Kerala, there were sharp differences in the way regions experienced educational
development. For instance, in 1961, the northern parts of Kerala lagged behind with 39.8
per cent literacy compared with 50.9 per cent literacy in the South (Tharakan, 1997: 226).
1

In 1868, the grant-in-aid was first sanctioned for twenty schools from the capital city and then it was
gradually extended to the mofussil. The schools under the management of Missionaries were the first ones
to avail this benefit (Aiyer, 1998: 552).

2

Since the reorganisation of the state in 1956, Kerala has followed a path of development
that is quite different from that of most other Indian states. Although different parties
ruled the state, the consecutive governments continued prioritising the social sector even
at the cost of economic growth. In the 1950s education claimed over 35 per cent of the
total expenditure and in the 1970s it was heading towards 40 per cent (Oommen, 2010:
73). Between 1975 and 1987, the Government of Kerala allocated over 50 per cent
(53_58%) of its budget towards social development with 30 per cent being invested in the
education sector (Tharakan, 1997: 224). Studies find that this pattern continued for
several years and the social sector expenditure of Kerala remained higher than that of
many Indian states (Gayithri, 2005).
Apart from state interventions, the efforts made by the Christian missionaries have also
played a crucial role in the development of the educational sector in Kerala
(Chandrasekhar, Ramachandran & Ramkumar, 2001; Mathew, 1999a). The involvement
of European missionaries in school education made access to education a reality for many
students from lower castes; which so far had not been allowed by upper castes (Jeffrey,
2001: 61). During the 19th and early 20th century almost every major social group had its
own social reformation movements. These social reformation movements, which were
organised on the basis of caste and religions demanded various development measures
from the state and actively participated in the process of social development (Isaac &
Tharakan, 1986; Menon, 1994; Mohan, 1999; Namboodiri, 1999; Oommen, T.K 1999;
Ramachandran, 2007; Tharakan, 1997 & 2008; Tharamangalam, 1998, 1999 & 2006).
The state government implemented some radical policies in response to the growing
political consciousness and demands of the movements emerging from the working class
as well as the general public, including women (Franke, 1992; Franke & Chasin, 1994;
Heller, 1996; Isaac, 1985; Jose, 1977; Nossiter, 1982; Oommen, 1971 & 1975; Panikkar,
1999 & 2001; Ramachandran. 2007; Ramkumar. 2006; Tharakan, 1997 & 2008;
Tharamangalam, 1998 & 2006; Varghese, 1970; Velayudhan, 1999; Véron, 2001). These
factors laid a strong base for social and human development in Kerala and led the state
into a unique pattern of development in later periods.
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In 1971, Dandekar and Rath’s study pointed out that Kerala experienced a relatively high
rate of poverty (Dandekar & Rath, 2008). Later, the Centre for Development Studies
conducted a study for the United Nations (CDS-UN 1975, hence forth) and found that the
region experienced unique progress in some aspects of human development despite low
per capita income and consumption expenditures. Though the state economy _ especially
the commodity producing sector, was nearly stagnant, the state policies and investment
priorities were largely targeted towards the social sector, specifically in public health care
and education. As a result, by the 1970s the state achieved remarkable progress in these
two areas. Kerala had the highest literacy rate in the country, low infant mortality rate
and the average life expectancy had increased remarkably (CDS-UN, 1975). This was
further reinforced by demographic transition. By 1971, Kerala entered into the third stage
of demographic transition,2 with a near replacement level of population growth and a
very low death rate (Bose, 2006; Rajan, & Aliyar, 2004; Surendran, 2002). Recent studies
suggest further decline it its growth rate in the coming years (Zachariah, 2008).
Thus, the state succeeded in creating a socio-economic condition wherein the majority of
its citizens enjoyed a higher quality of life than the economic growth rate appeared to
warrant (CDS-UN, 1975). Later, this ‘lop-sided development’3 was identified as the
‘Kerala Model of Development’ and became part of the global development discourse
(Centre for Development Studies, 2005; Chakraborty, 2005; Kannan, 1998 & 2005;
Oommen, M.A. 1999; Parayil, 2000; Planning Commission, 2008; Raman, 2010;
Tharamangalam, 1998 & 2006). This pattern of development was studied from different
perspectives; some recommended it as a viable model for other developing countries to
follow, while others questioned the very existence of such a model. For many scholars,
this was fascinating because it contradicted the established development paradigms that
expect a close correlation between per capita income and social sector advancement. One
of the earlier Human Development Reports reviews the earlier studies, and points out that

2

Stages of demographic transition assumes that during the first stage, both death rate and birth rate will be
very high, and in second stage, death rate will decline but birth rate remains as high and in the third stage,
both birth rate and death rate become very low (Surendran, 2002: 43-44).

3

The lop-sided development’ can emerge in two ways, ‘with either good growth but little human
development or good human development but little or no growth’(UNDP, 1996:1)
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‘the critical conditions for Kerala's progress are replicable: mass literacy, agrarian reform,
improvement in the status of the oppressed castes and enlightened attitudes towards girls'
and women's education and status’ (UNDP, 1996:81).
For the skeptics, there were various concerns which questioned the existence of such a
model. Many studies challenged the replicability and sustainability of this particular
model (Franke & Chasin, 1999 & 2000; Kurien, C.T. 1995 & 1999; Mani, Kochar &
Kumar, 2007; Parayil, 1996; Ramachandran, 2000; Raman, 2010; Tharakan, 2006;
Véron, 2000 & 2001). It has been argued that high social sector expenditure caused a
deficit and a burden on the state’s finances which set a limit on the Kerala model of
development (George, 1993: 133). Many argued that the celebrated Kerala model of
development failed in improving the lives of a large number of people who have
remained as the ‘outliers’ of the model. Studies have particularly discussed the case of
fisher-folk, women, Scheduled Tribes and Scheduled Castes as some of the groups who
were largely left behind for various reasons (Babu, 2012; Devika, 2006a; Kodoth &
Eapen, 2005; Kunhaman, 1985; Kurien, J. 1995 & 2000; Mukhopadhyay, 2007; Omvedt,
2006; Ramanathaiyer & Macpherso, 2000; Saradamoni, 1994 & 2006; Sivanandan, 1979;
Shyjan & Sunitha, 2009; Shyjan, 2011; Sreekumar & Parayil, 2006; Steur, 2009 & 2011).
Compared to these underprivileged sections, this pattern of development has ‘provided
many options for social and economic advancement of the middle level castes and
communities and ‘middle classes’ (Tharakan, 2008). It has been argued that the evolution
of the so-called Kerala Model itself was one-sided as ‘it was mainly through struggles
based upon the growing consciousness of rights among the relatively underprivileged that
the access to basic services was made possible for wide sections of Kerala’s population.
In these struggles, the better-endowed classes and social groups also participated through
the socio-religious reform movements and political movements and many a time played
leading roles’ (Tharakan, 2008). While reviewing discussions on ‘Kerala model of
development’, one of the scholars points out that the discussion missed several important
aspects, but it has put a cap on the tendency of over-rejoicing over Kerala's attainments
(Rammohan, 2000).
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Thus, it appears that the Kerala model of development has historically evolved in a
specific context and continues to affect the process of development that Kerala followed
in later periods. Many studies identify land reforms and educational reforms implemented
by the first state government (1957-59 led by EMS) as the two major policies that played
a major role in creating an enabling environment (Lieten, 2002 a & b). For several years,
the social sector accounted for a significant share of Kerala’s total expenditure and it was
education which absorbed the major share in the social sector expenditure. For instance,
between 1975 and 1987 the state allocated 53 to 58 per cent of its budget on social
development wherein 30 per cent was invested in the education sector (Tharakan, 1997:
224). This resulted in the growth of schools and students’ enrolment at various levels. In
the case of primary education, the enrolment increased from 24.93 lakh in 1956-57 to
4.28 million in 1980-81. During the same period, enrolment in secondary education grew
more rapidly from 2.17 lakh 13.11 lakh while enrolment in university education increased
from a mere 0.22 lakh to 2.42 lakh. (Mathew, E.T. 1999b:103). The overall enrolment
trend suggests that there was a steady increase with the aided schools maintaining a
relatively higher rate of enrolment compared to the government schools. Thus, Kerala
successfully tackled first generation problems like illiteracy and the gender gap in
enrolment in schools. As a result, the educational status of the work force improved and
created a rich human capital base for the state economy.
However, this educated labour force was not absorbed into the domestic economy
primarily because state investment was not focusing on the industrial sector, and the
commodity producing sectors were not able to employ them (Prakash, 1988b). This led to
an increase the rate of unemployment in the state, especially among the educated youth
(Mathew, 1997). Between 1983 and 1987-88, the rate of educated unemployment in
Kerala rose from 29.3 per cent to 35.0 per cent (Mathew, E.T. 1999b: 113). For various
reasons, the state economy, particularly the commodity producing sectors, were nearly
stagnant (Albin, 1990; Kannan, 1990; Kannan & Pushpangadan, 1988; Subrahmanian,
1990, Subrahmanian & Pillai, 1986; Thomas, 2005). In many cases, the educated youth
were not willing to remain in the traditional agriculture and allied activity jobs (Nair,
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1999a & b). For various reasons, the educated workforce prefers ‘white-collar’ jobs,
especially in the organised sector (Mathew, E.T. 1999b: 106-107).
So they migrated out of the state4 and this process became very prominent when the West
Asian countries were passing through the ‘post-oil boom’ development (Nambiar, 1995;
Rajan & Kumar, 2010 & 2011; Zachariah, Mathew & Rajan, 2003). The oil price hike in
1973 had accelerated industrialisation and social change in the west Asian countries. This
required the services of large numbers of foreign workers and that led to large scale
emigration of Indian workers to west Asia (Prakash, 1998).
Though Kerala has a long history of migration, this was unique in many ways. For
instance, from the middle of the 19th century when recruitment of Indian workers started,
there were two recruiting centres in Malabar (in Palghat and Tirur). Cochin port was
convenient for ships to come and recruit indentured labour. Some Cherumas (lower caste
engaged in agriculture and other manual jobs) are reported to have migrated by the
middle of the 19th century. Their migration can be seen as a way to seek freedom from a
life “of incessant toil and shameful exploitation by the landlords” (cited in Joseph,
1988:40).
Until 1947 Kerala had a negative net migration, the state attracted more migrants than
those who left the state.5 Since independence, there are two6 kinds of international
4

Though Kerala experienced migration of educated workers to other parts of India, its role in transforming
the larger pattern of development in the state is not strong as international migration. By and large, the
internal migrants have higher and professional education and are often associated with upward occupational
mobility. In the case of international migration, there are many the poor migrants pushed away by
unemployment for whom migration is a survival strategy. Therefore, the impact of these two types of
migration in poverty alleviation and local development. While considering the effect of remittance in
reducing poverty and inequality, international remittances proved to be more poor-friendly than internal
remittances. At the same time, bulk of remittances was received by wealthier families and therefore it did
not led to redistribution of wealth to the lower strata of the society. So, promotion of internal migration (of
highly educated from wealthy families) may reinforce the existing inequalities in Kerala. Instead, the state
policy may look towards widening the access to international migration to the poorest segments of
population and thereby enabling the redistribution of income through remittances (Pelletier, 2011).

5

The contemporary Indian migration has a 175-year old history. By and large, the West remains as the
favourite destination for skilled migrants from India while the unskilled migrants from India are
concentrated in West-Asia (Khadria, 2009 & 2011). Scholars have identified different phases in the history
of international migration from India. One of the studies has looked into the trend in pre-independence and
post-independence periods and divided the pre-independence migration as indentured labour migration
(1834-1910), emigration under Kangani system (1910-1935) and free migration (1936-1947). The
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migration; migration of workers with skills and professional expertise, mainly to the
USA, Canada, UK and Australia as permanent migrants (since early 1950s) and
migration of unskilled and semi-skilled workers to the oil-exporting countries of West
Asia on temporary work contracts, following the oil price increase of 1973-74 and 1979
(Rajan & Kumar, 2010:10-18). In the decade between 1981 and 1991, 555,000 persons
migrated from Kerala to places outside India in addition to 189,000 who migrated to
other states within the country (Zachariah, Mathew & Rajan, 2002). During 1980s, the
years between 1980 and 1983 represent the peak phase of labour migration from India (a
total of 976.7 thousand workers). Among Indian migrants, the share of Keralites is more
than 50 per cent (Prakash, 1999:137-139).
This led to a situation where the inflow of remittance income derived out of the earlier
international migration became a major part of the state income. For instance, remittance
as percentage of Net State Domestic Product (NSDP) increased from 0.57 in 1972-73 to
10.2 per cent in 1982-83 and 19.19 per cent in 1992-93 (Kannan & Hari, 2002:207). The
steady increase in the inflow of remittances led Kerala into a turnaround in growth and
from 1987-88 onwards the state economy moved from the slow growth phase into a high
and steady growth phase. The trend of NSDP was very impressive and by the early 1990s
its growth rate crossed the national average.
Many identified this turn-around as the beginning of a ‘virtuous’ growth driven by earlier
investment in social development (Centre for Development Studies, 2005:44;
Chakraborty, 2005; Kannan, 2005). Some studies argue that the social development,

indenture was a halfway between slavery and free labour; it enabled transferring labour (through migration)
to the newly developing areas and restrained the labour from sticking to one place. The Kangani system
involved a short-term contract (usually an oral contract for a duration of 30 days). The term Kangani means
the head man and it indicate his role in recruiting and functioning of the system. The abolition of Kangani
system gave way to the free migration where the migration decision is taken by the individual, not as a
group (Rajan & Kumar, 2010: 2-10). Another study has identified four phases; the first from 1834-1910
(steady increase in the size of indentured labour emigration), the second period from 1910-1915 (the end of
indentured labour emigration), and the third period from1921-1930 (migration of workers to plantation
areas of Ceylon, Burma and Malaysia). By 1938, the kangani/maistry form of emigration stopped and then
onwards the period of voluntary labour migration started (Jain, 2011).
6

Some studies identified the third phase of migration (from mid- 1990s) which is again led by professionals
mainly software engineers and managers to the developed countries like United States and United Kingdom
(Usha, 2009:243-244).
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remittances and economic reforms are the three main factors which made this possible
(Kannan, 2005). Others argue that these factors can probably act as necessary conditions
for a turnaround in growth, but they cannot be sufficient conditions (Mathew, 2005).
Another study supports this view of the role of mass-education and remittance in
generating growth but questions the argument that policy reforms accelerated the
productive sector of the regional economy (Pushpangadan & Parameswaran, 2007:81).
Figure: 1.1
Trends in state income: Kerala (Net State Domestic Product)

Source: Centre for Development Studies, 2005:44

By the 1980s, Kerala economy had become a service-oriented economy where the service
sector accounted for the largest share in NSDP (Babu, 2005; Pillai & Shanta, 2005).
Since the service sector growth is largely dependent on remittances, it was suggested that
Kerala’s economy, driven by the service sector, was likely to lose its growth momentum
sooner rather than later (Jeromi, 2003). For instance, the decline of foreign remittances
during the Gulf war of the early 1990s made many scholars skeptical about whether the
so-called turnaround will take off into a virtuous cycle of growth (Oommen, 2005). Other
issues like changes in the immigration policy of the destination country and economic
conditions may also affect the pattern of migration. For instance, the large scale
immigration of international workers in GCC countries has made the governments to
introduce new regulations for labour migration (Hussain, 2011). One of the earlier studies
9

on migration to United Arab Emirates (one of the prime destinations of migrants from
Kerala) points out that the demand for unskilled and semi-skilled labourers declined
substantially due to the changes in the immigration policy,7 completion of major
infrastructure projects and economic recession in the region (Zachariah, Prakash &
Rajan, 2002). Compared to the old generation migrants who migrated with basic
education and literacy, the current migrants have better educational qualifications and
positively affect the occupational profile of the migrants (Nambiar, 1995; Mani, 2011;
Zachariah, Mathew & Rajan, 2003; Zachariah & Rajan, 2009). One of the studies
suggests that the future demand will be for categories of skilled workers and
professionals and therefore recommends that future emigrants from Kerala should be
equipped to meet such changes (Zachariah, Prakash & Rajan, 2002; Prakash, 2004b).
In short, the earlier growth strategy of prioritising the social sector enabled the state to
export its labour with basic education and later the remittances sent by them actually
fuelled the domestic economy. The high growth rate achieved suggests that human
development can affect economic growth positively and hence the relationship can be
reinforcing in nature. It has been argued that ‘the dynamics of such ‘virtuous growth’ in
Kerala is based on the comprehensive plane of human development, flourishing in the
wider sense of human capability that captures both the utility-enhancing (as an end-initself) and productivity-enhancing (human capital as means) values’(Centre for
Development Studies, 2005: 2, emphasis added).
This has created some optimism about the sustainability of Kerala’s development path.
While some scholars remain skeptical and point to the risk of relying upon an unbalanced
growth strategy based on the service sector, without building on the state’s dynamic
comparative advantage in skill and technology-driven commodity production
(Subrahmanian, 2006), others argue that the growth pattern suggests that this model can
be sustained as long as the state is able to locate and supply its educated labour to the
global market (Pushpangadan, 2003). Even at the dawn of the present century, Kerala
7

From 18th July 1999, the UAE government has stopped granting visas tor unskilled workers from India,
Pakistan and Bangladesh. New policies focus on demographic balancing, emiratization, banning visa for
unskilled Asian workers, large-scale mechanisation to make unskilled labour very expensive, etc.
(Zachariah, Prakash & Rajan, 2002).
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‘had a clear lead in the matter of education over rest of India … able to take advantage of
the demand in foreign lands for educated and trained person in various categories’
(Joseph, 1988:41-42). The fact that Kerala’s work force is more educated and migrated to
various places seems to make it easier for them to continue this further (Mani, 2012).
This seems to be borne out by the continuing growth in remittances. It has been pointed
out that in 2002-03, the inward remittance was equivalent to 22 per cent of Kerala’s
NSDP and, in absolute terms, the inflow of remittance increased from Rs.13,652 crores in
1999 to Rs.18,465 crores in 2004 (Zachariah & Rajan, 2004). In 2010, the remittances
were estimated as 31.23 per cent of the state’s NSDP (Zachariah & Rajan, 2012b).
Though there have been some fluctuations,8 remittances continue to have a major impact
on Kerala’s economy.
By 2008, total household remittance was estimated as Rs.12,511 crores (against Rs.3,530
crores in 1998 and Rs.7965 in 2003). It was found that there was a 57 per cent increase in
household remittance during 2003-2008 (Zachariah & Rajan, 2012a:68). As a result,
Kerala’s per capita consumption expenditure increased and became one of the highest in
the country9 (Pushpangadan, 2003). In terms of per capita expenditure Kerala’s rank
among the major states in India improved from 10 in 1970-71 to 4 in the 1980s (Harilal
& Joseph, 2003). The migration-remittances boom generated higher consumer
expenditure and savings and thereby improved the standard of living in the regional
economy. However, the boom had a clear dampening effect on the goods producing
sectors of the regional economy (ibid).
The process of generating the educated manpower did not however remain the same.
Once the state economy entered the high growth phase, there was a change in the pattern
of public expenditure in education. In earlier years, Kerala’s social sector expenditure had
been higher than that of many other Indian states (Pradhan & Abraham, 2002). Recent
experience however suggests that Kerala moved away from the earlier situation as real
8

For instance, share remittances in Kerala’s NSDP declined from 25.5 % in 1998 to 20.2 % in 2007 (Rajan,
2011:51).

9
Since the official data on per capita NSDP does not take the remittance income into account, the actual per
capita income in Kerala must have been larger.
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social expenditure declined (Aravindan & Menon, 2010). For instance, expenditure on
education at constant prices in Kerala has shown one of the lowest growth rates among
all states. In fact, the annual growth rate of 3.2 per cent recorded during the 1974-75 to
1984-85 period dipped to 1.1 per cent during the subsequent period of 1985-86 to 199192 (George & Kumar, 1999). The percentage of public spending on education to total
government expenditure, which was as high as 29.28 per cent in 1982-83 declined to
23.17 in 1992-93 and to 17.97 per cent in 2005-06 (Oommen, 2008a). Even if the state is
willing to continue to finance the large network of public services in the state, state’s
finance with high fiscal imbalance remain as a challenge (Chakraborty, Chakraborty,
Nath & Mitra, 2010).
On the other hand, withdrawal of the state from prioritising the social sector seems to
have been offset by the fact that remittance income had a greater involvement in
education. The focus and priorities of private remittance income are different from those
of the government in the earlier period. Private investment replaced government
expenditure and shifted the focus from mass-education to higher and professional levels.
The declining trend in the enrolment in government schools and corresponding growth of
private un-aided schools reflects the significance of the private sector in the new growth
phase.
Overall, Kerala’s development experience during the recent decades can be seen as an
example of human development policy generating economic growth. Within this focus on
human development there is a prominent place for education. The focus on education
altered the pattern of transition and structure of the local economies. It has been argued
that the growth of mass-education and inflow of remittance led to the emergence of nonagrarian village economies in Kerala (Pani & Jafar, 2010). There has been a steady
decline in the share of workforce engaged in agriculture and allied jobs. Some studies
find this as a positive sign and expect that the workforce move out of agriculture may be
absorbed in the manufacturing sector.10 During the 1991-2001 decade, the share of
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However, Kerala’s experience shows that the workers who withdrew from the primary sector (mainly
agriculture) were not absorbed by the secondary sector (manufacturing), but they were absorbed in the
tertiary sector (service). For instance, the share of workers in primary sector declined from 57.5 per cent (in
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agricultural labour force declined sharply (from 37.7% to 22.8%), while urbanisation
remained stagnant or declined marginally from 26.6 per cent to 26 per cent.11
So, Kerala’s experience contradicts other development paradigms12 and the experience of
Indian states like, say, Tamil Nadu. During that decade, Tamil Nadu saw a decline in the
share of agricultural labour (from 59.4% to 49.4%) but that was associated with an
increase (from 34.2% to 44%) in the urbanisation (Census of India 1991 & 2001). In the
case of Kerala, this transition did not happen as there was limited industrialization and
hence it did not form any urban manufacturing centres. Even as the majority of the
population moved away from agriculture, they had no fast growing urban centres to move
into and had to migrate out of the state. At the same time, the inflow of foreign
remittances enabled the general population to stay back in the rural areas and access basic
services like education, health, transport, communication and other amenities. Of course,
over time, the continuing growth of the rural centres led to some of them becoming urban
centres as observed in the 2011 census.
Thus, the dynamic role of education played the key role in Kerala’s development process.
At the national level too government allocation for education is more critical for
economic development while the per capita health expenditure does not have any
significant growth impact (Pradhan & Abraham, 2002). The change in the nature of
public and private involvement in Kerala’s educational system suggests that the next
phase also follows a similar process. However, the greater involvement of the private
sector (remittance driven) is more likely to shift the focus of education towards more
technical and professional areas. This is bound to affect human capital formation and
thereby the nature of growth in the coming years.

1961) to 32 per cent in 2001. During the same period, share of workers in tertiary sector sharply increased
from 22.4 per cent to 42.4 per cent (Ghosh, 2009:49)
11

This decline may partially be due to the changes that took place in the definition of urban area as defined
by Census of India (George, 2009:423).
12
Normally, the withdrawal of workforce from agriculture and their concentration in manufacturing centres
results in urbanisation.
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1.3

Choice of Theoretical Frame: The Capabilities Approach13

The relationship between economic growth and development has been widely discussed
in the economics literature. Broadly, the latter is normative in nature and includes welfare
indicators which economic growth (i.e mere increase in per capita income or GNP) need
not guarantee. It can be argued that the diversity of human beings and their situations
limit “the usefulness of real-income comparison for judging different persons’ respective
advantages” that lead to such situations (Sen, 2000:69-70). By looking at the experience
of many developed countries, scholars argue that once a country achieves economic
growth, development or social advancement follows. However, many West-Asian
countries experienced economic growth (due to the oil boom) but that was not followed
by progress in social or human development. On the other hand, some African countries
moved in the opposite direction; even with poor economic conditions they managed to
achieve social development to a level that matches that of many developing countries
(UNDP, 1990). By the 1980s these contradictory experiences questioned the leading
development approach for presuming a close link between national economic growth and
the expansion of individual human choices. It was in this context that a team led by
Mahbub-ul Haq prepared the first Human Development Reports (HDR) of the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and proposed a new development paradigm.
From 1990 onwards, the UNDP has been publishing the yearly global human
development reports according to their position in human development index (HDI). Ever
since UNDP launched its first report on human development, the approach has emerged
as a powerful way to look at well-being across countries. The HDI is computed using the
logarithm of gross domestic product (GDP) per head, literacy rates and life expectancy at
birth. The pioneers of HDR were convinced that such a simple combined measure of
human development is essential for convincing the public, academics, and policy-makers
that they should evaluate development by advances in human well-being and not only by
advances in the economy. At the same time they recognised the fact that the concept of
human development is too diverse and rich to be captured by any single index or even a
13
Following the literature, the present study also uses the ‘capability approach’ or ‘capabilities approach’
which is broadly an alternate term for ‘human development approach’.
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set of indicators. Human development is a process of enlarging people's choices which
can be infinite and liable to change over time. Of these choices the UNDP believes, ‘the
most critical ones are to lead a long and healthy life, to be educated and to enjoy a decent
standard of living. Additional choices include political freedom, guaranteed human rights
and self-respect’ (UNDP, 1990:10). One of the central goals of this approach is to enable
people to become agents;14 to bring the change to their lives in the way they value.
Development thus relies on their freedom to make decisions (Alkire & Deneulin, 2009).
Among others, it was Amartya Sen’s work on ‘capabilities’ and ‘functionings’ that
provided the strong conceptual foundation for the new paradigm. Sen defined human
development as the process of enlarging a person’s functionings and capabilities to
function (Fukuda-Parr, 2003). Functioning is an achievement of a person and it reflects a
part of the state of that person.15 Being a derived notion, capability reflects various
combinations of the functionings. ‘It takes certain view of living as a combination of
various “doings and beings”. Capability reflects a person’s freedom to choose between
different ways of living’ (Sen, 2011:5). As Sen explains, ‘the concept of “functionings”
reflects the various things a person may value doing or being … A person’s “capability”
refers to the alternative combinations of functionings that are feasible for her to achieve.
Capability is thus a kind of freedom: the substantive freedom to achieve alternative
functioning combinations (or less formally put, the freedom to achieve various lifestyles’
(ibid: 75). According to this framework, the quality of life should be conceived and
measured directly in terms of functionings and capabilities instead of resources or utility.
In many ways, the two concepts distinct but related: the accumulation of ‘human capital’
and the expansion of ‘human capability’ are very important in understanding the
processes of economic and social development. ‘The former concentrates on the agency
of human beings

_

through skill and knowledge as well as effort

_

in augmenting

production possibilities. The latter focuses on the ability of human beings to lead lives
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Agency can be defined as ‘a person’s ability to pursue and realise goals she values and has reason to
value’ (Alkire & Deneulin, 2009:22).

15
While following the Aristotelian line, this approach claims that ‘‘functionings are constitutive of a
person’s being’’ (Alkire, 2005:118).
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they have reason to value and to enhance the substantive choices they have. The two
perspectives cannot but be related since both are concerned with the role of human
beings, and in particular with the actual abilities that they achieve and acquire’ (Sen, A.
1997:1959). Broadly, the concept of human capability is a more expansive notion of
human capital. For instance, ‘education encourages aspects of human flourishing that are
wider than those associated with merely increasing productivity or economic growth’
(Unterhalter, 2009:212). This approach distinguishes the means and the ends of wellbeing and development. However, there are situations where the distinction becomes
blurred or one does the function of the other or both. For instance, the capability of being
in good health is an end in itself, but also a means to the capability to work. Largely, only
the ends have intrinsic importance, whereas means are instrumental to reach the goal of
increased well-being, justice and development (Robeyns, 2005).
The capabilities approach sees development ‘as a process of expanding the real freedoms
that people enjoy. In this approach, expansion of freedom is viewed as both the primary
ends and the principal means of development. They can be called respectively the
“constitutive role” and the “instrumental role” of freedom in development’ (Sen, 2000:
36). This has several implications for development analysis. For instance, it recognises
that a person being ‘prevented from speaking freely or participating in public debates and
decision is deprived of something that she has reason to value … even if she has no
immediate interest in exercising the freedom to speak or to participate, it would still be a
deprivation of her freedoms if she were to be left with no choice on these matters’ (ibid:
36-37). Sen points out that the relevance of these factors need not be established through
their indirect contribution to other features of development such as income; rather these
freedoms are part and parcel of enriching the process of development.
The instrumental role of freedom – the effectiveness of freedom as means – looks at ‘the
way different kinds of rights, opportunities, and entitlements contribute to the expansion
of human freedom in general, and thus to promoting development’ (ibid: 37). By looking
at the process through which development takes place, it is possible, in a given situation,
to identify various kinds of freedoms which constitute the individual’s capability. Sen
identifies political freedom, economic facilities, social opportunities, transparency
16

guarantees and protective security as different types of instrumental freedoms that
contribute directly or indirectly, to the overall freedom (ibid: 38). Each of these freedoms
can be analysed from their instrumental and constitutive roles, which respectively reflect
the means and ends of development. It is the constitutive role of freedom that helps us
visualise what constitutes the degree of freedom prevailing in a society, whereas the
instrumental role of freedom is crucial in understanding how the existing freedom affects
the capabilities of people, and by what means it sustains in the society.
This approach gives more importance to people and recognises the importance of having
the freedoms or valuable opportunities (capabilities) to lead the ‘kind of lives they want
to lead, to do what they want to do and be the person they want to be. Once they
effectively have these substantive opportunities, they can choose those options that they
value most. For example, every person should have the opportunity to be part of a
community and to practice a religion; but if someone prefers to be a hermit or an atheist,
they should also have this option’ (Robeyns, 2005). In fact these freedoms are locally
affected by various factors. There are certain factors such as personal heterogeneities,
environmental diversities, variations in social climate, difference in relational
perspectives and distribution within the family which Sen identified as the source of
variation between the income and the advantages we get out of them (Sen, 2000:70-71).
Personal heterogeneities arise because people have different physical characteristics
which make their needs diverse. For instance, an ill/disabled person may need more
income to cope with her illness/disability. Even the quality of life derived out of medical
treatment may vary among them. Second, variations in environmental conditions, such as
climatic circumstances, temperature range, rainfall, and flooding can influence what a
person gets out of a given level of income. Heating and clothing requirements of the poor
in colder climates cause problems that may not be shared equally by poor people in
warmer countries. The presence and absence of infectious diseases, pollution and other
environmental problems in the quality of life can also cause these variations. Third, social
conditions, including public educational arrangements, and the prevalence or absence of
crime and violence in a particular location can influence the conversion of personal
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income and resources into the quality of life. The nature of community relationships and
the presence or absence of wider conflict can affect this conversion.
Fourth, perspectives of well-being can also be changed in relation to different situations.
The commodity requirements of established patterns of behaviour may vary between
communities, depending on conventions and customs. For example, being relatively poor
in a rich community can prevent a person from achieving some elementary ‘functionings’
(such as taking part in the life of the community), even though her income may be much
higher than the level of income at which members of poorer communities can function
with ease and success. Here, what makes one person able to ‘appear in public without
shame’ is her relational status in the society rather than the level of income.
Fifth, differences in well-being can exist within the family as well. As incomes earned by
one or more members of a family are shared by all, it is a basic unit for consideration of
incomes from the standpoint of their use. The well-being or freedom of individuals in a
family will depend on how family income is used in the furtherance of the interests and
objectives of different members of the family. Distributional rules followed within the
family (for example, related to gender or age or perceived needs) can make a major
difference to the attainments and predicaments (ibid: 70-71).
1.3.1

Focusing on processes rather than on aggregate summary measures

While explaining the relationship between economic growth and human development,
one of the pioneers of the human development paradigm concludes that the ‘human
development paradigm consistently takes the view that growth is not the end of economic
development-but that the absence of growth often is. Economic growth is essential for
human development, but to fully exploit the opportunities for improved well-being that
growth offers, it needs to be properly managed. Some countries have been extremely
successful in managing their economic growth to improve the human condition, others
less so. So, there is no automatic link between economic growth and human progress.
And one of the most pertinent policy issues concerns the exact process through which
growth translates, or fails to translate, into human development under different
development conditions’ (Haq, 1995:21).
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It is clear that, scholars like Haq were concerned about the local forces which affect the
process through which growth translates, or fails to translate, into human development.
However, the focus of HDRs shifted from this critical area to measuring the achieved
well-being of the countries. Other than the HDI, there are other indices like Human
Freedom Index (HFI), Human Distress Profile (HDP), Human Poverty Index (HPI) and
Gender Development Index (GDI) which also reflect various aspects of quality of life.
Generally a strong correlation is expected between HDI and HFI, while there seems to
have an inverse relationship between these two on the one hand and HDP on the other.16
Most of these indices concentrate on developing aggregate summary measures of wellbeing; they need not explain the underlying processes that bring about changes in human
development. For instance, the HDR ranks the countries by measuring the distance
between the best and the worst performers; this ranking has provoked policy-makers to
examine how each country fared in this regard and to ask why some countries and
regions, such as Costa Rica, Sri Lanka, or the state of Kerala in India, managed to
achieve much higher levels of ‘‘human development’’ in comparison to countries with
similar income levels (Fukuda-Parr, 2003). While recognising the importance of
developing aggregate indices for measuring the achieved well-being, various processes
through which the formation of capabilities take place locally remain an under-explored
area of understanding. Therefore the present study focuses on this relatively underexplored area and attempts to identify the local forces and their possible impact on
specific capabilities.
1.4

Research Questions

The study finds the capabilities approach to be a useful framework to understand the
development experience of Kerala, particularly the relationship between mass-education
based economic growth and human development in the new growth phase. Historically,
many of the freedoms, particularly the political and social freedoms triggered by radical
policies of the state governments, have been instrumental in facilitating the unique
16

In this respect the impressive performance of Kerala in HDI is associated with distresses like high rates
of suicide, crime against women, drug addiction, missing persons and educated unemployment (Oommen,
2009).
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process of development which Kerala experienced. The welfare policies pursued by
consecutive state governments have had a significant role in improving certain basic
capabilities such as the ability to live a longer life and access to school education and this
was equally distributed across genders. At the same time, the recent trend in the
distribution of total consumption expenditure of Kerala suggests that the trend of
inequality has been rising in the post-reform period (Subrahmanyan & Prasad, 2008).
This has to be seen in the light of the declining trend in Kerala’s real social expenditure,
which can affect the social opportunities of the poor. The protective security of the
marginal communities like fisher-folks and population belonging to various SCs and STs
remains a challenge. Therefore, we cannot also assume that the new growth phase with
greater involvement of the private sector and remittances will maintain the earlier
achievement in state’s human development or improve further.
The broad question which the thesis tries to addresses is, what is the impact of this
process, i.e. the evolution of virtuous growth based on mass-education, migration and
remittances, on individual and group capabilities? The study recognises the debates going
around choosing a list of basic capabilities. Broadly, Nussbaum identifies a list of central
capabilities whereas Sen does not offer such a predetermined canonical list of capabilities
(Alkire, 2002; Sen, 1979, 2004 & 2007; Nussbaum, 1995, 2000 & 2011).17
By considering the background of the study regions, the study identifies specific
capabilities and tries to explore the process through which they are locally affected.
Broadly, it tries to understand the impact of the larger pattern of development on specific
capabilities, viewed from the constitutive and instrumental aspects of freedom. The thesis
also tries to understand whether this pattern of development with greater involvement of
17

Though there are limitations, such a can be very useful in assessing the capabilities. Nussbaum lists life;
bodily health; bodily integrity; sense, imagination, and thought; emotions; practical reason; affiliation;
other species; play; and control over one’s environment as the ten central capabilities (Nussbaum,
1999,2000 & 2011). On the other hand, a fixed list may deny the possibilities of progress in social
understanding and productive role of public discussion. In practice, it is difficult to construct such a list of
basic capabilities which is relevant to every evaluation (measurement exercise or index). During the
assessment, the weightage and priority given to a specific capability cannot be same for all situations. For
instance; the priorities given for food and shelter vary according to the local conditions (Alkire, 2002, 2005
& 2010; Sen, 1979, 2004 & 2007). Based on the emerging concerns on various dimensions of human
development, studies have identified some common areas which constitute a critical part of the framework
in any situation (Alkire, 2002 & 2010).
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private remittances and the withdrawal of government from the social sector can be
sustained and whether it can improve human development further.
1.5

Study Area

In order to understand the implications of the remittance-driven growth on human
development, specifically the process through which the capabilities are formed, we need
to look into micro-level realities. For this, Malappuram district in Kerala is a useful
example. At one level it has followed the same macroeconomic patterns as that of the
whole of Kerala. In terms of occupational pattern, its share of cultivators and agricultural
labourers in its total main workers declined from 47.1 per cent in 1991 to 21.2 per cent in
2001. However, Malappuram remained one of the least urbanised Kerala districts, with
90 per cent of the population living in rural areas (Census of India, 1991 & 2001).
The district economy is also largely remittance driven. The district-wise distribution of
remittances shows that Malappuram is ranked first in terms of proportion of total
remittances and per household remittance (Centre for Development Studies, 2005:46). In
2010 its inward remittance was as high as Rs 6486 crore, the highest in Kerala. The
average remittance per household in Malappuram was more than one lakh (Rs. 103,585),
nearly double the state average (Rs.57, 227). (Zachariah & Rajan, 2011:306-307).
At the same time, the linkage between income generated overseas and the local economy
remains weak. For several years, Malappuram remained in one of the lowest ranked
districts in Kerala in terms of per capita income (Government of Kerala, Economic
Reviews, various issues). It was suggested that the large scale out-migration and inflow
of remittances did not lead ‘to any perceptible increase in the level of per capita GDP at
district level, or to a major structural shift in favour of the secondary sector. Malappuram
provides a good illustration of this, with the agricultural sector atrophying in favour of a
burgeoning services sector in the 1970s when the migration phenomenon was
accelerating, and with the share of the secondary sector also falling back during the
1980s, when the pace began to slacken’ (Saith, 1992). The recent reports listed
Malappuram district as one among the four districts that experienced the lowest growth
rate in district income. The district-wise per capita income figures in these reports have
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consistently ranked Malappuram in the lowest rank in Kerala (Government of Kerala,
Economic Review, 2009, 2010, 2011 & 2012). Similarly, the human development report
identifies Malappuram district for its low rank in district-wise Human Development
Index, with HDI rank 0.749 against 0.773 Kerala as a whole (Centre for Development
Studies, 2005:60).
Map: 1.1 Malappuram district

Culturally, 68.5 per cent of Malappuram’s population is Muslim and the remaining is
accounted for by Hindus (29.2%), Christians (2.2 %) and other religious groups
(Government of Kerala, Panchayat Level Statistics, 2006). Women’s employment status
and earning can be considered as a key factor in empowering them. Compared to the nonworking/non-earning women, working women with independent incomes have a
decisively greater role in household decision-making (Devi, 2002). Studies expect a
positive correlation between education and female labour force participation. However,
Malappuram district experiences a very low female work participation rate (6.63 %, far
below of 15.38% across Kerala) even with a high literacy rate (73.8%, all figures from
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Census of India, 2001). There are various socio-cultural reasons that have contributed to
this poor performance.
Broadly, the economic transition, international migration and the diverse geography of
the district across coastal areas, high-lands and agrarian hinterlands makes the district a
useful example to study the effect of virtuous growth on human development in Kerala.
Among others, the study identifies the relational perspective (arising from migration
status, religion and caste affiliation) and geographic diversity as the two major factors
which have critical role in the formation of local capabilities in different local economies
of Malappuram. The capability formed in a migrant household may be different from that
which a non-migrant household experiences. In such cases, international migration can be
taken as a useful example to understand the working of the relational perspective.
1.6

Data and Methodology

In order to understand the role of geographic diversity in the formation of capabilities, the
study selected three regions (taking Taluks as the administrative units) from the Coastal,
Midlands and Highlands areas. The three Taluks namely Tirur, Perinthalmanna and
Nilambur were chosen from coastal, agrarian plain land (midland) and highland areas of
the district. For the detailed study, three gram panchayats representing each of the three
regions were selected in such a way that their occupational structure was similar to the
modal values of the coastal, agrarian plain land (midland) and highland areas. The gram
panchayat chosen from the coastal region was Tanur, Alipparamba was chosen from the
agriculture dominated plains and Chungathara from the highlands.
The study uses both quantitative and qualitative data and methods of analysis. The
quantitative data consists of secondary data collected from the concerned authorities of
the state and central governments and primary data collected through primary surveys.
Data on occupational pattern, urbanisation, literacy and other demographic details was
collected from reports published by Census of India. Secondary data on enrolment and
growth of educational institutes at various levels was collected from different reports
published by the department of public instruction. The study uses secondary data
collected from various reports published by the Kerala State Planning Board and
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Directorate of Economics and Statistics. Apart from the available secondary data, the
study uses primary data extensively. The primary data is drawn from two rounds of
questionnaire surveys and detailed interviews (during 2010 and 2011) conducted in the
three sample gram panchayats selected from three Taluks of Malappuram district.
The first set of primary data was collected during the panchayat election (AugustDecember 2010), which happened to be the first election after implementing the fifty per
cent reservation for women candidates. After pilot surveys, a structured questionnaire
survey and detailed personal interviews were conducted among the 196 candidates (out of
198) who contested for the three representative gram panchayats. Two candidates from
the Highland GP were excluded since they stood for election explicitly to confuse and
divert voters (by virtue of having names similar to other candidates). The study was
carried out in two phases: the first phase covered the whole process of elections_ from the
process of nomination, candidature, campaign, election, counting and immediate
responses to the result; and the second phase consisted of the questionnaire survey
leading up to detailed personal interviews with the candidates. The first phase entailed
extensive travelling for participating in meetings and campaigns organised by various
political parties and religious organisations. The second phase involved interviewing the
candidates. One hundred and eighty-two candidates were personally interviewed whereas
the information for the remaining fourteen was collected from the family members and
was verified from members of the public, mostly neighbours or party workers. The
support of party workers, local leaders, and friends from political and non-political
organisations was very helpful in getting access to various programmes and informal
discussions. The survey collected information on candidates’ personal details including
education, occupation, religious or caste affiliation, migration status, earlier engagement
in politics and panchayati raj institutions. The observations and detailed interviews were
the main sources for determining the role of party and non-party elements in determining
the candidature and dynamics of local politics.
Later, a large scale questionnaire survey and a second round of primary data collection
were conducted in the same gram panchayats (March-August 2011). The householdsurvey was carried out in two representative wards selected on the basis of their
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geography and occupational pattern being close to the respective gram panchayats.
Detailed information was collected by administering a structured questionnaire survey in
75018 sample households selected from the three gram panchayats (125 households from
each of the representative wards). This was supported with qualitative information
collected through regular observation and detailed personal interviews with senior family
members, elected members and authorities of the respective gram panchayat offices, local
leaders engaged in social-political and religious activities. This was very helpful in
understanding the different practices and institutions in everyday life.
The thesis begins with this introductory chapter which briefly reviews the literature
related to the evolution of the so-called Kerala model of development and emergence of
new growth phase. Using this background, the chapter introduces the capabilities
approach as a useful frame to understand the Kerala model and growth phase. The second
chapter broadly discusses the development experience of Malabar region and
Malappuram district in particular as a snapshot of Kerala’s development experience. It
also discusses the pattern of transition that took place in the Coastal, Midland and
Highland regions of Malabar. The third chapter looks at the dynamics of education, and
special attention has been paid to trace the role of migration, regional diversity and social
groups (mainly religion and caste affiliation). The fourth chapter explores the options of
borrowings and savings practiced by the households. The chapter particularly discusses
the changes taking place in some of the traditional modes of local finance. The fifth
chapter looks at women’s participation in various public spaces related to their everyday
life. Apart from the political and religious meetings, the study looks into their
engagement in other events and spaces related to their social, family and personal life.
Based on insights drawn from the panchayat election held in October 2010, the sixth
chapter tries to understand the implications of the revised reservation policy on the
political freedom of women in Kerala. The last chapter outlines the conclusions of the
study based on the findings of the previous chapters in an effort to capture the
constitutive and instrumental aspects of freedom that the Kerala model has generated in
Malappuram.
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With a response rate of 99.74%
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Chapter 2
Malappuram: A Lower-End Case of the ‘Kerala Model of Development’
2.1

Introduction

Comparing the development experience of Malappuram district and Malabar region with
that of Kerala is useful in understanding the role of various factors that shape the process
of regional development locally. The larger pattern suggests that the state economy
passed through the ‘Kerala model of development’ and entered the ‘virtuous growth’
phase from 1987-88. Within the state, there exist some variations in the way different
regions followed this. For instance, developmental history of the larger Malabar region
and Malappuram district in particular, is different from other parts of the state, namely
the old Travancore and Cochin regions. There were differences in land distribution, land
use pattern, progress in education and health, demography and standard of living;
wherein the two princely states were far ahead of Malabar (Kabir, 2002; Nair, 1976 a &
b; Ramachandran. 2007; Salim & Nair, 2002; Tharakan, 1997 & 2008; Varghese, 1970).
Various measures of development suggest that such differences still exist; which keep
Malabar as a backward region in the state (Anvar, 2003). The presence of local diversity
emerging out of socio-cultural, economic, political and environmental difference is
crucial in bringing about such variation in regional development.
The present chapter looks at the historical experience of Malappuram district and
Malabar and tries to explore the case of Malappuram in following the ‘Kerala model of
development’ and its ‘virtuous growth’ phase. The discussion covers the larger transitions
that took place in Coastal, Midland and Highland regions of the region. Based on the
existing literature and available evidence, the chapter argues that Malappuram has also
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followed the development path which Kerala has experienced and suggests Malappuram
is a lower-end case of the Kerala model.
2.2

History of Coastal Malabar and Ocean Trade

Malabar region ‘forms a single geographical and ethnic unit, preserving in many ways a
singularity of customs and social organisation which marks it as a separate entity in
India’ (Panikkar, 1997:1). Geographically, the Western Ghats separates the region from
rest of the Madras Presidency, ‘bounded by South Kanara in the north, Coorg, Mysore
and the Nilgiris in the east; the princely state of Cochin in the south and the Arabian Sea
on the west’ (Lakshmi, 2012: xviii). From ancient times, the Malabar Coast has been very
active in ocean trade. Unlike other trading centres like Gujarat, Konkan (West Coast),
Coromandel and Bengal (East-Coast), Malabar Coast did not have a strong
manufacturing hinterland to support its ocean trade. It was spices and timber that made
Malabar an international trading centre even before the time of Vasco da Gama. Most
probably, Arabs were the first trading group to make long voyage to the Kerala coast and
other regions of the East and cinnamon from Kerala might have found its way (Menon,
2007).
The expansion of Muslim commerce, especially during the period between the eighth and
the eleventh centuries on all the main routes of the Indian Ocean gradually led to the
growth of ports, markets and towns on the west Coast (Lakshmi, 2012). The ships from
the Malabar ports carried various products, including coconuts, areca, spices, drugs, palm
sugar and bartered with other goods (Barbosa, 2009: 69-70). Malabar’s trade with the
Egyptians and Asiatic Greeks was flourishing and it grew further through trading with the
imperial power of Rome. Scholars identified Muziris or Cranganore as the trading centre
and main port in Malabar. The close connection with Arabia, Egypt and the West has
brought many Jews and St. Thomas Christians into Malabar. There was a powerful trade
guild of Chetties, which also carried on commerce with Arabia and Egypt as well as with
the Far East, called Manigramam (Panikkar, 1997:2-4; Menon, 2007).
The importance of Malabar Coast increased as it was in a direct link between Arabia and
China. From the beginning of the 8th century, the Western trade of Malabar passed into
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the hands of Muslims. Arabs gave an impetus to Malabar trade and helped Malabar ports
establish close connections with Cairo, Tunis, Bussorah and other Mohammedan1 ports,
which continued up to the times of Vasco da Gama’s arrival (Panikkar, 1997: 6-7). When
Europe found the source of black pepper, they were trying to find the direct sea route to
Malabar and it was in 1498 through the Portuguese navigator Vasco da Gama that they
finally succeeded. The arrival of Vasco da Gama put an end to India’s political isolation
from Europe and the trade monopoly enjoyed by the Venetians and Egyptians in trading
with India (Panikkar, 1960:33). From the time of the Portuguese, there were attempts to
divert the trade route from West Asia to Europe directly and finally Europe succeeded in
protecting their trading interest.
In the beginning of the sixteenth century, the Mappillas,2 the Muslims of Malabar
(Moplah in Colonial sources), were a mercantile community concentrated along the coast
in urban centres, and dominated inter-Coastal and overseas trade. ‘Almost all of the
transit trade of the Indian west Coast was in the hands of Muslims. Colonies of Arab and
Persian Muslims were gradually becoming established in Malabar, as in various other
places between Sind and Canton from the eighth century. Gradually, the entire Malabar
trade began to prosper in the hands of the industrious Mappilla merchants’ (Lakshmi,
2012:2). Origins of the Mappillas can be traced back to the ninth century, when Arab
1

, Muslim; who follow the tradition of Prophet Mohammed and Islam religion

2

, The term Mappilla indicates the indigenous Muslim population of old Malabar district. The Census
Report of 1871 defined Mappillas or Moplahs as a hybrid Muslim community of Malabar (Ali, 1990). The
name ‘Mappilla’ is a transliteration (most common being Māppila, Māppilla, and Moplah). Though the
origin of the word is not settled, it appears have been used as a title of respect. Earlier, this was used for
both Christian and Muslims, but now the term tends to be exclusively used for Muslims, especially Malabar
Muslims (Miller, 1992). Muslims are usually called ‘Jonaka’ or ‘Jōnaka’ or ‘Cōnaka’
Mappilla (‘Yavanaka Mappillas’) to distinguish them from Nasrani Mappilla (Saint Thomas Christians).
According to a popular description, the word ‘Mappilla’ is a contraction of ‘maha’ (great) and ‘pilla’
(child), the honorary title used among the Nayars of Travancore. Later this was conferred to the early
Muslim and Christian immigrants (Logan, 2009:191). Another version stresses on the literal implication of
‘child’ (pilla) and suggests that the term derived from a combination of ancient Tamil or Malayalam
language; mappilla means ‘son-in-law’. Even today, a newly married Muslim is called ‘new mappilla’ in
Malayalam and the same can be extended to the early Muslim visitors who married local women and thus
became sons-in-law. Similarly, there exists another explanation that focuses on a combination of ‘mother’
and ‘child’ (‘mathaavu’ and pilla) and denotes the ‘offspring of foreign husbands and indigenous wives’.
Some used the Arabic derivations to suggest its origin from ‘mahfil’ (gathering place, meeting place) or
‘muflih’/‘maflih’ from ‘falaha’ (agriculturalist) or ‘muabbar’of the verb ‘abara’ (one from over the water)
(Miller, 1992). Therefore, it is very difficult to find a precise description on the origin and usage of the
term.
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traders brought Islam to the west Coast of India.3 The community is drawn from Arab
settlers, of the descendants of Arab traders and women of the country, and of converts to
Islam mainly from the lower castes of Hindu (Hardgrave. Jr, 1977). Being converts from
local Malabar, they spoke Malayalam and wore the dress of the Nairs and followed the
matriarchal system which was very common in Malabar. The dress, customs and way of
life of Mappillas were different from other Muslims, from places like Arabia, Persia,
Gujarat and the many other nations that came to trade with India (James, 2003: 68-69).
Under the patronage of the Zamorin of Calicut, Mappillas had considerable autonomy in
ocean trade. For several years, under the leadership of Kunjali Marakars (the Muslim
families from the coast) they formed a strong navy for the Zamorin. Though the origin of
the Kunjalis is not very clear, there are various accounts that provide details of various
fights in Malabar Coast (Menon, 2007). On the other hand, Mappillas enjoyed various
kinds of privileges from the local king.4 For strengthening the navies, ‘the Zamorin Rajas
of Calicut directed that one or more male members of the families of Hindu fishermen
should be brought up as Muhammadans, and this practice has continued down to modern
times’ (Logan, 2009:197). The Zamorin issued the decree that all those born on Friday on
the Coastal areas would be of Islamic faith (Mohammed, 2007:24). In return, the Muslim
traders brought the fortune of trade and remained loyal to him in protecting the Coast.
Thus, the relationship between Muslim traders and local rulers remained strong.
The arrival of colonial powers disturbed the existing trade relations. The immediate
challenge was to displace the Muslim traders who enjoyed some supremacy in the ocean
spice trade. The colonial powers challenged the commercial interests of Mappillas and
gradually started controlling the Coastal trade. Since the relationship between Muslim
3

, Even before the time of Prophet Mohammed, Arabia had strong trading relation with Kerala. So, Islam
might have been introduced here by these Arab traders in 7th or 8th century AD itself. Compared to the
Christianity, the spread of Islam was very slow. The mission of Malik Ibn Dinar to Kerala coast and the
conversion of the Chera Emperor Cheraman Perumal said to have helped this religion to spread to other
parts of Kerala (Menon, 2007). This tradition has been reported in different accounts, but they differ in
describing the period and details of the story. Many of them repost that this happened in 200 AD while the
general impression suggests that the story happened during the time of Prophet (Nainar, 2006).
4

, The fact that Muslims came as traders and did not lead to conflict with local Kings (different from the
other parts of the country where Muslims came as invaders and fought with local rulers) also supports this
relationship.
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traders and local rulers was very strong, it took some time for the foreigners to displace
the local traders from the spice trade. They tried all possible ways including bargaining
with local rulers and disturbing the strong relationship between local rulers and Muslim
traders. The attitude of Europeans towards the Muslim community was not just ruled by
their commercial interest. For instance, attitude of the Portuguese towards the Muslims
was one of inveterate hostility that motivated them to root out the trade of the ‘Moors’
and destroy the Mohammedans as a race as far as possible. Apart from commercial
rivalry, the Iberian powers had inherited the hostility from their long-drawn out fight with
the Moors in Spain and Africa (Panikkar, 1997: 181-182, & 1960:159). More than the
economic motive, the Portuguese expansion in Malabar was closely associated with
religious motivations (Miller, 1992: 61). The hostility of the Portuguese towards the
Mappillas seems to have multiple motivations – economic rivalry, the territorial clashes
between the Moors of Spain and the Portuguese as well as religious differences. The
resistance of Mappilla traders to the Portuguese in 16th century and the relation of
Mappillas with the local rulers reflect ‘the tensions between Europeans and Asians’ as
well as ‘the nexus between militant trade and political power’ (Subrahmanyam, 2004:
338).
Finally, with the help of Samoodiri Raja, the Portuguese powers succeeded in displacing
the Muslim traders and established their control of Malabar Coastal trade.

By

introducing ‘a system of fortresses, fleets and cartazes,5 they gained mastery over the
trade in Indian Ocean. Within a short span of time the commercial supremacy in Malabar
passed into the hands of the Portuguese from the Muslims’ (James, 2003:246). Across the
Indian Ocean (which was unarmed before Portuguese came), the Asian trades and ship
owners were forced to buy such safe-conduct passes from the Europeans (Chaudhuri,
1985). Their commercial interest was subsequently followed by political interest
colonise the region. Later, other European powers

_

_

to

Dutch, French and British also

followed the Portuguese and established their commercial and colonial interest in the
region. In 1792, Malabar came under the British rule as they defeated Tipu Sultan. This

5

, These ‘cartazes’-the authorization- controlled the ocean trade with specific countries. Whenever Muslim
merchants used to move without ‘cartazes’, the Portuguese confiscated such ships (James, 2003:211).
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conquest can be seen as the culmination of the East India Company’s quest to control the
Malabar spice trade, for which the European powers had struggled for over three
centuries (Panikkar 2001: 2).
2.3

Changing Agrarian Relations in Hinterlands of Malabar

The Portuguese power challenged the commercial interests of Muslim traders and
displaced them from the Coastal trade, in search of new economic opportunities. When
the Muslims traders withdrew from Coastal trade and came to the agrarian hinterland of
Malabar, they brought the fervour of Islam, which was further heightened because of the
intensity of conflict with the Portuguese (Hardgrave. Jr, 1977). In the hinterland, the
traditional structure of agricultural society ‘was based on fragmented feudalism,
hierarchically ordained, reaching down to the lowest stratum. The Jenmi, Kanakkaran,
and the peasant shared the produce equally, working out a social equation on the basis of
mutual dependence and reciprocal interests within the confines of a feudal system of
exploitation’ (Panikkar, 2011: 229-230).
The existing social relations and economic organisation were defined by caste hierarchy.
Though there are different views on the origin of each caste; their hierarchy was strictly
followed in almost all spheres of life (Bhaskaranunny, 2005). Hindus in Malabar were
divided into upwards of two hundred castes and sub-castes; each one of them was
culturally demarcated from another and functioned in strict order of rank. ‘In all these
social relations – whether juridical, economic, or ritual – structural distance was
expressed in terms of spatial segregation. The member of a higher caste was ritually
polluted if a lower-caste person approached within a specified distance6 – the greater the
gap of rank, the greater the spatial separation’ (Miller, 1954). Since the occupation was
determined by caste the mobility of labourers from one occupation to another was not
allowed. For instance, ‘a low-caste person, outside his village, could, if he were a Hindu,
pursue no occupation; within his village he was restricted to work spurned by the higher

6

The extreme form of caste-based discrimination made practiced in the region made Swami Vivekananda
to describe Kerala as a ‘mad-house’ (Bhaskaranunny, 2005).
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castes. Conversely, the guardians of local mores viewed cultivation as degrading work
precluded higher castes from engaging in it’ (Shea, Jr., 1959).
Map: 2.1
The Malabar district and Taluk boundaries

As per the caste hierarchy, Nambudiri Brahmins stood at the top followed by Nayars,
Tiyyas, Parayas and Pulayas; the last two castes constituting agrestic serfs remained at
the bottom. Nayars and their sub-castes like Kurup, Nambiar, Adiyodi, Pillai, Kartha, etc.
enjoyed a dominant position because of their relation with Nambudiris through
'sambandham’.7 During the course of colonial period, Tiyyas, with the traditional
7

It is a customary institution that framed sexual relations between men and women following
marumakkatayam (matriliny). The term used to denote marriage is known to have differed according to
region and social group (Kodoth, 2001). In this form of marriage, the younger sons of Brahmin families
could form relationships with Nair women, but the children remained Nayars and were not eligible to
inherit the father's property. Later, this system ‘was transformed into a more or less monogamous and
permanent union of a kind very similar to marriage elsewhere in India’ (Fuller, 1975).
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occupation of toddy tapping, emerged as a commercially oriented caste engaging in all
economic activities such as cultivation, industrial activities, commerce, trade etc. Below
them were the other section of ‘polluting’ castes such as Mukhuvas or fishermen,
Kammalans, goldsmiths, carpenters and blacksmiths. The bottom of the caste hierarchy
was the agricultural serf known as Cherumar, consisted of Pulayas and Parayas, who had
no recognised place in society and supplied almost the entire labour for cultivation to the
landlords and higher caste tenants (Prakash, 1988a).
The upper caste Hindus (Nambudiri Brahmins and Nayars) controlled the bulk of the
agricultural land and dominated the economy of rural Malabar whereas the agricultural
workers did not possess any means of production other than the labour. The condition of
poor peasants and agricultural labourers, especially amongst the non-Cheruman and nonPulaya peasantry was almost similar, they were left without any capital or skills to
depend on. Many poor peasants remained in their small plots of lands or homesteads in
which some garden crops were cultivated, or leased in such homesteads it they did not
own them. Many of them were forced to send out some of their family members to work
on other persons' land for wages, or take up subsidiary 'coolie' occupation (Karat, 1973b).
The caste-based social and economic organisation forced the Muslim traders to integrate
with the agricultural workers who constituted the lower stratum of the hierarchy. This in
turn led to conversion of many lower-caste agricultural workers to Islam, and Mappilla
Muslims became a major part of the agricultural workforce. From 1831 onwards the
Muslim population in Malabar increased rapidly. From a size of 269624 in 1831 it
increased to 382330 by 1851, and by 1901 it was heading towards the 900000 mark. In
1891, Muslims (with population size of 759242) constituted 29 per cent of the Malabar
population (2.64 millions) and this share increased to 30 per cent, 31 per cent and 33 per
cent in 1901, 1911 and 1921 respectively (Dhanagare, 1977). By and large, the
concentration of the Moplahs was in the southern taluks, particularly in Ernad,
Walluvanad and Ponnani, (which together accounted for nearly 60 per cent of the Moplah
population) and the same taluks had the largest concentration of Cherumar slave
population in 1856-57. Between 1861 and 1891, the number of slaves fell while the
Moplah population was increasing rapidly (ibid).
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As soon as the low caste people became Muslims, their social status went up and they
came out of' the traditional hierarchy of castes. This attracted many from the lower castes,
who had been experiencing caste-based discrimination, towards Islam (James, 2003:69).
The social and economic background of these early converts to Islam varied across
Malabar. In north Malabar, many of them were from propertied classes of the high castes,
settled along the Coast, whereas the Mappillas of South Malabar were principally
converted from the lower Tiyya, Cheruman, and Mukhuvan castes, for whom 'the honour
of Islam' brought freedom from the disabilities of ritual pollution. The conversion of
these poorest sections of the population helped the Mappilla community to grow most
rapidly in the inland areas of South, the Ernad and Walluvanad taluks (Hardgrave. Jr,
1977).
A large proportion of agricultural workers especially in Southern Malabar until the mid1800s, were slaves (subject to purchase, sale, and transfer with or separate from the land
they tilled) and others (including mainly the cultivating leaseholders) were subject to
various types of behaviour restraints limiting both the acquisition and display of wealth.
In the case of cultivating tenants, increased yields merely invited the imposition of higher
rents, or even ejection from their holdings by landlords seeking to appropriate the
enlarged surplus (Shea, Jr., 1959).
Meanwhile, the British rulers introduced various reform measures which were essentially
biased towards the land-owning upper castes, and against the poor peasants and
agricultural workers. Largely, their ‘administrative and judicial tasks were complicated
by the claims and counter-claims of Hindu landlords who were displaced at the time of
the Mysorean conquest, and Muslim tenants who had appropriated substantial land rights
from their former landlords’ (ibid). The judiciary interpreted the property rights
according to the English law which allowed ‘jenmies’8 to secure rights of absolute
ownership in land. This left the farmers in a position of either mortgagees or tenants-atwill (CDS-UN, 1975: 55-56).

8

jenmi (land lord) is the one who owns ‘jenmam’- the rule grant complete ownership over the land
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The agrarian structure in Malabar evolved by the British Colonial rule provided for the
State's appropriation of the largest share of the agricultural produce (Panikkar, 1978).
Apart from the existing basic tenurial categories kanam9 and verumpatom, the British
settlement officers approved the jenmam tenure which confers the jenmi with the entire
right to the soil. Unlike the pre-colonial system where the jenmi had over-lordship and a
share of the produce, the colonial system recognised the big jenmis as having the absolute
ownership of the land (Karat, 1973a). Under the system of ‘farming’ land revenue,
introduced by the British, the peasants were subject to exorbitant demands by local
chieftains and their agents. The Mappillas of south Malabar refused to pay the revenue
and in some places they resorted to violence (Panikkar, 2001: 56).
In 1852, after a number of peasant uprisings, government appointed the first series of
commissions to inquire into the causes of these outbreaks and to suggest palliatives. The
commission attributed the outbreaks to the religious fanaticism of the Mappillas and
suggested the government to implement repressive measures. After receiving an
anonymous petition that attributed the outbreaks to the cruel oppression of the tenants by
the landlords and warned of more severe disturbances, a second commission was
appointed in 1881. William Logan was appointed as the head of the second special
commission. Earlier, he had served as Collector and Magistrate of Malabar, which gave
him an understanding of Malabar and Mappilla society (Kurup, 2011). As a special
commissioner (1881-1882), he reported that over ninety per cent of the principal jenmis
in the district were Nambudiri Brahmans or Nayars. On the other hand, Mappilla
agriculturalists generally occupied a subordinate position within the land tenure system.
Many Nambudiri and Nayar jenmis used their new rights to control their tenants, and
eviction of agricultural tenants became a real and growing problem in Malabar. Logan’s
report showed that between 1862 and 1880, eviction decrees rose from 1891 to 8335. Of
the four thousand odd eviction petitions that Logan received; almost three-quarters of the
petitioners were Mappillas. He also presented evidence indicating that the courts were
used more frequently against the Mappillas than the Hindus. Figures showed that twenty-

9

Mostly, the kanam tenure was in the hands of the Nayars whereas the verumpatom was mostly with the
Tiyyas, another major social group and who were considered to be a polluting caste (Radhakrishnan, 1980)
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seven per cent of the agriculturalists were Mappillas, whereas more than thirty-four per
cent of the eviction decrees had been passed against them (Dale, 1975). By 1880, the rate
of eviction had increased so much that roughly one tenant in five had been thrown off his
holdings (Shea, Jr., 1959).
In short, the introduction of three types of tenures such as Kanam, Kulikanam and
Verumpattom had severe adverse effects on the agricultural sector in Malabar. It changed
the history of 19th century in Malabar into ‘a continuous and occasionally violent conflict
between high-caste Hindu landlords who sought to augment their rent-income, and their
Moslem and Hindu tenants (many of the latter of whom were descendants of the
administrative staffs of former rulers), who resisted encroachments on their tenures’
(Shea, Jr., 1959). The evolution of land holding monopoly introduced by the colonial
government encouraged the landlords to resort to eviction and rack-renting; which in turn
generated agrarian tension in rural areas. The Mappilla tenants revolted against the
oppression of Hindu jenmis backed by the colonial state structure (Krishnan, 1993:16).
This resulted in a number of peasant uprisings in various parts of Malabar. Rural
Malabar, particularly the Moplah population of interior south Malabar was highly
sensitive to the slightest challenge to British power, real or insubstantial (Wood, 1976a).
In fact the policies introduced by the Mysorean powers and its fall at Srirangapatna in
May 1799 can be seen as the main reason that led to the first Mappilla rebellion in 1800
(Wood, 1976b).
Largely, the conflict was at two levels, the one between agricultural workers (mainly
lower-caste Hindus and Mappillas) and landlords; the other one between the British and
Mappillas. Most of these outbreaks were very short and small in terms of their reach.
Usually they were suppressed within a few days, only three times did more than thirty
Mappillas participate in an attack. Between 1836 and the Mappilla Rebellion of 1921-22,
there were approximately thirty-three Mappilla outbreaks recorded in Malabar District
with more than half of them in the first sixteen years of this period (Dale, 1975).
However, the destruction and great loss of life that accompanied the ‘Moplah Rebellion’
in 1921 was very massive as it was expanded over some two thousand square miles, two36

fifths the area of the district, and continued for six months. About 10,000 persons died in
this rebellion, including around five to six hundred landlords, policemen, and others who
had aided the British military (Gough, 1968-1969).
2.3.1

Narratives on agrarian revolt in Malabar

Scholars give different accounts of this revolt; some of them describe the whole process
as a classic example of agrarian class struggle, between the agricultural workers and the
landlords where others find this as an outbreak of the conflict between two communities,
Muslims and Hindus. ‘Given the background of the economic conditions of the
peasantry, the pattern of rebel activity, and the classes to which the participants belonged,
it is reasonable to suggest that the Rebellion was a continuation of the agrarian conflicts
of the nineteenth century’ (Panikkar, 2011: 245). The primary reason of the revolt was
the conflict between landlords and workers, but the fact that most of the landlords were
upper caste Hindus and the agricultural workers were led by Mappillas, makes it difficult
to reduce the narratives into a simple ‘agrarian revolt’. The interaction of personal,
economic, social, and religious motives makes it impossible to reduce the long tradition
of violent conflict in rural South Malabar into a single narrative.
By and large, these outbreaks were concentrated in south Malabar, in Eranad and
Walluvanad taluks where the peasantry were Mappillas, holding land from Hindu jenmis.
The land was primarily owned by the upper caste Hindu landlords (other than the two
Mappilla jenmis in Eranad). Thus, Mappillas remained at the bottom of the social and
economic structure, whereas the higher rungs or the ladder were occupied by Hindus.
This situation led to conflict between the Mappilla peasantry and the Hindu landowning
class, which superficially appeared to be the result of communal tensions (Panikkar,
2011).
Scholars find the Malabar rebellion of 1921 a good example of the interrelation between
caste and religious communities on the one hand, and class and the modern political
movement on the other. By and large, British policies, particularly granting absolute right
of property to the Jenmis, changed the agrarian relations and generated acute discontent
in Malabar district, and finally resulted in a number of outbreaks. In Muslim majority
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areas like Eranad and Walluvanad, a series of attacks on Hindu landlords by the Muslim
tenants reflected a combination of agrarian discontent and particular grievances of the
Muslim community. ‘The outbreaks which first occurred in 1836 and which were
repeated in subsequent years had not only an agrarian basis but also heavy overtones of
Muslim fanaticism’ (Namboodiripad, 1977). It may be due to the submission to their
caste and religion or their trust in feudal system or lack of an ideology (which seems to
have unified the Mappillas), the Hindu peasants and agricultural workers did not follow
to protest against their landlords or government. Such differences in the overall pattern of
outbreaks also reflect on the possible role of religion in transforming the Mappillas
(Kurup, 2011:44-45).
Map: 2.2
South Malabar, the most affected areas of 1921 rebellion10

10

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:South_Malabar_1921.png last accessed on 16th April 2013
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The Malabar Special Commission 1881-82 (appointed by the Government of Madras)
looked at the cause of unrest prior to the 1921 outbreak and ‘attributed the unrest chiefly
to the harshness of the conditions under which the Moplahs, most of whom were
agricultural labourers and poor tenants, were obliged by their landlords to work’ (Shea,
1954). Others identify some difference in the nature of revolts that took place before
1920 and after 1920. Before 1920, such revolts emerged from the peasants themselves,
with some of them focusing around local charismatic leaders whereas the peasant revolts
after 1920 tended to come under the guidance of regional, national, or urban-based
political movements (Gough, 1968-1969). At the same time, these outbreaks can be
understood in a specifically peasant context which shared characteristics with many other
peasant movements in India. The religious and economic factors are not just alternative
causations, but are closely related to the peasant perceptions and self‐expression (Arnold,
1982). In some cases, the agrarian revolts assumed communal dimension when the land
was controlled by a dominant religious group. In Malabar, the land was primarily owned
by the upper caste Hindu landlords. Therefore the revolt of Mappilla peasantry of
Malabar is a good example of how, in the absence of class consciousness and proper
leadership, the ideological influences of religion provide moral force and justification for
the struggle against exploitation and oppression (Panikkar, 2011). It is also true that the
British administrative reforms in creating a new economic and political context played a
key role in shaping the element of agrarian conflict. The rebellion was in many ways a
climactic outbreak, and the same can be understood by ‘interpreting these incidents as a
regional variant of a recurring Indo-Muslim theme, the Islamic revivalist movement’
(Dale, 1975).
Similarly, the national and international situations, especially the national freedom
movements in India and collapse of Turkish Caliph11 also seem to have played their role
in shaping the outbreaks in Malabar. From a fairly early date, Malabar Muslims had
begun to be influenced by the notion of the Ottoman ruler as the Caliph (Khalifa) of
11

Caliph is the successor of the Prophet Mohammed considered as the commander of the faithful. As a
representative of God, Caliph leads and rules the Muslims while ‘ensuring the defense and expansion of the
rule of justice on earth, and in thus furthering God’s purpose, helping to assure eternal salvation for all
Muslims’ (Minault, 1999:1).
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Muslims. Globally, Muslims were trying to retain the Turkish caliph as the global leader
and this resulted in forming Khilafat organisations. By the end of 1920, the Khilafat
movement had spread widely in Malabar. Tanur, the sample village from the Coastal
region included in the study, was a very active centre of Khilafat activities (Salahudheen,
2007). The Indian Khilafat movement was ‘primarily a campaign by a particular group of
Indian Muslim leaders to unite their community politically by means of religious and
cultural symbols meaningful to all strata of the community’ (Minault, 1999:2).
Scholars identify the rebellion of 1921 in Malabar as probably the greatest anti-feudal
and anti-imperialist revolt after 1857. When the revolt was brutally suppressed by the
British, the Indian National Congress disowned the peasant mobilization as it culminated
in violence and rebellion. Along with this, the entry of Muslim League politics (by the
rich sections of the Mappilla community) restricted the growth of the nationalist
movement in the southern Taluks of Malabar (Kurup, 1988). The revolt provoked heavy
repression from colonial authorities, and resulted in almost total alienation of the Muslim
community from the others. In some sense, ‘Muslims became introvert as a community in
the wake of the repression, and followed a separate political path’ (Tharakan, 1997:174).
More than finding a single narrative, it is very useful to understand the far-reaching
impact of this revolt on Malabar and Mappilla society. More specifically, how these
events did shape the regional development of Malabar and its reflection on the social,
political and economic life of Mappillas.
2.4

Development of Plantation Sector in Highlands of Malabar

Malabar retained its social, economic and cultural identity over time. Among others, the
development of plantations and large scale migration of farmers from Travancore to
Highlands of Malabar is a major event which drastically changed the course of regional
development in Malabar. Though plantation agriculture was introduced at an early
period, it was the intervention of British East-India Company that introduced new
plantation crops and started extensive plantations which gave a new pattern of cultivation
and employment options in the region. The marginal lands due to the population growth
became unattractive for investors who wanted to invest in the production of commercial
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crops (Tharakan, 1984a). As a result, a large number of peasants, particularly the Syrian
Christians from Travancore, migrated to the emerging plantation areas in Malabar.
The difference that existed in the terms of their socio-economic conditions must have
been responsible for the pattern of migration emerged in the two regions. In the
beginning of the 20th century, these two regions experienced sharp difference in the class
composition of the population depending on agriculture (as main occupation). In
Travancore, owner cultivator formed the majority of agricultural population whereas in
Malabar, bulk of the agricultural population was from tenant farmers and agricultural
labourers. When Britishers captured Malabar from Tipu Sultan, they conferred absolute
ownership of land (including the wasteland and forest lands) to the jenmies. The
concentration of land area with jenmies led to unequal distribution of resources in
Malabar. Compared to this, Travancore experienced a much more equitable system of
sharing the agricultural income (Joseph, 1988).
The first wave of peasant migrants from Travancore to Malabar ‘took place in 1926 to the
unoccupied dry land of Kuttiadi region. The first peasant migrant to Malabar was a
sacristan of a church in Palai, an in-migrant from Vaikom taluk’ (ibid: 96). Studies find
1935-1960 as the peak period in the process of peasant migration to Malabar. Other
factors such as the growth of population density; the great economic depression of the
1930s; unprecedented economic stress generated by global wars; the near exhaustion of
cultivable land in Travancore; availability of vast areas of cultivable and forestlands in
Malabar at cheap prices; and so on, seem to have triggered this process (Varghese, 2006).
By and large, the migration to Malabar was community and caste specific; only certain
communities from certain regions could migrate (Joseph, 1988). Nilambur, the sample
region in the present study was one of the few region that attracted many peasant
migrants. Overall, the migration of peasants to highlands caused deforestation and
environmental issues, but it played a crucial role in the regional development in highlands
of Malabar.
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2.5

Regional Development: Malabar and Other Regions of Kerala

In terms of regional development, there exists some difference in the performance of
Malabar districts and the districts from Travancore-Cochin region. Throughout the 19th
and the first half of the 20th century, the Malabar region lagged behind Travancore and
Cochin regions in all socio-economic fronts, including in educational development
(Salim & Nair, 2002:8). Even now, Malabar districts tend to lag behind their counterparts
in economic and social development (Anvar, 2003). Prior to British rule, these three
regions shared the same traditions, culture, land tenures and agricultural and nonagricultural productive and service practices. But the advent of the British rule changed
the situation, wherein the land tenure, agricultural systems, trade patterns and social
movements that emerged in Malabar were different from the other regions. It has been
argued that ‘these differences had their impact on the level of living, inequalities in
income and asset distribution, population growth rates and social sector development
such as infrastructure, education and healthcare’ (Planning Commission, 2008:51-52).
There are various factors specific to the region which makes the difference in the context
and pace at which the local process of development takes place. By the second half of the
nineteenth century, the native feudalistic governments introduced some reforms in
Travancore and Cochin regions. The agrarian legislations were modified to fulfil the
requirements of fixity of tenure, fair rent and free transfer and thereby facilitated capital
investments in coffee and tea plantations by the European capitalists and joint stock
companies. This was followed by other administrative reforms like the Nair Regulations
against the matrilineal system (which weakened the traditional feudal class and
landlordism). In Malabar, as the British did not face any problem in accessing the land
for plantation12 they never felt the necessity of an agrarian legislation. Instead, ‘they
strengthened the interests of the feudal class and kept the peasantry without fixity of
tenure and fair rent. This intra-regional difference in the land tenurial relations of

12

The plantation was mainly concentrated in places like Wayanad, where the British government obtained
the major part of the land through escheat and confiscation (Kurup, 1988). By early twentieth century,
matrilineal descent (marumakkathayam) was followed in north Malabar (particularly by Mukkuvar; seafishermen of north Kerala) whereas the patrilineal descent was followed the south (Gangadharan, 2000: 6465)
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Malabar and Travancore-Cochin can be traced in the character and growth of agrarian
struggles in these two regions as well’ (Kurup, 1988).
Thus, there is a difference in the way in which different regions experienced the
evolution of land tenure system. On the whole, land tenures system in Travancore and
Cochin led to a dynamic agricultural development resulting from commercialization of
agriculture, but Malabar region lagged in this process (Tharian & Tharakan, 1986). Many
of the reformation movements started from Travancore-Cochin region, where the castebased discrimination was in its worst form. Some of the administrative reforms like
granting the ownership of land to the tiller were initially implemented in Travancore,
followed by other regions. The provision of private property led to a situation where
education became necessary, to at least be able to read and handle property documents.
This resulted in popularization of mass-education and emergence of a certain class of
people who became specialists in the field. In the case of education and health too; the
measures taken by the princely states were far ahead of Malabar. Unlike in Travancore,
Malabar did not have any organised and mass-based demand for education (Kabir, 2002:
125).13 Compared to Travancore and Cochin, property relations, internal political and
economic conditions and educational policy appear to have been less hospitable to
educational development in Malabar. Beyond keeping the law and order, the British
rulers did not give any importance to Malabar region and hence the Malabar district
evolved as the least developed region in the state (Nossiter, 1982:15). Like elsewhere in
British India, the indigenous system of education seems to have been virtually destroyed
in Malabar by the social, economic and educational policies pursued by the British. As a
result, the educational uplift of the masses in Malabar had to wait till the end of the
British rule in Malabar (Nair, 1976 a & b).

13

For instance, Ayyankali organised many strikes and reforms to improve the living conditions of Pulaya
community (a lower-caste). Among others, the strike of agricultural workers for the right to education is an
important milestone in history of Kerala’s social development. As a result of the growing demand and
pressure from the public, the Travancore government has approved a bill that allowed Dalit students to
enrol in schools. However, the caste-Hindus did not allow Dalit students to enrol in the schools where their
children were studying. Thus, Ayyankali organised the first-ever strike of agricultural labourers in 1907.
For the entire year, the lower-caste agricultural workers refused to work for the upper caste landlords and
same continued for one year (Chentarassery, 1991; Nisar & Kandasamy, 2007).
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The poverty and misery which Malabar Muslims faced under colonial rule have kept
many of them away from modern education. The attitude of Muslims towards liberal
education, particularly learning English and regional languages etc., also affected
educational and social reform processes in the community (Kabir, 2010:94). It has been
argued that, ‘the hostile attitude of Mappillas towards western education born out of
historical reasons and the absence of any major reform movements as seen in Travancore
had also contributed to educational stagnation in Malabar’(Salim & Nair, 2002:35). To a
great extent, the relationship of Muslim leaders with the British remained problematic;
very few Mappilla leaders like Makti Thangal supported British rule and campaigned for
liberal education among the Muslims (Randathani, 2007:147-15)
The influence of such cultural factors can be reinforcing in nature and therefore affect
other spheres of life. For instance, the fact that Malappuram accounts for the lowest work
participation rate among the female population reflects the attitude of Muslims towards
Muslim women taking any profession or job outside the home (Census of India, 2001).
These factors delayed the educational reforms in Malabar, and Malappuram district
evolved as one of the most backward districts in the region. It was only over time that the
situation changed as large number of students from Malappuram district started entering
higher and professional education.
2.6

Formation of the District

As per the States Reorganisation Act, 1956, the two princely states Travancore and
Cochin were merged with Malabar district.14 In 1969, the Muslim League (Indian Union
Muslim League _ IUML) in Kerala15 demanded Malappuram be made a separate district.
In response to this and as a reward for its political support, the United Front ministry of
EMS Namboodiripad redrew the boundaries of Kozhikode and Palghat districts so as to
carve out the new, predominantly Muslim district of Malappuram (Hardgrave J.r., 1977).

14

In 1949 ‘Thiru-Kochi’ was formed after merging the old Travancore and Cochin regions

15

It was Mr. P Abdul Majeed -an IUML- MLA from Mankada, who raised this issue for the first time in
the State Assembly
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Thus, by taking some of the Taluks from Palakkad and Kozhikode districts, the present
Malappuram district was formed on 16th June 1969.
The district is bounded on the north by Kozhikode taluk of Kozhikode district and Vythiri
taluk of Wynad district, on the east by Gudalur and Ootacamund taluks of Nilgiris district
of Tamil Nadu, on the south by Mannarkad and Ottappalam taluks of Palakkad district
and Talappilly and Chavakad taluks of Trichur district and on the west by the Arabian sea
(Anvar, 2003). The unique cultural composition of the district with its Muslim majority is
reflected in the development history of Malappuram district and Malabar as a larger
region.
2.7

Malappuram: A Lower-End Case of Kerala Model of Development

It is very useful to understand the pattern of development which Malappuram
experienced in relation to the larger pattern which the whole of Kerala experienced. The
dynamic role of education, especially the progress in mass-education has played a key
role in shaping this pattern of development in the state. It has been argued that the change
in the occupational pattern of educated work force and larger pattern of transition led to
evolution of non-agrarian villages in Kerala (Pani & Jafar, 2010). Within the state, there
are various local forces which bring differences in the way in which any region follows
this larger pattern locally. Malappuram district too followed the larger pattern, but the
interaction of various local factors shaped the precise role of education in affecting the
occupation, migration and growth in the district.
The public interventions, especially the literacy campaigns, resulted in a steady growth of
the literacy rate in the state since 1971. Malappuram district also experienced a steady
growth in both male and female literacy rate (Table: 2.1). This growth enabled the district
to catch up with the rest of the state in terms of literacy. The steady growth in literacy has
led to the next level where the initial focus on the primary level gradually shifted to
higher levels of school education. The distribution of schools across various levels in
Kerala also reflects such a shift in the focus from mass education to higher levels. In this
process, Malappuram district seems to follow the larger pattern which Kerala followed.
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While considering the low base of education that Malappuram started with, the progress
has been remarkable.
Table: 2.1
Growth of literacy rate in Kerala and Malappuram (In %)
Year
Kerala
Malappuram
Total Male
Female Total
Male
Female
1971
60.4
66.6
54.3
47.3
55.0
39.1
1981
70.4
75.3
65.7
60.5
65.9
55.3
1991
89.8
93.6
86.2
87.9
92.1
84.1
2001
90.9
94.2
87.7
89.6
93.3
86.3
2011
93.9
96.0
92.0
93.6
95.8
91.6
Source: Census of India, 1981, 1991, 2001 and 2011

The strategy of investing in public education was not associated with an improvement in
the economic conditions in the district. For instance, the work participation rate in the
district (25.17 per cent in 1981) was one of the lowest ones in the state (Census of India,
1981). Various studies identified Malappuram district sending largest share of workforce
to West Asian countries (Zachariah, Mathew & Rajan, 2003). As a result of the slow
progress in education and social development in the district, it is natural to see that the
early migrants from Malappuram were not highly qualified in education or technical
skills.
At the same time, it is very interesting to see what enabled the region to succeed in
international migration, particularly to West Asian countries. It has been discussed earlier
that Malabar region has a long history of international trade and Arabs were one of the
prominent trade partners. Apart from the exchange of economic resources, this has led to
exchange of tradition, culture, and ideas. As ‘Islam in Kerala spread early, through Arab
trade and, later, travelling Hadrami saints; and Kerala’s Muslims have an unbroken,
longstanding and deep direct connection with the Gulf region’ (Osella & Osella, 2008).
This was further reinforced by marital relations like many Arabs settled back in Malabar
and became as a part of the local tradition. Later, the functioning of the religious
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educational institutions16 started by various Muslim organisations played a key role in
teaching Arabic language and teachings of Islam in the region.
In many ways, Kerala Muslims are quite distinct from Muslims from other parts of the
country. For instance, Kerala Muslims are not Urdu speakers but Arabic is deeply
entrenched. For several years, ‘Arabi-Malayalam’ (Malayalam language written in the
Arabic script) was in wide use but gradually disappeared from popular usage. Such
factors suggest that Kerala especially Malabar has a strong link with Arabic and Muslim
culture (Osella & Osella, 2007). This was further strengthened by the large-scale
migration of workers to the Gulf countries, especially from the 1970s onwards. It has
been pointed out that this historical and cultural link; between the Arab world and
Kerala’s Coast, played a very critical role in various reforms that shaped Kerala Muslims
(Osella & Osella, 2008). Though there is very limited empirical evidence, the exposure to
Arabic language and culture of the destination country, seems to have played a positive
role in enabling many workers from Malappuram to take decisions on migration. The
way in which some of the migrants engage with community development programmes in
Malabar; especially migrants’ contribution towards religious and secular education,
suggests that migration may reinforce such links further. The role of Muslim
entrepreneurs may be noted for their engagement with issues arising within the
community, but are continuously reflecting on and responding to their wider Gulf
experience as well as the practices of Kerala’s other communities (Osella & Osella,
2009). Similarly, studies point out that the remittance income affects the consumption
pattern of the households; often a significant share of remittances is spend on weddings,
house construction and other forms of auspicious consumption (Kurien, 1994; Osella &
Osella, 1999). Such a pattern itself can force many people to migrate so as to generate the
income necessary to follow such lifestyle.
No matter what enabled the district to large-scale migration towards West Asian
countries, migration has its impact on larger pattern of development in the district. For
16

Apart from the traditional Dars attached to the masjids, they started ‘Madrassa’ (where children receive
basic Arabic language and religious instruction) and ‘Arabic Colleges’ (equivalent of north Indian
madrassas where advance learning takes place).
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instance, this can lead to further change in the stock of human capital, occupational
pattern and migration. Between 1991 and 2001 the district of Malappuram experienced a
sharp decline in the share of cultivators and agricultural labourers in its total main
workers, but remained one of the least urbanised Kerala districts, as ninety per cent of the
population stayed in rural areas (Census of India 1991 & 2001).
Similarly, the process of migration continues but the details may change. In 1998,
Malappuram district received the largest amount of foreign remittances (Rs.6156 million
accounts for 17.1% of total remittances in Kerala). In the case of remittance per emigrant,
the district lagged behind most of other districts (Zachariah, Mathew, & Rajan, 2003:
216). In 2008, Malappuram district continued to receive the highest amount of
remittances (Rs.6486 crores). In terms of its share in Kerala’s total remittances, it has
declined to 15 per cent (Zachariah & Rajan, 2012: 76). Another study found that 29.3 per
cent of households in Malappuram has at least one person working outside Kerala but
their counterpart from Thrissur (17 % of the households) earn an average monthly
remittance income of

Rs.10697 which is double that of Malappuram - Rs.5232

(Aravindan & Menon, 2010: 48). This is a reflection of the poor income earning capacity
of migrant labour from Malappuram.
The overall impact of remittances on the district’s social and economic conditions has to
be looked at in detail. Kerala’s Human Development Index ranks Malappuram as the
lowest (14th) in the district-wise Human Development Index, with HDI value of 0.749
against 0.773 for Kerala as a whole (Centre for Development Studies, Kerala, 2005: 60).
The fact that Malappuram receives the largest amounts of remittance income but remains
a backward district and holds the lowest rank in the state’s HDI makes Malappuram
district a useful example to study the effect of remittance-led growth on human
development. More importantly, this contradictory experience provokes one to think
beyond the measured well-being and reminds us about the importance of understanding
the specific processes through which human development is affected. The role of diverse
geography and unique cultural composition in affecting such aggregate measures cannot
be ignored. The overall pattern of development shows that the regional diversity backed
by other forces has affected the process of development in Malappuram. Thus, the
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experience of Malappuram reflects a lower-end case of the Kerala model of development
and becomes an interesting case to explore the role of geographic and cultural diversity in
affecting the process of human development locally.
2.7.1

Sample regions: Diverse geography and cultural composition

Within Malappuram, the geography as well as the cultural composition varies across the
regions and that may affect the process of development locally. Geographically, the
district is diverse across Coastal areas, Midlands and Highlands areas. Culturally, the
majority of district population is Muslims (68.5 per cent), but the pattern varies across
different regions. The study identified three representative regions (Taluks as the
administrative units) which are geographically diverse across Coastal, Highland and
agrarian Midland areas. The three Taluks namely, Tirur, Perinthalmanna and Nilambur
are chosen from Coastal, agrarian plain land (Midland) and Highland areas of the district
and represent different geographic and environmental conditions of the district. Broadly
the occupational structure varies across the regions. For the detailed study, three Gram
Panchayats (GPs) were selected from the three representative Taluks. Thus, Tanur GP
was chosen from the Coastal region, while Chungathara and Aliparamba GPs were
chosen from the Highlands and the agriculture dominated plains.
The Coastal G.P., Tanur is known as one of the old towns and ports in the Malabar
region. Tanur gram panchayat consists of two revenue villages

_

administrative units

(Tanur and Pariyapuram). The GP has a total land area of 19.49 sq km and population
size of 63208 (Census of India, 2001). Broadly, this region lags in education and other
areas of development. Among the two sample G.P-wards, the first is located almost in
the centre and has the fish (wholesale) market and mini harbour. The second one, further
north from the town, also has a large fishing population. Traditionally, most of the
households are engaged in fishing and allied activities. Other than a few engaged in the
processing of dry-fish, women do not engage in fishing and allied jobs. Currently, fishing
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and related activities are entirely done by Muslims.17 Interestingly, all the sample
households drawn from the Coastal G.P are also Muslims.
Map: 2.3
Coastal gram panchayat and boundaries

The Highland gram panchayat, Chungathara was formed in 1962. According to 2001
census, the G.P. has a population of 49026 with literacy rate of 89.14%. With a total land
area of 129.69 sq km, the GP has relatively a low population density (223 per sq km) in
the region (Census of India, 2001). The G.P. comes under Nilambur region which was
one of the key destinations for many farmers from South Kerala to migrate into when the
17

Earlier there were some non-Muslim fishing families in the region, but they moved to south Kerala.
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region emerged as a plantation area. Studies have identified Chungathara as one of the
places where these migrants are currently concentrated (Joseph, K.V. 1988). Therefore
the sample households include a significant number of early migrant households.
Map: 2.4
Highland gram panchayat and boundaries

Among the two sample G.P-wards, the first one is located away from the town, in mostly
hilly areas with a large number of rubber plantations. This ward has a number of
Scheduled Tribe households belonging to ‘Paniya’ community. The other ward is closer
to the town. This ward has a large number of Scheduled Caste households living in
different colonies. Traditionally, a large number of workers are engaged in agriculture
and plantation activities. The sample households drawn from this G.P. has representation
of all religions (the only region having Christian households in the sample) and other
marginal groups (the only sample which has presence of S.Ts and relatively large number
of S.Cs).
The Midland gram panchayat

_

Alipparamba, constitutes two revenue villages

_

administrative units (Alipparamba and Anamangadu). According to the 2001 census, the
GP has a population of 42598 with a total land area of 35.69 sq km (Census of India,
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2001). The first sample ward is mostly made up of hilly areas with a number of rubber or
coconut trees and the remaining is paddy field. The second sample ward is largely around
farm land and majority of the working population is engaged in traditional agricultural
activities. The ward is located in the banks of river ‘Thootha’ which keep the farmland
fertile and facilitates various kinds of cultivation. The earlier ward has a number of S.C.
households, but the overall population is distributed across Muslims and various castes of
Hindus.
Map: 2.5
Midland gram panchayat and boundaries

2.7.2

Basic socio-economic features of the sample regions

Along with the difference in their geography these regions experience sharp variation in
their socio-economic status. Therefore they have to be treated individually so that the role
of geographic and environmental diversity will be explained. The result confirms that
there exists significant difference in their basic socio-economic characteristics. The
analysis of variance calculated for the basic characteristics of households varies
significantly across the three regions. As One-way ANOVA result shows, the religion
and caste composition of the households, households’ relation to the village (originally
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from the region or migrated from other regions), their asset possession and basic pattern
of expenditure vary significantly across the regions (Table: 2.2).
Table: 2.2
Effect of region on basic characteristics of households: One-way ANOVAs
F
‘P’ Values#
Religion
7.781
<.001*
Caste
16.933
<.001*
Family’s relation to village
191.144
<.001*
Household’s asset index
14.497
<.001*
Per capita monthly food expenditure
20.022
<.001*
Per capita yearly educational expenditure 10.049
<.001*
Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
#
Reject the null hypothesis (H0) when P ≤ α
‘*’ indicates significant at 1 percent level.

All the sample households from the Coastal region are Muslims whereas the share of
Muslim households in Highland and Midland regions are 36.76% and 82.07%
respectively. Among the three regions, only Highland has presence of Christian
households (26.48%) and the rest of the households are Hindu. This pattern reflects the
unique cultural composition of the district. In terms of the caste affiliation of the Hindu
households, less than 5% belong to forward castes and the majority belong to the OBCs.
In the case of ST households, only Highland has their presence (3.16%) whereas SC
households are present in both Highland (10.28%) and Midland (4.78%). The relation of
households to the village shows that a large number of households from the Highland
region (44.7%) are early migrants from south Kerala.
The geographic diversity can affect the nature of the local economies in several ways.
The study constructed a simple asset index by calculating the asset price of selected
household durables, vehicles (lowest price available) and land (fair value of land).18 On
an average, a Coastal household has only 7.33 cents of land against 57.57 cents and 54.59
cents in Highland and Midland respectively. The household asset index calculated for the
18

Based on minimum price of selected assets total asset price was calculated. Asset indicator = Total Asset
Price/10000.Total asset value was calculated by adding the minimum price of selected household durables
(Television- Rs.3000, mobile phone- Rs.1000, computer- Rs.10000, refrigerator- Rs.7000), vehicle (motor
cycle/ scooter- Rs. 30000, car/jeep- Rs. 150000, bus/truck- Rs. 1200000) and fair price of land). The ‘Final
Fair Value of Land’, published by RDOs, Department of Registration, Government of Kerala was taken.
The fair price of land (Per Are) varies as Rs. 15000, Rs. 11000 and Rs. 8000 in Coastal, Highland and
Midland regions respectively. http://igr.kerala.gov.in/fairvaluesearch.aspx, (last accessed on 11-04-2012)
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three regions also confirm this fact where the average asset index of the Coastal
household was much lower than others (4.94, 28.89 and 19.86 respectively in Coastal,
Highland and Midland regions).
Due to a relatively large size of family, the Coastal households have to spend a
substantial amount on food and therefore the total expenditure on food and its share in
total household expenditure remains very high. At the same time, the per capita
expenditure remains low in the Coast (Rs.946.94, Rs.1110.63 and Rs.1203.72
respectively in Coastal, Highland and Midland regions). The pattern of per capita
monthly medical expenditure does not vary across the regions, but the average yearly per
capita educational expenditure in Highland (Rs.8552.32) is much higher than that of
household in Coastal (Rs.1831.52) and Midland (Rs.3097.60) regions.
Table: 2.3
Effect of region on basic features of migration: One-way ANOVAs
Household’s migration status
Presence of Non-Resident Indians
Presence of returned NRIs
Presence of Non-Resident Keralites
Presence of returned Non-Resident Keralites
Immigrants to Kerala
Total migrants in the household
Direction of migration
Household’s remittance (last 6 months)
Remittance receiving channel

F
6.029
6.352
22.567
16.327
5.010
1.903
1.413
1.553
23.449
9.401

‘P’ Values#
.003*
.002*
<.001*
<.001*
.007*
.150
.244
.212
<.001*
<.001*

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significant at 1 percent level.

The differences in the pattern of migration affect the dynamics of migration in shaping
the basic nature of the local economies in these three regions. The one-way ANOVA
results shows that the pattern of migration varies significantly across the regions. The
result shows that households’ migration status, distribution of NRIs, returned NRIs,
NRKs, amount of remittances and remittances receiving channel vary significantly
(Table: 2.3).
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More than half of households (52.59%) from Midland have at least one family member
who has ever migrated out of the state (including the returned migrants), against 50.40
per cent in Coastal and 38.34 per cent in Highland regions. As a result, the average
amount of total remittances received by the migrant households also varies across the
three regions (Table: 2.4).
Table 2.4
Distribution of households by remittance received
Migrant households (share in %)
Average amount of remittance
received in last 6 months (Rs.)

Coastal
50.4

Highland
38.3

Midland
52.6

Total
47.1

22940.38 31866.19 48978.66

37612.9

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

The details show that 32.7% of the households from the Midland region have at least one
family member currently as non-resident Indian (NRIs), and the respective figure in other
regions are very low. A large number of the Coastal households (35.9%) have at least one
family member as returned non-resident Indians (RNRIs).19 Most of them had migrated
to Saudi Arabia as fishermen and returned due to high risk involved in the job, low
payment, legal problems or health issues or issues related to family. Many of them stayed
only for a short period that was not long enough to earn anything and pay back the
liabilities incurred during their migration (selling or mortgaging gold ornaments or
documents of the property). In the case of internal migration, the Highland region is
ahead of other regions (with 8.7% - NRKs, 2.0% -returned NRKs and 0.8% immigrant).
On the whole, the total number of migrants and the direction of migration do not vary
significantly across the regions.
The pattern of migration, especially the distribution of present NRIs determines the
pattern of household remittance. The study finds that the pattern of remittance inflow
varies significantly across the regions. The migrant households from Midland account for
an average amount of Rs.17365.06 (during the last 6 months) against Rs.4157.63 in
19

The steady growth in the number of returned NRIs emerges as a serious challenge to the development
strategy of the state. Studies highlight various issues related to their rehabilitation, options available for
employment health and etc. (Zachariah, Nair & Rajan, 2006).
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Coastal and Rs.7307.17 in Highland regions (Table: 2.4). Compared to the migrant
households from Highland and Midland regions, households from Coastal region receive
lesser remittances. The same can be seen as a reflection of the quality of human capital
that migrants from Coastal region and options of job they have. Overall, these results
suggest that the diversity across the three regions is very significant and this may be
reinforced by other factors like religion, caste affiliation and pattern of migration. Since
this can affect the nature of local economies and pattern of development, the study treats
these regions separately and tries to understand the role of regional diversity of these
local economies in the process of human development.
2.8

Conclusion

The development experience of Malappuram district, particularly the pattern of
educational development that the district experienced, suggests that it has been following
the larger pattern of Kerala, but in a different fashion. Its growth in education started later
and it still lags behind the other districts in terms of human development. Within the
district there is considerable regional diversity (often reinforced by other factors such as
religion and caste) which plays an important role in the process of development.
Therefore the thesis tries to understand the role of the regional diversity, religions and
caste composition in relation to the dynamics of migration in three regions of
Malappuram district. Given this focus, the next chapter will discuss the dynamics of
education as a major factor which affects the process of development in varied ways.
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Chapter 3
Dynamics of Education: Emerging Trends
3.1

Introduction

Despite starting with a low base, Malappuram district showed steady improvement in its
educational development and caught up with rest of Kerala in the last decades of the
twentieth century. The pattern of enrolment and growth of schools and colleges in
Malappuram district is consistent with it being a lower end case of the general pattern in
Kerala. Being a district that accounts for the largest number of international migrants
from the state, the dynamics of education is affected by migration. Apart from migration,
other factors like regional diversity, religion and caste also affect education in different
ways. The present chapter looks at the emerging trends in education and tries to see the
impact of migration, regional diversity and social groups (religion and caste) on the
dynamics of education. This discussion is primarily on the instrumental role of education
in development.
3.2

The Background: Educational Development in Kerala

Kerala’s educational development, especially the state’s initiatives in mass-education
played a key role in shaping the pattern of development which the state followed in
recent periods. Education has been one of the major instruments that various socioreligious movements used for ‘social mobility and economic advancement’ (Thomas,
2001). The steady growth of schools (at different levels and under various managements)
facilitated nearly universal enrolment (for boys and girls) at school level. Within the
state, Malabar region tended to lag behind in educational development (Salim & Nair,
2002; Tharakan, 1997). In fact, Malabar also followed educational policies similar to that
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of Travancore (like implementing universal compulsory education programmes).
However, the unfavourable socio-economic conditions and weak government
commitment in Malabar kept the educational reform slow in the region. At the beginning
of the 19th century, Malabar region was better endowed with schools and school facilities.
However, as the interest of British rulers was limited to the maintenance of law and order
necessary for the collection of land revenue, no attempt was made to promote social
progress (Thomas, 2001). Malabar’s experience also reflects the role of social
movements in changing the attitudes and the need for supportive action from the state.
The internal tension between the ‘traditional attitudes and progressive outlook’ slowed
down the efforts of local leaders in setting up new schools and the spread of secular
education, female education in particular (ibid).
Based on the management and ownership, Kerala schools can be classified as
government, aided (grant in-aid) and private un-aided schools.1 In the case of government
schools, the costs (both infrastructure and running costs like salary and other expenses)
are met by the government. The government recruits the teaching and non-teaching staff
through public examinations and interviews conducted by the Kerala Public Service
Commission. In contrast to the government schools, management is responsible for
providing the infrastructure, building etc. for the aided schools. In return, the
management enjoys certain privileges like having the freedom to recruit anyone with the
stipulated qualification for the post, but government pays the salary. It has been pointed
out that a large number of private managements misuse this freedom in appointing the
teaching and non-teaching staff. More than developing educational institutions, such
schools emerge as means for the communities which run these institutions (George,
Zachariah & Kumar, 2003). It is very interesting to note that the community engagement
that played a key role in developing the state’s educational system now plays the negative
role as it leads to communalisation, commercialisation and corruption that curb the
system (Mathew, 2003). Thus, there exists a strong contention that since government

1 For a detailed account, see the ‘Kerala education act- 1958’ and the ‘Kerala education rules-1959’

http://www.education.kerala.gov.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=112&Itemid=131
last accessed on 6 May 2013
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pays the salary, government should have control over recruitment. The fact that
government finances such private aided schools suggests privatisation of education in
Kerala is ‘pseudo privatisation’ (George & Kumar, 1999; Tilak, 1991). In the case of
private un-aided schools, the managements have to provide the infrastructure as well as
the salary for the employees. The management enjoys the freedom to appoint any one
with requisite qualification.2
The public schools (government schools and aided schools) function under the state’s
board of public exams and follow the syllabus prescribed by State Council of Educational
Research and Training (SCERT). On the other hand, private un-aided schools function
under SCERT or central boards like National Council of Educational Research and
Training (NCERT) or Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) or Indian
Certificate of Secondary Education (ICSE) and the Indian School Certificate (ISC);3 they
account for the larger share of English medium schools in the state. The steady growth of
private un-aided schools can be seen as a reflection of the preference towards English and
professional education. There exists a common belief that English medium schools
(especially the private) are more effective in preparing the students for professional
education. It may be quite natural to see that a large number of students enrolled in
professional courses like engineering and medicine at popular colleges are coming from
private English medium schools (Baby & Pillai, 2008). Apart from their size and
expansion in number, there are debates which discuss the issues, including the quality,
access and cost, related to these schools in the state.

2

As the Kerala education rules insist that, “school shall appoint only qualified and eligible staff and must
pay the salary and allowances and other benefits to the employees of the school” (cited from Baby & Pillai,
2008).

3

These boards function as an R&D institute at the state and national level. For instance, the SCERT
provides guidance, support and assistance on elementary and secondary education and teacher education to
the state education department. For details see their respective websites:

(SCERT: http://www.scert.kerala.gov.in/; NCERT: : http://www.ncert.nic.in/ or
http://www.ncert.nic.in/index.html ; CBSE: http://cbse.nic.in/ or http://www.cbseacademic.in/ and ICSE
http://www.cisce.org/)
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In the case of higher education, colleges also come under government, aided and private
un-aided managements. In government colleges, government provides infrastructure,
salary etc. with freedom to recruit staff as in government schools. The case of aided
colleges is similar to that of aided schools; the management provides the infrastructure,
building etc. and enjoys freedom in recruitment, but government pays the salary. The
private un-aided colleges (often technical and professional colleges) are similar to private
un-aided schools wherein the infrastructure and running cost are met by the management
with freedom in recruiting anyone with the necessary qualifications. Though government
fixes and regulates the fee structure, the fee imposed by these colleges has created tension
between the students and managements. There are teaching and research departments of
the universities and autonomous research centres which also have a large number of
students enrolled for higher education.
Lastly, the number of students enrolled in courses offered by various open universities in
the country, distance education centres and the private registration scheme of the state
universities is many times larger than the total students enrolled in all regular schemes.
This includes those enrolled in higher secondary courses of state/central open school or
board of distance education, various graduate and post-graduate level courses that come
under liberal arts (humanities) and commerce. The same parallel education system offers
some courses in science stream like BSc and MSc courses in statistics, mathematics as
well as professional courses like MBA and MSW. There are various factors like nearly
universal enrolment and pass-out from high schools, inadequate growth of higher
educational institutions in public sector, relatively low-cost and easy access and many
other factors that led to the growth of parallel colleges in the state.
The early development in both school and college education was predominantly
supported by the government institutions. Later, the growth of aided schools and colleges
played a significant role in the process and laid a strong base for Kerala’s educational
system. This strategy, focusing on human capital resulted in human development and led
to economic growth in the state (Centre for Development Studies, 2005; Kannan, 2005;
Chakraborty, 2005). However, the declining share of social expenditure in Kerala’s total
expenditure suggests that the government is gradually shifting from the earlier strategy
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(Aravindan & Menon, 2010). The budgetary expenditure on different sub sectors of the
education shows that the share of primary education has been declining drastically
(George, Zachariah & Kumar, 2003).
The withdrawal of government from social service was accompanied by the entry of
private sector into the field. Steady growth of private un-aided schools and colleges in
Kerala’s educational system can be seen as a reflection of such a shift and change in the
preferences for education. It has been argued that the gradual withdrawal of the state and
entry of unaided self-financing institutions, especially in the professional educational
sector, is likely to have far-reaching adverse social and economic consequences. The shift
from a highly subsidised and state-sponsored system to a total student-financing system
seems to move from an all-inclusive system, to an exclusive system, limiting access to
the upper echelons of society (George & Sunaina, 2005). Once the educational
expenditure gets transferred to households, income of the households plays a key role in
decisions taken on the children’s education. There are other household characteristics like
religion, caste, household size, educational and occupational status level of the parents,
etc. might also influence the pattern of education investment (Tilak, 2007).
The long-term trend in the distribution of schools in various levels of schooling and their
management can be taken as a good indicator to capture the larger pattern that emerged in
different periods. For analytical purpose, we consider the two growth phases, the slow
growth phase till 1987-88 and the high growth phase from then onwards, and will see the
nature of educational development in the state as well as in Malappuram district. During
the low growth phase, the number of total schools in Kerala suggests that the focus was
on literacy and mass education. For instance, total lower primary (LP) schools in Kerala
grew from 6886 (1970-71) to 6975 (1975-76) and then started declining (6861 in 1980-81
and 6845 in 1985-86). Total upper primary (UP) schools increased steadily from 2544
(1970-71) to 2869 (1985-86) in the first phase. Similarly, high schools started from a low
base but gradually the total increased from 1384 to1521, 1976 and 2422 respectively
during in 1970-71, 1975-76, 1980-81 and 1985-86 (Government of Kerala: Educational
Statistics since Independence 2004 & Economic Reviews).
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Growth of literacy has strengthened the base of mass-education and therefore it is quite
natural to see that the focus of investment moved from primary to higher levels of
education. During the new growth phase, Kerala experienced such a shift in its
educational development. Total LP schools continued the decline of the later years of the
first phase; it declined from 6767 in 1990-91 to 6728 in 1995-96 before a recovery to
6758 in 2000-01 and 6817 in 2005-06. In the case of UP schools, the total increased
marginally with some decline and recovery in the later periods. The total gradually
increased from 2915 in 1990-91 to 2964 in 1995-96 and after a small dip to 2957 in
2000-01 the total reached 3037 in 2005-06. In the case of high schools, the new growth
phase experiences a steady and rapid growth in their total number. Total high schools
steadily grew from 2452 in 1990-91, 2573 in 1995-96, 2615 in 2000-01 and 2790 in
2005-06. (ibid). The two phases thus reveal a shift of emphasis from primary education in
the beginning of the first phase to high school education in the second phase.
This shift corresponded to a change in the involvement of state and private sector in
Kerala’s school education. The share of public sector schools (government and aided
sections) can be considered as a direct indication of state’s involvement. During the
earlier period itself, both LP and UP schools under the government and aided sections
reached their maximum and the new growth phase experienced a steady fall in their total
numbers. In the case of high schools, the early phase experienced a steady growth in the
number of government and aided schools, but the new phase experienced a decline in
their growth rate (ibid). In contrast, the number of private un-aided LP schools remained
very low in the earlier period but by the mid-1980s their number suddenly started
growing. Throughout the new growth phase, the private un-aided schools experienced a
steady and rapid growth. In a similar fashion, by the mid-1980s, the private un-aided UP
schools also gathered momentum and continued to grow in a steady manner. The private
un-aided high schools continued to grow in both periods, but compared to the earlier
phase it was the new growth phase that witnessed a very rapid and steady increase in their
numbers (ibid). As a result, enrolment in private un-aided English schools has increased
significantly. A recent study estimates that about 21.9 per cent students study in such
private un-aided schools (Aravindan & Menon, 2010:90).
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This suggests that the two growth phases experienced different patterns of educational
development in the state. The strategy followed in the earlier growth phase was
essentially targeted towards mass-education. As a result, the number of primary schools
(both UP and LP) remained higher than that of high schools. The trend changed during
the new growth phase; as the primary schools started declining in number. As a reflection
of steady demographic transition that Kerala experienced since early 1990s, the overall
enrolment in schools has declined in recent years. For instance, the total number of
schools students (from class I-X) has declined from 59 lakh in 1991 to 51 lakh in 2001
and to 43 lakh in 2011 (Kannan, 2012:16). The declining enrolment in primary schools
has to be seen in the light of demographic transition that took place in Kerala. At the
same time, the number of high schools continued growing in a steady manner and the
same can be seen as a reflection of having a rich base in the primary level and improving
the level of education in the state. While considering the fact that Kerala has succeeded in
achieving high enrolment rate and low drop-out rate in primary level, one may appreciate
such a shift.
It was during the sixties, seventies and the eighties (when public expenditure on
education remained high but the per capita income grew very slowly), the largest
expansion of the school system took place. But the government expenditure on school
education declined in the nineties (when Kerala witnessed the highest growth rate in per
capita SDP) and therefore the expansion was mostly in the unaided sector. This suggest
that the ‘there is no direct relationship between economic growth and the public
expenditure on education in the state’ (George & Sunaina, 2005).
Overall, the new growth phase experienced a decline in the number of primary schools in
public sector (the growth was limited in private un-aided sector) whereas the number of
high schools increased in both public and private sectors (private sector experienced rapid
and steady growth). Therefore it can be argued that the withdrawal of government from
the primary education was followed or compensated by a greater involvement of private
sector.
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Within Kerala, there are differences in the way different regions followed this larger
pattern of educational development. For instance, the old Malabar region lagged behind
Travancore and Cochin in starting the reforms in educational development (Salim &
Nair, 2002; Tharakan 1997). As a part of Malabar district, Malappuram started with a low
base, as its literacy rate and general educational levels were far below the state averages.
During the low growth phase, while the state was focusing on mass-education,
Malappuram district also followed the same strategy with a larger number of schools in
primary levels (Figure: 3.1). Compared to the small number of high schools in the
district, the number of primary schools (both LPs and UPs) remained very high. The
steady growth of primary education laid the foundation for educational development in
Malappuram district.
Figure: 3.1
Total high schools, UP and LP schools in Malappuram district (selected years)

Source: Educational Statistics since Independence (2004) and Economic Reviews

During the high growth phase, the number of schools at the primary level (both UPs and
LPs) continued to grow (though not very rapidly). Once the number of primary schools
reached the maximum, the growth rate shrunk and number of high schools started
growing (Figure: 3.1). Thus, it can be argued that Malappuram district too followed the
larger pattern, in shifting the focus from primary level to higher levels of education,
which the whole of Kerala experienced during these two growth phases.
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Figure: 3.2
Total government and aided schools in Malappuram district (selected years)

Source: Educational Statistics since Independence (2004) and Economic Reviews

Figure: 3.3
Growth of un-aided schools in Malappuram district (selected years)

Source: Educational Statistics since Independence (2004) and Economic Reviews

The distribution of schools under different managements also suggests that Malappuram
district followed the larger pattern. During the earlier phase, both UP and LP schools
under government and aided managements witnessed a steady growth in their numbers.
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However, this pattern did not continue in the new growth phase as the period witnessed
only a marginal increase in their numbers (Figure: 3.2).
It was only during the 1980s that Malappuram district had its first generation of private
un-aided schools. Throughout the earlier phase, the presence of private un-aided schools
was very small. But the new growth phase experienced steady and rapid growth in their
numbers, and this was particularly visible in the case of high schools (Figure: 3.3). Thus,
the number of schools functioning under different managements suggests that
Malappuram district too followed Kerala in shifting the focus of school education from
public to private sector.
Overall, the number of schools in both Kerala and Malappuram district during the two
growth phases suggests that the priority has gradually shifted from mass education to
higher education and professional courses. The results confirm the general belief that the
withdrawal of state government from social sector, education in particular, was
accompanied by greater involvement of private sector that resulted in steady and rapid
growth of private-unaided schools.
Being a backward region, Malappuram district started with a lower base of education and
took some time to catch up with the larger patterns. In this process, the attitude of
Muslims towards Western liberal education was a major block. For many years, Malabar
Muslims refused to send their children to the primary schools opened for Hindus. Thus,
government sanctioned establishment of separate schools for Mappillas. In these
Mappilla schools, the Muslims students were taught separately from Hindus up to certain
points (Ali, 1990). Along with the government initiatives, the efforts of various
organisations within the community and individuals played a key role in improving the
educational situation of Kerala Muslims (Salim, 1998).
Now, with the steady progress and successful stories in certain areas like e-learning, the
district emerged as a model for other districts in India. The ‘Akshaya’ E-learning
programme implemented in Malappuram district was the first and largest district-wide eliteracy project in India. As an innovative project, ‘Akshaya’ project was launched on
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18th November 2002. After the successful implementation of Akshaya project,
Malappuram district was declared as India‘s first computer-literate district.4 Within the
district there are other interesting stories that reflect the dynamic role of such missions in
achieving remarkable progress. For instance, ‘Jyothirgamaya’, (Kerala State Literacy
Mission Programme) started a campaign on spreading informal education in Nilambur
panchayat. In January 8, 2008, Kerala Governor RL Bhatia declared that the panchayat
had achieved total primary education, the first one in the country (Vasumathi, 2008:113).
Recent trends show that students from Malappuram district continuously score the
highest marks in some popular professional and technical entrance examinations. This
can be considered a good indicator of the changing preferences and developments in the
field of education.
3.3 Educational Development: Role of Migration, Regional Diversity and Religion
3.3.1 Impact of migration
Studies have identified migration as the single most dynamic factor in shaping the
development experience of Kerala. The whole process can be seen as one of the positive
outcomes of the Kerala model of development. Migration has contributed more to
poverty alleviation and reduction in unemployment than any other factor (Zachariah,
Mathew & Rajan, 1999 & 2000). By improving the spending capacity of migrant
households, it has influenced state’s educational system. The recent developments in
Kerala’s education such as the growth of private English medium schools and
professional colleges, are driven by the remittance income. Some studies identify
emigration as the key factor in promoting and leveling the education among the Muslims
(‘Misiriya, 1990’ as cited in Misiriya, 2009). It has been reported that the average
educational expenditure of a non-resident Keralite household (Rs.7731) is much more

4

In the initial phase, the focus was placed on educating one person in each family to be e-literate. Till date
Akshaya has been able to make 3.25 Million families e-literate or with basic knowledge in computer and
internet http://www.akshaya.kerala.gov.in/index.php/achievements (last accessed on 28-11-2012). Studies
identifies the impact of establishing Akshaya centres’ (within a maximum of 2 kilometres for any
household) as grass roots level ICT centres which will have far-reaching impact on the social, economic
and political conditions of the state (Gurumurthy, Singh & Kasinathan, 2005; Pal, Nedevschi, Patra &
Brewer, 2006).
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than that of a resident Keralite household (Rs.6143). Migrant households spend 24 per
cent of cash remittances for educational expenses (Zachariah & Rajan, 2004).
Similarly, migration seems to influence preferences in higher education, particularly in
selecting the subjects and courses of studies. Apart from the formal educational institutes,
there are non-formal educational institutes that also play a key role in preparing the workforce for the requirements of the international labour market. For instance, there are
institutions that offers short-term courses for spoken English and foreign languages_
especially Arabic (particularly targeted to the Gulf), thereby affecting the pattern of
education (George & Sunaina, 2005). Scholars advocate educational reforms that will
enable the workforce from Kerala to respond to the job opportunities in the state and the
requirements of job markets outside (Zachariah & Rajan, 2004).
This study defines a migrant household as one with at least one family member who has
ever migrated out of Kerala. This includes the current migrants as well as those who have
returned from abroad and other states of India. The result shows that the pattern of
migration across the three regions of Malappuram, religion and caste-groups varies
significantly. The Midland region of the district has a larger share of migrant households
(52.6%) followed by Coastal (50.4%) and Highland (38.3%) regions. Midland region has
more households with current NRIs (32.7% against 17.7% and 21.2% in Coastal and
Highland regions respectively). The Coastal region accounts for larger share of
households with returned Non-Resident Indians (35.9% RNRIs) followed by Midland
(25.9%) and Highland (11.4%) regions. In the Coast, many of them migrated as
fishermen and the migration duration was too short to recover from the huge financial
liability incurred in migration. Except in Highland (with 8.8% households against less
than 1% in other regions) the internal migration i.e. migration to other states in India was
very low. The share of migrant households was very high for Muslims (55.4%) followed
by Christian (43.3%) and Hindu (15.9%) households. A large share of Muslim
households has at least one family member as NRI (27.3%) and RNRIs (31.9%) while
Christians lead in internal migration (21.4%). Among the Hindus, migrant households are
largely from forward castes and other backward castes-OBCs (23.8% and 18.3%
respectively against 7.9% from SCs and none from STs). These variations may affect the
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process through which households from different groups experience the dynamics of
migration.
Studies have already recognised the economic status as the prime determinant in pattern
of education in Kerala (Aravindan & Menon, 2010). Access to remittances being a key
source of income, we may expect migration to affect the pattern of educational
development.
The analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) result for educational expenditure of
migrant and non-migrant households confirms that migrant and non-migrant households
follow different patterns of educational expenditure (Table: 3.1). The average per capita
yearly educational expenditure for a student from migrant households (Rs.6192.74) is
much higher than that for a student from non-migrant households (Rs.3023.17).
Similarly, the average share of education in yearly total household expenditure of migrant
households (8.2%) is almost double that of their counterparts (4.8%). The utilisation of
households’ loans shows that compared to non-migrant households, a larger share of
migrant households spent their borrowed money on children’s education. More of the
non-migrant households (3.3 %) reported that they have received educational support,
either in the form of fee waived in private schools or receiving study materials or school
uniforms (against 2% for migrant households).
Table: 3.1
Effects of migration on educational expenditure: One-way ANOVAs
Per capita yearly educational expenditure per student
Share of education in household’s total yearly expenditure
Educational (financial) support received

F
5.796
13.908
1.201

P Values#
.016
<.001*
.273

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

The difference in educational expenditure of migrant and non-migrant households can be
seen as a reflection of the enrolment. The result (one-way ANOVA) shows that there
exists a significant difference in the way students from migrant and non-migrant
households are enrolled in private un-aided schools. Similarly, Girls’ enrolment in
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government or aided schools and boys’ enrolment in private colleges (parallel or open
scheme) also varies significantly (Table: 3.2).
The results show that 15.5 per cent of the migrant households have at-least one boy
enrolled in private un-aided schools whereas only 6.3 per cent of the non-migrant
households have at-least one boy enrolled in such schools. In the case of girls too, the
share of migrant households with girls enrolled in private un-aided schools (14.4%) is
much higher than the non-migrant households (3.5%). The results also show that 44.1
per cent of the migrant households have at least one girl enrolled in government or aided
schools against 34.7 per cent of the non-migrant households.
Table: 3.2
Effects of migration on enrolment of students: One-way ANOVAs
Boys in private un-aided schools
Girls in private un-aided schools
Boys in government/aided schools
Girls in government/aided schools
Boys in UG/PG in regular colleges
Girls in UG/PG in regular colleges
Boys in UG/PG in private colleges
Girls in UG/PG in private colleges
Boys in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Girls in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Boys in professional UG/PG
Girls in professional UG/PG
Boys in diploma courses
Girls in diploma courses
Students in religious institutions
Students in special schools

F
16.621
25.444
2.218
8.912
.025
1.491
10.645
.102
1.200
.227
3.389
2.026
.216
.014
.022
.889

P Values#
<.001*
<.001*
.137
.003*
.874
.222
<.001*
.750
.274
.634
.066
.155
.642
.907
.882
.346

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

The results suggest that such differences exist in higher levels too. It’s interesting to note
that 4 per cent of the migrant households with at least one boy enrolled in private colleges
for various courses offered under parallel or open scheme (against 0.5% for non-migrant
households). Similarly, the share of migrant households with at least one boy enrolled in
professional undergraduate (UG) and post graduate (PG) courses in self-financing
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colleges (4.5%) is higher than the share in non-migrant households (2.3%). This
difference exists for girls too, where 3.1 per cent of the migrant households have at-least
one girl enrolled in professional colleges against 1.5 per cent of the non-migrant
households (Table, 3.3). These results suggest that compared to non-migrant households,
migrant households have a more active participation in higher and professional education.
Table 3.3
Student’s enrolment and migration status of the households (Share in %)
Non-migrant
family
6.3
3.5
39.4
34.7
1.3
1.8
0.5
2.0
2.0
2.5
2.3
1.5
2.3
0.5
0.8
0.3

Boys in Un-aided schools
Girls in Un-aided schools
Boys in government/aided schools
Girls in government/aided schools
Boys in UG/PG in regular colleges
Girls in UG/PG in regular colleges
Boys in UG/PG in private colleges
Girls in UG/PG in private colleges
Boys in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Girls in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Boys in professional UG/PG
Girls in professional UG/PG
Boys in diploma courses
Girls in diploma courses
Students in religious institutions
Students in special schools

Migrant
family
15.5
14.4
44.6
44.1
1.1
0.8
4.0
1.7
3.7
3.4
4.5
3.1
2.0
0.6
1.1
0.0

Total
10.6
8.6
41.9
39.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
1.9
2.8
2.9
3.3
2.3
2.1
0.5
0.9
0.1

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

The effects of migration on education change with the level of education. This can be
seen when the students are classified into two age groups (students 5-15 years old and 16
years old & above) and hence different levels of education. For the first age-group,
majority of students from both migrant and non-migrant households are enrolled in
government schools (51.4% and 50.5% respectively). At the same time, the share of
students from migrant households enrolled in private un-aided schools (18.5%) is very
high (against 7.8% from non-migrant households). Similarly, share of migrant
households with students enrolled in English medium schools (20.8%) is higher than the
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share from non-migrant households (10.3%). This clearly shows the preference of
migrant households towards private un-aided English medium schools.
For the age group of 16 years and above, the results show that a large number of students
from migrant households (19.1%) have enrolled in private self-financing colleges
(against 13.1% from non-migrant households). At the same time, a relatively larger share
of non-migrant households have regular students enrolled in higher secondary,
undergraduate (UG) and post-graduate (PG) courses. Both migrant and non-migrant
households have students studying in parallel colleges for various UG and PG courses
offered under private registration and open scheme. This includes those who registered
for higher secondary level exam under the open school schemes and a few students
enrolled in diploma courses offered by private institutes. It is very striking to note the
difference in the way boys and girls from migrant and non-migrant households are
enrolled in such colleges. The fact that more boys from the migrant households are
enrolled in parallel colleges can be seen as an emerging trend; they aim to somehow
finish the degree and enhance their chances of migration.
Overall, migrant and non-migrant households follow different patterns of education. The
difference is very sharp in students’ enrolment in private un-aided English medium
schools and private self-financing colleges. Thus, migrant households take the lead in
shifting the preference from government and aided schools and colleges to private unaided schools and self-financing colleges. In some sense, the improvement in educational
status is followed by a shift from liberal arts and science courses to professional and
technical courses. Therefore it can be argued that migration affects the way in which
households experience educational development; where the greater involvement leads to
higher and professional education.
3.3.2 Regional difference
The fact that three sample regions are diverse in their geography (across Coastal,
Highland and Midland) may also affect the dynamics of education. The ANOVA results
confirm that the pattern of educational expenditure, share of educational expenditure in
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total household expenditure as well as the per capita expenditure per student varies
significantly across the three regions (Table: 3.4).
The average per capita expenditure per student and share of education in total yearly
expenditure of households from Highland region is much higher than other regions. On
an average, a Highland household annually spends Rs.8552.32 per student and the
respective amounts in Midland (Rs.3097.6) and Coastal Rs. 1831.52) regions are very
low. The average share of educational expenditure in total yearly household expenditure
also remains very high in Highland (9.8% against 3.7% and 5.4% respectively in Coastal
and Midland regions). The details on utilisation of loans show that Highland region has
more households spending their borrowed loans on children’s education.
Table: 3.4
Effect of regional diversity on educational expenditure: One-way ANOVAs
Per capita yearly educational expenditure per student
Share of education in household’s total yearly expenditure
Educational (financial) support received
Total students in household

F
10.049
16.588
6.892
35.756

P Values#
<.001*
<.001*
.001*
<.001*

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

A large number of Coastal households (41.2%) had more than two students (against
14.6% and 21.5% in Highland and Midland respectively). In the case of financial support,
5.6 per cent of the households in Midland reported that they have received some financial
support (like fee-waived from the private school, books and uniforms given by the school
PTA or other welfare organisations) against 0.4 per cent in the Coastal region and 2 per
cent in Highland regions.
The ANOVA results show that the sharp difference in the enrolment pattern across the
three regions is limited to certain levels. In particular, the enrolment pattern of boys and
girls in government and aided schools varies significantly across the regions. Similarly,
such a sharp difference exists in girls’ enrolment in private colleges (parallel) and schools
which offer higher secondary courses through open or private registration schemes. At
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the higher level, there exists sharp difference in girls’ enrolment in various professional
courses offered in private self-financing colleges (Table. 3.5).
Table: 3.5
Effect of regional diversity on enrolment of students: One-way ANOVAs
F
4.200
2.339
26.701
41.393
.317
2.378
.679
2.282
3.299
5.291
2.701
9.750
2.311
.263
4.362
.986

Boys in un-aided schools
Girls in un-aided schools
Boys in government/aided schools
Girls in government/aided schools
Boys in UG/PG in regular colleges
Girls in UG/PG in regular colleges
Boys in UG/PG in private colleges
Girls in UG/PG in private colleges
Boys in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Girls in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Boys in professional UG/PG
Girls in professional UG/PG
Boy in diploma courses
Girl in diploma courses
Students in religious institutions
Students in special schools

P Values#
.015
.097
<.001*
<.001*
.729
.093
.507
.103
.037
.005*
.068
<.001*
.100
.769
.013
.374

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

The enrolment at school level is largely concentrated in government or aided schools, but
the level of concentration varies across the regions. In the Coast, 55.2 per cent of the
households have at least one boy enrolled in government or aided schools against 30.8
per cent in Highland and 39.8 per cent in Midland regions. Compared to 24.1 per cent of
households from Highland and 39 per cent from Midland regions, the share of households
with at-least one girl is enrolled in such schools is very high in the Coastal region
(54.4%). The Coastal region has 6 per cent of the households with at least one girl
enrolled in open scheme of higher secondary courses (through parallel colleges). The
respective shares in Highland (1.6%) and Midland (1.2%) regions are very low.
Similarly, students’ enrolment in professional colleges varies significantly across the
regions. Highland region has a significant number of households with at least one girl
(5.9%) enrolled in such colleges. Whereas the share of households meeting the same
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criterion in other regions is very low at 0.8 per cent in Midland, it is nil for the Coastal
region (Table. 3.6).
Table 3.6
Student’s enrolment across the regions (Share in %)
Boys in Un-aided schools
Girls in Un-aided schools
Boys in government/aided schools
Girls in government/aided schools
Boys in UG/PG in regular colleges
Girls in UG/PG in regular colleges
Boys in UG/PG in private colleges
Girls in UG/PG in private colleges
Boys in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Girls in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Boys in professional UG/PG
Girls in professional UG/PG
Boy in diploma
Girl in diploma
Students in religious institutions
Students in special schools

Coastal
7.3
6.0
55.2
54.4
0.8
0.0
1.6
2.8
3.2
6.0
1.6
0.0
1.2
0.8
0.4
0.0

Highland
13.8
11.9
30.8
24.1
1.6
2.0
2
2.4
0.8
1.6
5.5
5.9
1.2
0.4
0.0
0.4

Midland
10.8
8.0
39.8
39
1.2
2.0
2.8
0.4
4.4
1.2
2.8
0.8
4.0
0.4
2.4
0.0

Total
10.6
8.6
41.9
39.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
1.9
2.8
2.9
3.3
2.3
2.1
0.5
0.9
0.1

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

Table: 3.7
Effects of regional diversity on two age-groups: One-way ANOVAs

Sex
Status of enrolment
Types of management (school/college)
Medium of instruction (School)

5-15 years old
F
P Values#
1.935
.145
2.041
.130
286.479
<.001*
34.330
<.001*

16 years old & above
F
P Values#
4.221
.016
N.A
N.A
7.766
.001*
N.A
N.A

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

One-way ANOVA result for the enrolment pattern of students from two age groups (5-15
years old and 16 years old & above) confirms this regional variation further. In the case
of first group, the effect of regional diversity is very limited, but it does affect the types
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of schools and medium of instruction. For the second group, such a sharp difference
(across regions) is limited to the type of college that students are enrolled (Table: 3.7).
From the first group (5-15 years old), majority of the students from the Coast (89.1%) are
enrolled in government schools whereas in Midland, such concentration is seen in aided
schools (71.8%). In Highland 30.7 per cent of the students in this age-group are enrolled
in private un-aided schools (against 15.3% in Midland and 5.6% in Coastal region).
Moreover, 41 per cent of the students in Highland are enrolled in English medium
schools (against 5.6% in Coast and 15.6% in Midland).
From the second age-group (16 year old and above), Highland has relatively larger share
of students enrolled in higher levels of education. A significant share of students from
Highland belonging to this group (33%) are enrolled in professional courses in various
private self-financing colleges against a small share from the Coast (4.4%) and Midland
(9.3%). More than half of the students in the Coastal region are enrolled in higher
secondary schools (52.9%) followed by those enrolled at private tuition centres or
parallel colleges or in diploma courses offered by private vocational training institutes
(41.2%). At the same time, the respective shares of students enrolled in higher secondary
courses and parallel colleges are relatively low in Highland (29.5% and 27.3%
respectively) and Midland (38.1% and 33% respectively) regions. Interestingly, a large
number of students (10.3%) from Midland are studying in various religious institutes in
Kerala and a few of them are enrolled in parallel colleges for degree courses.
The overall pattern of enrolment suggests that the difference across girls and boys is not
very significant. However, it was found that a relatively larger share of boys are enrolled
in private un-aided schools (15% against 12.7% for girls) whereas the share of girls
enrolled in government and aided colleges as well as in private self-financing colleges is
higher than that of boys. Though the rate of enrolment at school level is very high in all
the three regions, the Coastal region (94.2%) lags behind Highland (96.4%) and Midland
(97.3%) regions. This follows the larger pattern of development in the state, wherein the
Coastal area lags behind its counterparts.
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The study finds that households from Highland spend more on their children’s education,
while households from the Coast spend very little. As a reflection of this, the enrolment
in Coastal region is concentrated in government schools whereas the enrolment in
Midland is largely concentrated in aided schools. For Highland, the concentration
gradually shifts towards private un-aided schools. In the case of higher education, the
Coastal region has significant number of girls enrolled for higher secondary courses in
private tuition centres and parallel colleges but very few students enrolled in professional
courses. Only Highland region has a significant share of boys and girls enrolled in
various professional colleges.
The results confirm that these regions also follow the larger pattern that emerge in
Kerala’s educational sector where the focus gradually shifts from government and aided
schools to private un-aided English medium schools and self-financing colleges. In this
process, Coastal region lags behind other two regions while Highland region moves
ahead of the Midland and Coastal regions. Therefore it can be argued that regional
diversity affects the pattern of educational development in Malappuram.
3.3.3

Role of religion

The study looks at the pattern of educational development for households belonging to
different religions. It may be noted that all the sample households in the Coastal region
are Muslims, whereas the Highland has an equal share of Muslim and Hindu households
(36.76% each) followed by Christian households (26.48%). In the case of Midland
region, Muslims constitute the largest share of the total sample households (82.07%) and
the rest are Hindus. There are various contexts in which religion affects the options
available for education and choices made out of them and therefore, one may expect
religion to affect the pattern of educational development.
The one-way ANOVA results also confirm the existence of sharp differences in the
educational expenditure of households belonging to the three religions. The educational
expenditure; in terms of its share in total yearly household expenditure and per capita
expenditure, for Hindu, Muslim and Christian households varies significantly (Table:
3.8).
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Table: 3.8
Effect of religion on educational expenditure of households: One-way ANOVAs
Per capita yearly educational expenditure per student
Share of education in household’s total yearly expenditure
Educational (financial) support received
Total students in household

F
23.633
25.411
2.013
23.347

P Values#
<.001*
<.001*
.134
<.001*

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

Compared to other households, Christian households spend more on their children’s
education. On an average, a Christian household spends Rs.18588.61 per year on a
student whereas the average amount spend by a Muslim household (Rs.3159.76) and
Hindu household (Rs.3055.25) is very low. Similarly, the share of education in total
yearly expenditure of Hindu, Muslim and Christian households is 5.46 per cent, 5.36 per
cent and 16.46 per cent respectively. The average size of total students in households
shows that Muslim households have relatively larger size than Hindu and Christian
households.
Table: 3.9
Effects of religion on enrolment of students: One-way ANOVAs
F
3.018
.778
14.770
14.149
.985
1.765
2.192
.863
1.312
2.516
5.174
12.523
.096
.752
1.209
.187

Boys in Un-aided schools
Girls in Un-aided schools
Boys in government/aided schools
Girls in government/aided schools
Boys in UG/PG in regular colleges
Girls in UG/PG in regular colleges
Boys in UG/PG in private colleges
Girls in UG/PG in private colleges
Boys in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Girls in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Boys in professional UG/PG
Girls in professional UG/PG
Boy in diploma
Girl in diploma
Students in religious institutions
Students in special schools

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.
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P Values#
.050
.459
<.001*
<.001*
.374
.172
.112
.422
.270
.081
.006*
<.001*
.908
.472
.299
.829

The ANOVA results for the enrolment pattern of students from household belonging to
the three religions also suggest that there exist sharp difference in certain levels. At
school level, the sharp difference is limited to students’ (boys and girls) enrolment in
government or aided schools. At higher level, such sharp variation exist only for girls’
enrolment in professional colleges (Table: 3.9).
Table 3.10
Student’s enrolment across the religions (Share in %)
Hindu
8.0
5.8
27.5
28.3
2.2
2.9
0.0
1.4
2.2
0.0
0.0
4.3
2.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

Boys in Un-aided schools
Girls in Un-aided schools
Boys in government/aided schools
Girls in government/aided schools
Boys in UG/PG in regular colleges
Girls in UG/PG in regular colleges
Boys in UG/PG in private colleges
Girls in UG/PG in private colleges
Boys in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Girls in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Boys in professional UG/PG
Girls in professional UG/PG
Boy in diploma
Girl in diploma
Students in religious institutions
Students in special schools

Muslim Christian
10.2
19.4
9.3
9.0
47.5
25.4
44.1
20.9
1.1
0.0
0.7
3.0
2.4
4.5
2.2
0.0
3.3
0.0
3.7
3.0
3.5
9.0
0.7
10.4
2.2
1.5
0.7
0.0
1.3
0.0
0.2
0.0

Total
10.6
8.6
41.9
39.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
1.9
2.8
2.9
3.3
2.3
2.1
0.5
0.9
0.1

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

The pattern of enrolment can be seen as a reflection of the educational expenditure. The
result shows that 47.5 per cent of the Muslim households have at least one boy enrolled
in government or aided schools, whereas the respective shares of Hindu (27.5%) and
Christian (25.4%) households are small. The shares of households having at least one girl
enrolled in such schools also follow this pattern, wherein the share of Muslim households
is much higher than that of Hindu and Christian households. On the other hand, a
significant number of Christian households have students enrolled in private un-aided
schools against a smaller share of Muslim and Hindu households. Similarly, the
enrolment in professional colleges varies significantly across the religions. The study
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finds that a large number of Christian households have students enrolled in professional
colleges against a lower share from Hindu and Muslim households. For instance, 10.4 per
cent of the Christian households have at-least one girl enrolled in professional courses
whereas only a small share of Hindu (4.3%) and Muslim (0.7%) households have girls
studying in such colleges (Table. 3.10).
One-way ANOVA results for enrolment of students from the two age groups (5-15 years
old and 16 year old and above) shows the sharp difference in the types of management of
school or college in which students from three religions are enrolled. In the case of first
group, this is reflected in sharp variations in the medium of instruction followed by these
schools (Table 3.11).
Table: 3.11
Effects of religion on two age-groups: One-way ANOVAs

Sex
Status of enrolment
Types of management (school/college)
Medium of instruction (School)

5-15 years old
F
P Values#
.624
.536
.581
.559
28.603
<.001*
9.237
<.001*

16 years & above
F
P Values#
.704
.495
N.A
N.A
1.090
.338
N.A
N.A

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

Muslim students from the first group are largely enrolled in government (57.2%) or aided
schools (25.9%) and therefore their enrolment in unaided schools (11.7%) is very low.
The concentration of Hindu students is more in aided schools (58.4%) followed by unaided (19.5%) and government (16.8%) schools. Students from Christian households are
mainly enrolled in aided (44.4%) and un-aided schools (40.7%), while a small share
(13%) is enrolled in government schools. As a result, 71.7 per cent of Hindu students and
81.5 per cent of Muslim students are concentrated in Malayalam medium schools
whereas the majority of Christian students (53.7%) are enrolled in English medium
schools. From the second group, share of Christian students (42.9%) enrolled in
professional courses is much higher than Hindu (20%) and Muslim (11.4%) students.
Interestingly, share of Muslim students enrolled in parallel colleges and private tuition
centres for higher secondary, degree, master’s level and vocational training courses
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(36.8%) is much higher than the share from Hindu (25%) and Christian (21.4%)
religions.
The overall trend shows that the education expenditure of Christian households, both per
capita yearly educational expenditure per student and share of education in total yearly
household expenditure, is much higher than that of Hindu and Muslim households. This
is reflected in students’ enrolment where a large number of Christian households send
their children to private un-aided English medium schools and private self-financing
colleges. These results suggest that Christian households lead in the process of moving to
higher and professional education with greater involvement of private sector; while
Muslim households lag behind.
This difference can also be seen in Kerala’s achievement in spreading its educational
achievements across all sections (across regions, social groups and gender). Though the
efforts made by the state government and private agencies have helped in improving the
educational status of Kerala Muslims in general, it has been pointed out that it was
limited to attaining the basic literacy, and did not extend into the higher levels (Salim,
1998).The historical accounts of the educational backwardness of the Muslim community
suggest that there has been a steady improvement over time, and now the community is
catching up with others. However, there are issues like girls education that remain as a
challenge to the community’s efforts in educational development (Mohammed, 2007).
This can be seen as a part of the larger picture in the country where the education of
Muslim girls remains as a major hurdle in the process of development. At the same time,
one should not ignore the fact that the condition of Kerala Muslim girls is much better
than the general scene (Hasan & Menon, 2004 & 2005).
While considering the fact that the three regions experience sharp differences in their
religious composition, the larger pattern suggests that regional diversity and religious
composition can reinforce each other and affect educational development in many ways.
The religious composition of a particular region for instance may affect educational
development that emerges in that region or vice-versa.
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3.3.4

Role of caste groups

The fact that the share of Hindu population (in the district population as well as in total
sample households) is small and concentrated in certain pockets of the regions may limit
the scope of comparing the dynamics of caste-groups. The ANOVA result shows that the
share of education in households’ total yearly expenditure and pattern of educational
support received by households from different caste groups vary significantly (Table:
3.12).
Table: 3.12
Effect of caste on educational expenditure of households: One-way ANOVAs
Per capita yearly educational expenditure per student
Share of education in household’s total yearly expenditure
Educational (financial) support received

F
.607
3.319
3.738

P Values#
.694
.006*
.002*

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

The average per capita yearly educational expenditure per student from ST and SC
households (only Rs.375 and Rs. 971.53) is far below that of their counterparts
(Rs.4103.03 and Rs. 3439.29 for households from forward and backward castes
respectively). Similarly, the share of educational expenditure in the yearly total
expenditure of SC and ST households (1.86% and 0.76% respectively) remains very low
(compared to 7.51% and 6.71% respectively from forward castes and Backward Caste
households).
The ANOVA result shows that the sharp difference in the pattern in which students from
difference caste groups enrolled is limited in specific cases. The result shows such a
sharp difference in girls’ enrolment in private un-aided schools and private self-financing
colleges. Similarly, both boys and girls enrolled in government or aided schools also
experience sharp differences (Table: 3.13).
SC and ST households have no students enrolled in private unaided schools. On the
whole, students from SC and ST households are not entering into higher and professional
education, with an exception of 2.6 per cent of SC households with at least one girl
enrolled in professional courses (Table 3.14).
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Table: 3.13
Effects of caste on enrolment of students: One-way ANOVAs
F
P Values#
Boys in Un-aided schools
1.936
.086
Girls in Un-aided schools
6.890
<.001*
Boys in government/aided schools
3.458
.004*
Girls in government/aided schools
3.391
.005*
Boys in UG/PG in regular colleges
1.316
.255
Girls in UG/PG in regular colleges
1.091
.364
Boys in UG/PG in private colleges
.703
.621
Girls in UG/PG in private colleges
.333
.893
Boys in PUC/+2 in private reg.
.462
.805
Girls in PUC/+2 in private reg.
.986
.425
Boys in professional UG/PG
1.133
.341
Girls in professional UG/PG
6.372
<.001*
Boys in diploma
.529
.754
Girls in diploma
.181
.970
Students in religious institutions
.291
.918
Students in special schools
.045
.999
Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

Table 3.14
Student’s enrolment across the caste-groups (Share in %)
Fwd
Castes
28.6
14.3
14.3
19.0
0.0
4.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.8
4.8
0.0
0.0
0.0

Boys in Un-aided schools
Girls in Un-aided schools
Boys in govt/aided schools
Girls in govt/aided schools
Boys in UG/PG in regular colleges
Girls in UG/PG in regular colleges
Boys in UG/PG in private colleges
Girls in UG/PG in private colleges
Boys in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Girls in PUC/+2 in private reg.
Boys in professional UG/PG
Girls in professional UG/PG
Boys in diploma
Girls in diploma
Students in religious institutions
Students in special schools

OBCs
7.0
5.6
26.8
23.9
4.2
4.2
0.0
2.8
4.2
0.0
0.0
4.2
4.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

SCs
0.0
0.0
31.6
39.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

STs
0.0
0.0
50.0
37.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

Enrolment of students from the two age groups (5 to 15 years old and 16 years old and
above), also reflects such variation across the caste-groups. Unlike the students from
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OBCs and forward castes, enrolment from SC and ST households is limited in
government and aided schools. There were no SCs or ST students enrolled in English
medium schools against a large number of students from forward castes (64.7%) and
OBCs (29.2%). Once it comes to the higher age-group, this difference becomes even
sharper. It is very striking to note that there were no ST students in this age-group, as
they are not continuing their education beyond the school level and therefore missing
from higher education. In the case of SCs also the presence in higher education is limited
in lower levels and parallel colleges (except the 12.5% enrolment in professional
colleges). In the case of OBCs and forward castes, the enrolment is distributed across all
levels and types of colleges.
The sharp difference in enrolment and educational expenditure of households from
different caste-groups reflects the role of caste-composition on educational development.
These results broadly suggest that the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe households
lag behind their counterparts; in moving to the higher and professional education driven
by the private sector. In fact this pattern reflects the larger situation in the state where
historically these two groups remain marginal or backward in education-led development
(Aravindan & Menon, 2010).
3.4

The Instrumental Role of Education: Impact on Occupational Structure

The dynamics of education can be looked from both instrumental and constitutive aspects
of freedom; they respectively reflect the means and ends of development. Education can
enrich human lives in different ways; it helps to expand a person’s freedom to do what he
or she has reason to value. Education, particularly public education, acts as an effective
means of freeing people from the bondage of illiteracy and ignorance. While expanding
economic opportunities, it may help one realise the effective freedom that result from
economic prosperity. Similarly, education may empower many victims of social
inequality often handicapped by ignorance and illiteracy, which can influence the power
balance in society. The changes in power distribution (including that within the family)
have far reaching effects (directly or indirectly). For instance, female education can
empower the women and will have direct impact on demographic features including
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female fertility, child morbidity and mortality (Sen, 2006: 260-263). Education helps
woman to manipulate the reproductive decisions and it is found that schooling (of boys
and girls together) has affected the fertility trends in Kerala (Rajan, Ramanathan &
Mishra, 2000).
In the case of Kerala, education particularly mass-education has been identified for its
role in the process of development in the state. Many scholars identified literacy, and in
particular female literacy, as a facilitator of Kerala’s achievements in health,
demographic change and many more of its acclaimed achievements (Jeffrey, 1987 &
2001; Nair, 1974, 1976 a & b; Ramachandran, 1999; Sen, 2006; Sen & Drèze, 1997). The
association of education with other factors like health, gender relations and population
growth may also reflect some aspects of the dynamic role of education.
Being literate, educated and less ignorant can be seen as an enhancement of day-to-day
human freedom. There is evidence to show that education has made Keralites more
assertive about their rights, including in education and health. Along with demanding
more public services, education enabled the general public to monitor the effective
delivery of those services. It has also changed the climate of public opinion by drawing
attention to issues like gender equity, family planning etc. in public spaces (Sen, 2006:
268). It has been argued that the spread of education has helped Kerala overcome the
traditional pattern of gender, caste and class in a radical manner (Ramachandran, 1999).
Education can be viewed as a critical factor that led to human capital formation in the
state and opened new options of job and migration. The whole process in which Kerala
experienced large scale international migration and remittance-led growth is a good
example of the instrumental effect of education (Centre for Development Studies, 2005;
Chakraborty, 2005; Kannan, 2005). Mass-education led to a change in the occupational
structure of the educated workforce and drove the larger pattern of transition in Kerala
(Pani & Jafar, 2010). Education opened up new options of employment and migration for
Kerala’s educated workforce. Many times, they choose migration as a better option or
remained unemployed when they could not find a job that suited their educational status.
This has resulted in the withdrawal of educated labour force from agriculture related jobs.
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The shortage of agricultural labours led to immigration of agricultural workers from
outside the state (Nair, 1999 a & b). During 1991-2001, Kerala experienced a very sharp
decline in the share of workers engaged in agriculture and allied jobs, while there has
been a significant increase in the proportion of total main workers engaged in
construction, transport and other services (Census of India 1991 & 2001). At the same
time, this was not followed by urbanisation or growth of manufacturing centres in the
state. Thus, this process has affected the larger pattern of development and led to
evolution of non-agrarian villages in Kerala (Pani & Jafar, 2010). The district
Malappuram too followed this pattern, with a sharp decline in its agricultural workers but
remained as one of the least urbanised districts in Kerala.
The present study also looked into the educational status and employment pattern of
workers and finds that both vary significantly varies across regions. Share of illiterate
workers varies from 7.2 per cent, 3.6 per cent and 2.9 per cent respectively in Coastal,
Highland and Midland regions. Overall large shares of workers have educational
qualification up to SSLC and below (91.4%, 90.1% and 73.4% in Coastal, Midland and
Highland respectively). Only Highland region has a significant share of workers having
higher level of educational qualification.
Table: 3.15
Highest education for workers in the two age-groups (Share In %)
Workers up to 39 Years old
Workers 40 Years old & above
Coastal Highland Midland Coastal Highland Midland
Illiterate
1.4
0.9
0.9
22.5
6.9
5.5
Up to Std X
55.3
23.9
39.1
74.0
60.6
82.1
Std X & above
43.3
75.2
59.9
3.6
32.4
12.2
Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

In order to capture the change over time, the study classified the total workers into two
groups; the first group with workers aged up to 39 years (younger) and the second group
consists of workers 40 years old and above (elder).5 This classification helps us to see the

5

In some sense, the pattern of education and occupation of these two groups reflect the larger pattern of
development experienced in two periods. The first group of workers (aged up to 39 years old) are those
who started their schooling after 1976 and the second group (workers 40 years old and above) had started
their education before 1976. Though there will be differences as many would have continued the education
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long-term trend in the educational status of workers (two groups representing two
periods). The fact that younger workers are more educated than the elder workers shows
the improvement over time. Even in the Coast where the general educational status is
low, the share of illiterate workers among the younger workers (1.4%) is much smaller
than the elder workers (22.5%). The Highland (6.9% and 0.9% for elder and young
workers respectively) and Midland (5.5% and 0.9% for elder and young workers
respectively) regions also experience a decline in the share of illiterate in their workforce
(Table: 3.15). Similarly, there has been a decline in the share of young workers with
educational qualification below matriculation. Therefore it can be argued that the
educational status of workers improved over time and now the young workers are more
educated than their old generations.
Table: 3.16
Distribution of total workers in three regions (Share in %)
Occupation
Coastal Highland Midland
Agricultural & MGNREGS works
0.0
26.30
25.50
Cultivator and planter
0.0
6.20
12.10
Other wage workers
4.60
28.20
24.70
Trade and service workers
9.10
9.60
16.60
Monthly salaried workers
1.40
18.70
4.70
Family labourers
1.40
6.00
6.60
Fisherman
82.90
0.0
0.0
Construction workers
0.60
5.00
9.70
Total
100
100
100

Total
15.90
5.50
18.10
11.50
7.90
4.40
32.10
4.70
100

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

The improvement in workers’ educational status is likely to affect the occupational
pattern of the workforce. The result shows that occupation varies significantly across
three regions. In the Coast, majority of workers (82.9%) are engaged in fishing whereas
the rest are engaged in trade and services (9.1%), other wage works (4.6%) and other
work. In both Highland and Midland the share of agricultural-MGNREGS workers
(26.3% and 25.5% respectively) and other wage workers (28.2% and 24.7% respectively)
account for the larger share of the total workforce. Only Highland has a significant share
of monthly salaried workers (18.7%) in the total workforce (Table: 3.16).
for longer period while others might have stopped in the beginning or never gone to schools, the
classification still gives an idea about the larger picture.
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The difference in the educational qualification of workers from the two age-groups seems
to have affected their occupational pattern. Improvement in educational status kept the
young workers away from traditional occupations like fishing, agriculture and allied
activities. In both Highland and Midland regions where the agriculture is concentrated,
the share of young agricultural workers (even after including the MGNREGS workers)
and cultivators or planters is much lower than the elder group. In Coastal region such a
shift is taking place in fishing and allied activities. On the other hand, the share of young
workers engaged in monthly salaried works, construction and other wage works is higher
than the elder workforce and that pattern persists in all the regions (Table: 3.17).
Table: 3.17
Occupational pattern of workers belongs to the two age-groups (Share in %)
Workers up to 39 Years old
Workers 40 Years old & above
Coastal Highland Midland Coastal Highland Midland
Agriculture or
MGNREGS
Cultivation
plantation
Other wage works
Trade and service
Monthly salaried
works
Family labour
Fishing
Construction
works
Total

0.0

16.5

18.0

0.0

38.3

35.6

0.0
5.8
7.9

2.2
34.8
8.3

3.7
27.6
20.7

0.0
1.4
12.3

11.2
20.2
11.2

23.3
20.9
11.0

1.6
1.9
81.9

27.4
3.5
0.0

6.5
8.8
0.0

0.7
0.0
85.5

8.0
9.0
0.0

2.5
3.7
0.0

0.8
100

7.4
100

14.7
100

0.0
100

2.1
100

3.1
100

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

These results also suggests that the educational status affect the occupational pattern in
such a way that the region with low educational status has more workers engaged in
traditional jobs like agriculture, fishing etc. whereas the higher educational status leads to
concentration of workers in other service-sector jobs. For instance, Coastal region with
low educational status has the larger share of workers engaged in fishing while Highland
has a larger share of monthly salaried workers.
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The educational status of the non-workers6 has also improved over time. Among the nonworkers, the educational status of migrants may be looked at in detail. Migrants from
Highland, particularly from Christian households have higher levels of education
compared to their counterparts. A majority of the migrants from Highland (55%) have
educational qualifications above matriculation, (against 14.9% and 16.6% from Coastal
and Midland regions respectively). Most of the migrants from Coastal and Midland
regions have not completed their secondary schooling (respectively 53.2% and 55.5%
against 10.3% from Highland). While comparing the older migrants, the young
generation migrants are more educated. Such an improvement in their education is
reflected in the types of jobs that they engage in. Compared to the older migrants who
were engaged in various skilled jobs related to construction and domestic service, the
concentration of current migrants is in jobs related to trade and services. These results
suggest education as a key factor in facilitating labour migration and nature of the
migrants’ job abroad.
The existing studies also find the educational status of emigrants from Kerala as higher
than the non-migrants; but lower than those who migrate to other states in India. Such
trends highlight the fact that ‘although migration tends to be positively related to
education in accordance with the assumptions of human capital theory, the relation varies
according to job opportunities, and the correlation between education and migration is
not necessarily always positive’ (Pelletier, 2011:388)
The fact that a large number of students from migrant households (4% against 0.5% from
non-migrant households) has at least one boy enrolled in private or parallel colleges (for
degree and post-graduate courses in liberal arts, humanities and commerce subjects) can
be seen as a part of the general belief about the minimum educational qualification
necessary to enhance their chance of migration and getting a decent job. This may change
according to the rules that the destination country follows in recruitment of international

6

Students, house-wives and migrants (37.98%, 33.51% and 5.51% respectively) account for the larger
share of the non-working population
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workers.7 Thus, the study finds that the educational status of the workers and nonworkers (including migrants) has improved over time. The improvement in educational
status will essentially provide new options of employment and migration for the educated
work force and thereby increase the instrumental effect of education.
3.5

The Constitutive Role of Education: Education as an End in Itself

Education is not merely a means to an end; it is an end in itself. However, the discussion
tends to concentrate on the instrumental aspects or its effect on human capital formation.
More than the instrumental side, to be free from ignorance and illiteracy by itself can be
seen as a higher quality of life. Being able to read the daily newspaper or a literary text
indirectly contributes to the quality of life that she or he enjoys even if it does not directly
lead to additional earning. In the case of Kerala, the readership and circulation of daily
newspapers would be a good example to reflect on such possibilities. The reading rooms
and libraries are known for their active engagement in some of the popular campaigns
and continue to play a critical role in the public sphere (Nair, 1994, 1998; Pillai, 2003).
Even in rural areas, the reading rooms and libraries with subscription to various popular
newspapers and magazines emerge as an active place for discussions and platform for
various community activities.
Across the three sample regions, the Highland region has one such active reading room
which functions under the gram panchayat. During the evenings and mornings, the
reading room is usually crowded with the local people. Newspaper reading and television
programmes (members regularly watch popular news programmes, sports and films) lead
to active discussions on a wide range of topics. Both Coastal and Midland regions do not
have such public libraries, but there are reading rooms attached to local schools and other
educational institutes (including institutions imparting religious education). Apart from
the reading rooms, there are places like taxi stands (often regulated by trade unions) and
clubs (arts & sports) that subscribe to popular newspapers and function as a common
place for newspaper reading and discussions. The fact that Highland region, with
7

For instance, the UAE government has introduced a new rule that stipulates matriculation as the
minimum educational qualification for granting a labour-visa to UAE countries. Such policy changes can
also affect the general educational status of youth aspiring to migrate to such countries.
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relatively higher educational status, has more such places for reading and public
discussions can be considered as something beyond the instrumental role of education.
3.6

Conclusion

Overall, the study finds Malappuram district following the larger pattern of educational
development that Kerala as a whole experienced. The district also experienced a gradual
shift in its focus of education from lower levels to higher and professional levels as well
as from government and aided institutions to private un-aided institutions. In this process,
migrant households differ from non-migrant households. On an average, the per capita
expenditure per student and share of education in the household’s yearly total expenditure
is very high for migrant households. As a consequence, more students from migrants
households are enrolled in private un-aided English medium schools and self-financing
colleges. Therefore it can be argued that migration affects educational development by
shifting the preference from government and aided schools to private un-aided schools
and self-financing colleges.
Such variations do exist across households from all three regions. The study finds that
average per capita expenditure per student and the share of education in the household’s
total yearly expenditure in Highland region is very high. The concentration of students’
enrolment varies between government, aided and private un-aided schools in Coastal,
Midland, and Highland regions respectively. Coastal region has a smaller share of
students enrolled in colleges (except a large number of girls enrolled for higher secondary
courses in private tuition centres and parallel colleges). Only Highland region has a
significant share of students, especially girls enrolled in professional colleges. The
enrolment pattern of the two age groups (from age-group of 5-15 and students16 years
old & above) confirms that the preference of Highland region towards private un-aided
English medium schools and self-financing colleges.
Similarly, the study finds religion as affecting the educational expenditure of households
and students’ enrolment. On an average, a Christian household spends more than what a
Hindu or Muslim household spends on education. This priority is reflected in the fact that
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a larger share of Christian households has students enrolled in private un-aided schools
and English medium schools and self-financing colleges in the state and outside.
The study also finds that students’ enrolment and households’ educational expenditure
vary significantly across different caste-groups. By and large, SC and ST households lag
behind other forward and backward castes. With an exception of a few girls from SC
households enrolled in some professional courses, there were no students from SC or ST
households enrolled in private un-aided schools and professional colleges. This can be
seen as a part of marginalisation of SCs and STs from process of development and larger
debate on the ‘outliers’ of the so-called Kerala model of development (Kunhaman, 1985;
Omvedt, 2006; Shyjan & Sunitha, 2009; Sivanandan, 1979).
Overall, the emerging pattern of educational development can be seen as a part of the
larger pattern in the state where improvement of education to higher and professional
level is closely associated with a shift in the focus; the focus shifts from government-run
and aided schools and colleges to private un-aided English medium schools and selffinancing colleges. The preference for private un-aided schools and self-financing
professional colleges can be seen as a key indicator of the changing pattern of educational
development. In this process, the study identifies migrant households, households from
Highland region, Christian households and households belonging to forward and
backward castes of Hindu religion moving ahead of their counterparts.
The dynamics of education can be seen from both instrumental (means) and constitutive
(ends) aspects of development. However, the empirical discussion followed in this
chapter is largely on the former which generally follows the human capital perspective of
education. The findings of the study confirm that education provides more option in
terms of job and migration which further lead to the distribution of work force according
to their educational status. Young workers, with better educational status, have moved
away from the traditional agriculture or fishing allied jobs and shifted towards other jobs
related to service sector. A similar shift was observed in the pattern of education and job
which migrants engaged with. Thus, it can be argued that the education resulted in
withdrawal of educated workforce from certain traditional jobs and changes the
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occupational pattern, including the migrants. Limited evidence from the constitutive
perspective, with respect to the participation in discussions based on reading newspapers
and news programmes, suggests that the dynamics of education may go well beyond its
instrumental value. The study finds Highland region having a very active public reading
room and newspaper readership which essentially reflect the intrinsic value of education
and suggests education as an end in itself.
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Chapter 4
Financial Capability: Role of Regional Diversity, Religion and Migration
4.1

Introduction

Like elsewhere in Kerala, the coexistence of formal and informal sectors is one of the
basic features of the financial system in Malappuram. Apart from the formal institutions,
there is a wide range of informal practices like money lending, chit funds and other
unregistered non-banking financial institutions and indigenous/ traditional systems that
also affect the financial capability of households. Within Malappuram, there are
differences in the options of financial contingency and the way each region practices
different forms of finance. Some of the popular forms of traditional finance are still
active in specific regions but other regions have witnessed their gradual disappearance or
change in the structure. For instance, ‘Kurikkalyanam’ can be identified as a traditional
system of generating the contingency funds in Malabar region. Currently, it is practiced
in certain parts of Malabar (especially in the Coastal and central-northern regions) but has
disappeared from many parts. It is very important to see how and why certain parts of
Malabar still practice this traditional form of finance while other regions witnessed the
gradual disappearance of Kurikkalyanam or its transformation into other forms and
practice in different names. Similarly, there are differences in the way different regions
practice money lending, microfinancing and other forms of local finance.
This can be caused by the regional diversity as well as other local practices which
determine the economic and cultural practices of the regions. The difference in the
pattern of saving and borrowing across households belonging to different regions,
migration status and religion confirms this assumption. The present chapter tries to
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understand the role of regional diversity and migration in affecting the options of
contingency funds available to the households. The study considers these options as a
direct indicator of the financial capability and tries to explore the local context and
processes through which they are formed. While looking at some specific form of
informal financial practices that prevail in certain regions, the study tries to highlight
some points which lead us to the instrumental and constitutive aspects of such practices.
4.2

An Overview of the Rural Financial Sector

The coexistence of formal and informal financial systems (financial dualism) is one of
the important features of Indian economy (Ghate, 1992). There are various institutional
and regulatory mechanisms which lead to the exclusion of many people from availing
financial services from formal institutions. For those people who live in rural areas far
from the cities where most of the banks and financial services are located, accessibility
remains a major challenge (Chakrabarty, 2007). There are many who have the access to
such services, but do not possess any asset or valid documents to be mortgaged for
availing such services. Even if they manage to avail some loan or such services, the
existing service charges, especially the interest rates being higher than what they can
afford, turn it into a non-viable option. The provision of financial services in rural areas
faces problems of high administrative costs, and difficulties in monitoring the recovery as
well as the use of the loan. Compared to public banks, private financial institutions have
succeeded in tackling many of these problems (Bhaduri, 2006). Thus, financial inclusion,
especially the accessibility to the financial system remains as a matter of concern. The
failure of the formal system in extending financial services to the entire population leads
to the emergence of informal systems among those who are excluded. Studies have
identified ‘the limited supply of formal credit, limits in state capacity to implement its
policies, the political and economic segmentation of local markets, and the institutional
weaknesses of many microfinance programs’ as some of the complementary reasons that
lead to the persistence of informal finance (Tsai, 2004).
Economic freedom can be considered a critical factor that affects the entire spectrum of
decision making at household level. It enhances the options of access to timely and
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adequate credit and other financial services to the weaker and vulnerable sections of
society at affordable cost. By providing better access to economic opportunities, the
process of financial inclusion reinforces the process of human development in different
ways. It directly affects the growth of human capital and thus, in turn, influences the level
of human development. A comparative study on level of financial inclusion and human
development across the Indian states confirms the linkage between the process of
financial inclusion and the level of human development. It has been found that financial
development positively influences the level of human development ‘in the sense that the
states having a high level of human development are also the states with a relatively high
level of financial inclusion’ (Kuri & Laha, 2011).
Financial capability can be affected by various institutions and regulations which exist in
a region. Scholars distinguish between different domains of financial capability, like
managing money (to make ends meet and keeping track of spending), planning ahead,
choosing products, and staying informed (Financial Services Authority, 2006). Though
knowledge plays a key role, often variations in financial capability are related to
psychological rather than informational differences. So some scholars argue that financial
capability should not only rely on education, but take into account additional factors
(Financial Services Authority, 2005 & 2008).
4.2.1

Formal and informal practices of finance in Malappuram

Broadly, Malappuram district also has almost all the common forms of formal and
informal practice of local finance. Banking accounts for the major share of formal
practice of local finance even in rural areas. This includes savings and borrowings carried
through the scheduled national banks, private banks, rural service co-operative banks,
urban service co-operative banks, women’s service co-operative banks, land development
bank, fisheries

_

agricultural credit societies, regional gramin banks. In the absence of

nationalized banks, the co-operative banks1 are the key supplier of rural credit. The
functioning of various saving and insurance schemes offered by insurance companies and
1

, In India, the co-operative movement began with the ‘Co-operative Credit Societies Act 1904. In the case
of Kerala, it started working from 1910 onwards and gradually covered all important economic activities.
Among others, the credit societies emerged as one of the key areas of functioning (Ganesh, 1989:513-518).
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savings schemes operated through post offices strengthens this further. Among the
insurance companies, the Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) remains popular in
the rural areas.2 Small savings schemes from post office savings bank3 remain active in
many regions. There are many private financiers like Manappuram finance, Muthoot
finance etc. that function as formal financial institutions. Though they started as private
financiers (who lend money by accepting gold or other properties or documents as
collateral security) functioning as Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs), they
gradually grew to have branches functioning across the country. Other private financiers
like Mainakam, Koshamattam, Gokulam, Sarvodayam, etc. also managed to open
branches outside Kerala. Other than lending loans and accepting deposits, some of them
have Chit funds4 which run various kinds of Chitties and Kuries. Even before the
formation of state, chit funds functioned as a parallel financial system in Kerala (Ganesh,
1989: 483-485). It works ‘through pooling of money by a group of persons by way of
periodical installments of fixed amount paid over a fixed period of time under inter-se
agreement that each member of the group is entitled to the pooled amount’ (Job,
2008:302-303). The subscribers entrust the installment amount with the concerned
company, group of people, or individual for whom retains it for the period of Kuri and
pays the declared total amount on the termination of Kuri. There will be auction or
bidding and draw for every installment as declared. When the Kuri is auctioned by
subscriber/s the auction amount is distributed among the promptly paid-up subscribers.

2

, Earlier, LIC and the other General Insurance Corporation of India (GIC) were the only two insurance
companies that operated the insurance sector in India. Now, the insurance sector _ both life insurance as
well as general insurance is booming with huge possibilities. It was in December 2000; the subsidiaries
were declared independent and began to operate as independent insurance companies. The life insurance
premiums and the general insurance premiums accounts for 2.5% and 0.65% of India’s GDP respectively.
http://insurancecompaniesinindia.com/, (last accessed on 13-07- 2012).
3

, The post office saving schemes are designed to provide safe and attractive investment options to the
public and to mobilise resources for development.
http://www.indiapost.gov.in/POSBActs/SMALLSAVINGSSCHEMES.pdf, (last accessed on 16-07-2012)
4

According to the Section 2(b) of the Chit Fund Act, 1982, ‘Chit means a transaction whether called chit,
chit fund, chitty, kuri or by any other name by or under which a person enters into an agreement with a
specified number of persons that every one of them shall subscribe a certain sum of money (or a certain
quantity of grain instead) by way of periodical installments over a definite period and that each such
subscriber shall, in his turn, as determined by lot or by auction or by tender or in such other manner as may
be specified in the chit agreement, be entitled to the prize amount.’ http://fiuindia.gov.in/relatedactschitfunds.htm (last accessed on 15-02- 2011)
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For the winning ticket the subscriber gets the full amount after deducting the fixed
discount (often as service charge).
There are other initiatives which strictly function as ‘Chit fund’ and are registered under
the ‘All India Chit Funds Act 1982 or the state acts. Among others, the Kuries issued by
Kerala State Financial Enterprises (KSFE), remain very popular. Due to several reasons,
including the discipline, accessibility, availability of suitable plans with flexible amount
and period, cash flow pattern and security provided against sudden need, they have
grown and become popular (Ghate & Das-Gupta, 1992: 93). There are also Kuries and
Chitties functioning informally among the community members and strengthen the rural
financial sector. Unlike the formal Kuries, some of the informal Kuries do not promote
bidding or auction but usually subscribers (mostly known each other) informally transfer
the fund for the subscriber who requires the money for any emergency. As service
charges, the person or group who takes care of the Kuri will take a nominal amount
(normally an amount equivalent to one installment).
There are various welfare funds operated by the concerned department of the state
government (like fishermen welfare fund) or the trade union or workers association
(head-load workers, tailors, agricultural workers – welfare fund). They also collect
contributory or subscriptions based savings and provide financial support as well as
compensation for accidents related to the workers. Among others, the Fishermen Welfare
Fund/Nidhi functions as a safety net for the fishermen. During the monsoon when the
regular fishing activities are stopped due to the violent nature of the ocean, the amount
deposited in the account is given back with some additional amount from the
government. The subscription to the Fishermen Welfare Nidhi enables them to avail
various welfare programmes offered by the Kerala Fishermen’s Welfare Fund Board
(KFWFB)

_

a statutory board constituted by the Government of Kerala under the

provisions of the Kerala Fisherman’s Welfare Fund Act 1985.5 So, the fishermen

5
, This includes group insurance, financial assistance, reimbursement of medical expenses, death while
fishing or immediately thereafter not due to accident, financial assistance for the marriage of daughters of
fishermen, old age pension scheme, financial assistance for the death of dependents, financial assistance
for temporary disability due to accident, financial assistance to the dependents on death of fishermen, SSLC
cash award and scholarship, family welfare schemes, financial assistance for treatment of fatal disease,
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normally do not delay their regular deposit towards their account in Fishermen Welfare
Fund/Nidhi.
Following the success story of Gramin Bank in Bangladesh, micro finance has emerged
as a major financial service and plays a key role in the process of financial inclusion
(Ghate, 2010; Guha & Gupta, 2005; Khanka, 2010; Nagayya & Rao, 2010. Srinivasan,
2012; Sundaram, 2007). They provide new options of finance available in rural areas
where the access to services of conventional financial institutions is limited. With the
help of NGOs, banks reduce the cost of credit risk assessment and monitoring and
therefore manage to reach out to a large number of rural poor and keep the cost of
lending low. Though there are other models, the self-help group (SHG) based model
remains the most popular Indian version of micro finance (Oommen, 2008b; Pradhan &
Golit, 2010; Shamim & Khan, 2010; Singha, 2010; Tankha, 2012;). The SHG members
(usually poor and often women) pool their savings into a fund (from which they can
borrow) and keep a group account in the bank to which they are linked. The total amount
to be deposited and the share of individuals towards the group accounts are decided
among themselves (Chakrabarty, 2007).
Among others, the Kudumbashree6 units (a women centered poverty alleviation
programme started by Kerala government) are very active in local microfinance. The
organisational set up of Kudumbashree of Kerala could be traced to the three-tier
community development system (CDS) that evolved in the Alappuzha municipality in the

chairman’s relief fund, netrajyothi scheme, special cases sanctioned by board, maternity benefit scheme,
cash award for higher education, fishermen’s guidance centre, awareness campaigns / extension
programme, “sreshta matsya thozhilali” award, widow pension and assistance for handicapped & mentally
retarded children. http://www.fisheries.kerala.gov.in/agency.htm#kf (last accessed on 24-07-July 2012)
6

, The Kudumbashree project was conceived as a joint programme of the government of Kerala and
National Bank of Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) implemented through Community
Development Societies (CDSs) of poor women, serving as the community wing of local governments in
1998. Literal meaning of Kudumbashree is prosperity (shree) of family (Kudumbam). This communitybased action programme is built around three critical components: micro credit, entrepreneurship,
and empowerment. Under the leadership of the local self-government (LSG) units, the Kudumbashree has
grown as one of the largest women-empowering projects in the country. It has been reported that the
programme has 37 lakh members and covers more than 50% of the households in Kerala
http://www.kudumbashree.org/?q=home, (last accessed on 04-09-2012)
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early 1990s.7 Though its economic base is patterned on the SHG-based micro finance
system, the model does not seem to follow any of other models (Oommen, 2008b). The
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Kudumbashree Mission reports that it has developed as
the largest community structure for women in the State and has addressed the basic needs
of Kerala’s underprivileged women. In 2008, it was noted that the ‘thrift collection has
soared to Rs. 1,000 crore over the last five to six years, bank loans for Rs. 700 crore have
been raised and around Rs. 2,800 crore has circulated within the system’ (Kumar, 2008).
Through a network of community based organizations working with women, the
Kudumbashree mission works in close association with both the urban and rural local
governments. Its interface with local governing bodies and engagement makes it a model
for local development through empowering women; not just a microfinance model (Arun,
Arun & Devi, 2011; Chirayath & Chirayath, 2010; Devika & Thampi, 2007; John, 2009;
The World Bank, 2011; Williams, Thampi, Narayana, Nandigama & Bhattacharyya,
2011). They function as the local agency for implementing various welfare programmes
‘which involve care activities, such as the destitute rehabilitation project, Aashraya’
(Devika, 2012:85). In a similar fashion, there are Janasree8 (SHG launched by the
Congress party) microfinance units functioning in certain parts of the state. The
Kudumbashree SHGs are very active and popular in all parts of the state, whereas the
Janasree SHGs are limited to specific pockets.

7

, In 1991, the government of Kerala (along with The United Nations Children's Fund-UNICEF) initiated
the Community-Based Nutrition Program (CBNP) in Alleppey town to improve the health and nutritional
status of children and women. Subsequently, the programme was implemented rural Malappuram, and then
scaled up to the entire state as Kudumbashree Mission in 1998 (Kadiyala, 2004). The Kudumbashree
programme is organized under a three – tier community based organization. The bottom is formed by the
Neighbor-Hood Groups (NHGs) comprising of 20-40 women members selected from poor families. Above
this, a federation of 8-10 NHGs constitutes the Area Development Society (ADS) at the level of gram
panchayat ward. The highest tier Community Development Society (CDS) is formed by federating ADSs at
the village panchayat level or at the municipality or corporation (John, 2009).
8

, In fact, the ‘Janasree Sustainable Development Mission’ was launched by a group of Congress leaders
headed by former minister M.M Hassan, as a new self-help group to organise clusters of families cutting
across political, class and income lines. The success story of micro credit movement in Bangladesh has
been taken as a role model, and making micro credit available, launching small and mini enterprises to
create jobs and starting community insurance schemes etc. were identified as some of the activities of the
mission. Unlike other self-help initiatives like Kudumbashree, whose membership has been limited to
women, Janasree would enroll both men and women and people from all income categories
http://www.business-standard.com/india/news/janasree-shg-to-organise-50000-units-in-kerala/310782/,
Business Standard, January 16, 2008, (last accessed on 04-09-2012)
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Similarly, there are non-governmental organisations (NGO) running microfinance units.
The microfinance initiatives like ESAF,9 Sreyas10 and microfinance units of casteorganisations like Sree Narayana Dharma Paripalana Yogam (SNDP)11 are popular in the
state. Broadly, the SHGs are intermediaries between the bank and group members as they
avail bank loans on specific conditions and the entire group is entitled to avail a specific
share from the same. Unlike the former (Kudumbashree and Janasree neighbourhoods),
the latter is not involved in other development programmes, but limited to
microfinancing; they promote saving habits among the group members and lend loans
according to their savings. Studies have established the linkage between women
empowerment and human development. Further, they identified microfinance as leading
to women empowerment and thereby contributing to the process of human development
(Pati, 2009). At the same time, women’s empowerment cannot be assumed to be an
automatic outcome of microfinance programmes, but it should be accompanied by other
empowerment interventions (Bakshi & Kanungo, 2010; Kabeer, 2005).
Apart from these financial institutions and agencies, all three regions in Malappuram
have a wide range of informal arrangements which also affect the options of finance
available locally. Among others, the informal borrowings from friends and relatives
(without any conditions) accounts for a major share of the informal arrangements. At the
9

, ESAF was established in Trichur in 1992, as a response to the social and economic needs of the
unemployed youth and the underprivileged. ESAF started its Micro Enterprises Development (MED)
program in 1995; guided by the principle of sustainable holistic transformation of the poor and the
marginalized; and inspired by the guiding principles and success of Grameen Bank in Bangladesh. Since
then, ESAF has grown in the Microfinance sector, promoting microfinance as a viable, sustainable and
effective means for creating jobs and reducing poverty. In order to have a cost effective delivery of the
services of microfinance operations through an RBI licensed NBFC, ESAF acquired Pinnai Finance and
Investments in 2006 and transformed it as ESAF Microfinance and Investments (P) Ltd.- EMFIL, in 2008.
Today, ESAF Microfinance is one of the premier microfinance institutions in India, particularly in Kerala,
effectively empowering 4.34 lakh members through 150 branches.
http://www.emfil.org/home/aboutus/esafmicrofinance.html (last accessed on 04-09-2012)

10

, ‘Sreyas microfinance functions under the project of ‘Grama Niketan’ Charitable Society, a team of
committed professionals with a keen interest, wide and valuable expertise in rural development. A nongovernmental organization registered under the societies Registration Act. (Reg.No.1-74/2007) stands for
social development through co-operation’.
http://sreyasmicrofinance.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=60&Itemid=53, (last
accessed on 04-09-2012)
11

, Compared to the microfinance run by Sreyas and ESAF SHGs, the microfinance run by SNDP (Sree
Narayana Dharma Paripalana Yogam) units are limited in specific pockets of the region.
http://www.sndp.org/Html/Index.html (last accessed on 04-09-2012)
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same time, money lenders (with or without collateral security) remain a common source
of rural credit in many regions. The public attitude towards money lending, particularly
in the Muslim-majority region, does not encourage ‘potential lenders’, or at least renders
them invisible. Contingency funds maintained by religious bodies (‘Zakat Cell’ functions
under the Masjid or local units of Muslim organisations) also provide interest-free loans
for short periods. These informal arrangements function as a mutual help fund or interest
free fund and normally target the poor. In a similar way, the functioning of indigenous or
traditional forms of finance also affects the options of contingency funds available in a
particular region.
Kurikkalyanam is one such indigenous form of local finance which has been practiced in
various parts of Malabar. When a community member requires financial support, he or
she conducts the Kurikkalyanam event and invites other members of a locality. They join
the event and deposit money with identification that will be recorded in the
Kurikkalyanam book. When the contributor to the fund requires money he or she will
conduct their own Kurikkalyanam. At that time those who have received money from the
original contributor are expected to repay at least what they received. Usually, in the case
of repayment, some additional amount will be added. Thus, members of a locality join
together and make an informal collaboration for financial reallocation; irrespective of
their economic, cultural and political status. As members know each other and are ready
to extend the help to other community members, the system generates a life-long
relationship based on mutual help and trustworthiness. Without generating a feeling of
one person being a borrower or a lender, this financial arrangement helps the member to
mobilise huge amounts without any difficulty. Unlike other forms of borrowings, the
repayment of Kurikkalyanam amount is distributed across years and therefore does not
create any problem of repaying in lump sum. Since it is free from any type of interest
(though there is the optional additional amount given when repaying), it will not pull the
borrower into severe indebtedness. It has been argued that functioning of such traditional
system of finance allowed people to avail largely interest-free loans in Malabar and
curbed the growth of many informal financial institutions, such as chit funds and money
lenders (Ramzan, 2008).
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The Kurikkalyanam system is seen as being consistent with the rules that Islam insists for
any financial dealing. Islam allows business and investment on only legal or permitted
(Halal) activities; but prohibits interest (Riba) in all transactions (El-Gamal, 2001;
Farooq, 2012). It also prohibits gambling (Maysir) and insists that transactions should be
free from speculation or unreasonable uncertainty (Gharar). According to Islamic
tradition, Zakat12 (almsgiving) is to be paid by the bank to benefit society and its
transactions should be in line with Islamic principles, with a special Shari’a board to
supervise and advice on transactions (Algaud & Lewis, 2007:38). Unlike conventional
neoclassical economics, Islamic economics recognises the importance of behavioural
norms_ in the form of moral codes, religious injunctions, and ideologies _ in the economic
system. From a general feeling that Islamic economists overrate the social virtues of
altruism and underrate those of selfishness, some argue that when a society expands,
norms like altruism need not continue to be an effective means of achieving social
cooperation and coordination (Kuran, 1983 & 1995). However, this assertion that
Muslims would not display altruism in a large heterogeneous society has been challenged
on the grounds that Prophet Muhammad’s early society was itself heterogeneous and
larger (Ebrahim & Safadi, 1995).
Such debates have generated a wider interest on interest-free banking and have led to the
evolution of ‘Islamic economics’ and studies on Islamic perspective on formal banking
and finance (Ariss, 2010; Choudhury, 2011; El-Ashker & Wilson, 2006; El-Gamal, 2006;
El-Hawary, Grais & Iqbal, 2007; Faridi, 1999 & 2002; Fasih, 2012; Hassan & Levis,
2007; Kamla, 2009; Khan, 2003; Khan, 2010; Lydon, 2009; Loqman, 1999; Pepinsky,
2012). While comparing the Islamic banks with conventional banks, many studies argue
that Islamic modes of finance may generally equal or surpass the quantitative measures of
performance (like profitability, liquidity, and asset quality) and simultaneously encourage
social equity and economic stability in the era of financialisation (ElGindi, Said &
Salevurakis, 2009).The effectiveness of interest-free finance in the process of financial
12

, According to Islamic rule, God owns all wealth and private property is seen as a trust from God.
Property has a social function as it must be used for the benefit of society. Zakat is an important instrument
for redistribution wealth and that helps to achieve this goal and constitutes one of the five basic tenets of
Islam. The compulsory levy (generally one-fortieth or 2.5% assessment on assets held for a full year) will
be collected from the wealthy and redistributes to the needy (Algaud & Lewis, 2007:40)
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inclusion is well accepted. For instance, studies recognise Islamic microfinance (contracts
which do not involve the payment of interest) as an effective tool for financial inclusion
and poverty alleviation (Ahmed & Kohli, 2011; Dusuki, 2007; El-Komi & Croson, 2012;
Ferro, 2005; Kaleem & Ahmed, 2009; Obaidullah, 2008).
There is no solid evidence to suggest that Kurikkalyanam has originated from Islamic
rules or Islam introduced it as an alternate to the conventional system. However, the
Islamic tradition of avoiding interest can be used to reflect on the fact that the practice of
Kurikkalyanam is currently limited to certain parts of Malabar and has gradually
disappeared from other parts. The majority of Muslims in total population and their effort
to maintain a financial system which does not encourage interest seems to have played a
key role in maintaining Kurikkalyanam as an active form of financial practice in certain
regions. At the same time, its disappearance from many other regions has to be studied in
detail.
4. 3

Households’ Savings and Borrowings: Emerging Pattern

The coexistence of formal and informal financial systems, allows people to choose from a
wide range of borrowing and saving options available in a region. The structure and
functioning of different forms of finance varies across the regions, depending on the
degree of regional diversity and other economic and cultural dynamics which operate in a
particular region. Therefore the study looks into the pattern of saving and borrowing
practiced by households belonging to different regions, religious groups and migration
status.
The One-way ANOVA for the savings pattern of households across the three regions
suggests that the pattern varies significantly across the three regions. The results shows
that the three regions vary in all types of savings listed in the study. This include
households’ savings in banks, insurance schemes, postal saving schemes, welfare nidhis,
chitty or kuri schemes, microfinance and Kurikkalyanam (Table: 4.1).
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Table: 4.1
Effects of regional diversity on households’ savings: One-way ANOVAs
Savings in bank deposits
Savings in LIC or other insurance schemes
Savings in postal saving schemes
Participation in Welfare Nidhis
Participation in Chitty or Kuri schemes
Savings in microfinance of Kudumbashree or
Janasree SHGs
Savings in microfinance of other SHGs
Participation in Kurikkalyanam
Duration after last Kurikkalyanam (household
conducted)

F
9.414
14.579
13.525
398.095
53.119
26.351

‘P’ Values#
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

50.085
1220.252
359.711

<.001
<.001
<.001

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

The result shows that majority of the households in all the three regions do not have
savings bank deposit in any banks. Relatively, the Highland region has more households
with some kind of bank savings (12.6%) against a very small share from other regions
(2.4% from the Coast and 4.8% from Midland). Both Highland (39.5%) and Midland
(33.1%) regions have more households (against 14.5% in Coastal region) that have
subscribed to various insurance schemes. Similarly, more households from Highland
(22.9%) reported having engaged in postal saving schemes, whereas the corresponding
shares in Coastal (4.8%) and Midland (10 %) regions are very low. Most of the
households from Coastal region are not very active in Chitty or Kuri schemes, but a large
number of households from Highland (24.9%) and Midland (35.9%) regions are involved
in various forms of Kuries and chit funds (Table: 4.2).
In the case of households’ subscription to various welfare funds, the pattern varies
significantly across the regions. Perhaps due to the uncertain nature of fishing and allied
jobs, most of the Coastal households (88.3%) have subscribed to the fishermen’s welfare
nidhi (Table: 4.2). Though it is not as common as the fishermen’s welfare nidhi in Coast,
there are other welfare funds for agricultural workers, head-load workers and tailors
(operated through their association or union) that also promote savings among their
members and conduct welfare programmes. However, only a small proportion of
households from Highland and Midland regions have subscribed to such welfare funds
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(4.7% and 2.4% respectively). Some of the Coastal households reported that they strictly
avoid all kinds of interest, including the deposit towards the Fishermen Welfare Fund.13
Table: 4.2
Households’ savings pattern across the regions (Share in %)
Coastal

Highland

Midland

Total

2.4
14.5
4.8

12.6
39.5
22.9

4.8
33.1
10

6.6
29.1
12.6

1.2

24.9

35.9

20.7

Deposit in Welfare Nidhis

88.3

4.7

2.4

31.5

Savings in microfinance of
Kudumbashree/ Janasree SHGs
Savings in microfinance of other SHGs

14.5

53.4

54.2

40.8

0.4

21.7

0.4

7.6

Bank saving
LIC or other insurance schemes
Postal savings schemes
Deposit in Chitty or Kuri schemes

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

It was found that the Coastal region does not have active presence of microfinance
operated through Kudumbashree or Janasree SHGs and therefore only a small share of
households (14.5%) have deposited in such units. In contrast to this, more than half of the
households from both Highland (53.4) and Midland (54.2%) regions were involved in
such microfinance schemes (Table:4.2). In Coastal region, there were some units of such
SHGs which formally exist, but were too weak to manage the fund and engage in any
activities. Some of them were doing some collective business like preparing snacks to be
sold at homes or shops, collecting coconut to be sold as dry coconut etc. But, the
withdrawal of members as well as the diversion of funds to meet personal needs led many
of these units to stop such activities. Members of such groups reported that the subsidised
loan received from the government was equally distributed among the Kudumbashree
unit members. Personal and family emergencies (like expenditure on health, education,
food, and housing) of members prevented them from investing the given amount in
productive activities and therefore, they failed to repay the loans.
13

, At the same time there exists some contention, especially from those who are not engaged in fishing
activities that they are the losers as they are not getting the privileges and support which government offer
to ‘fishermen’ families. Some of them pointed out that, many of the so-called ‘fishermen’ (many claiming
to be fishermen are currently engaged in other jobs like driver, sales man, migration etc. and keep the
account book for ‘Matsya Thozhilali Kshema Nidhi (Fishermen Welfare Fund) and avail pension and other
allowances which the government distributes during the off-season).
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In the case of microfinance operated though SHGs of NGOs and community
organization, their active presence is limited to the Highland region. A large number of
households from Highland (21.7%) region have saving deposits (against 0.4% both
Coastal and Midland regions) in such microfinance initiatives (Table: 4.2). In the
Highland, these microfinance units are registered under 'Sreyas' or ‘ESAF’ (both are
promoted by Christian church council) and one neighbourhood functions under the
SNDP- the Ezhava caste organization - unit. Broadly, the earlier two initiatives
(Kudumbashree and Janasree), can be called liberal SHGs whereas the latter ones are
operated by religious or caste-based SHGs.
Table: 4.3
Households’ engagement in Kurikkalyanam: Pattern across regions (Share in %)
Active (conducting & participating)
Not Active, but participate in others
Give to others' wedding- May get
back as Kurikkalyanam
Donate or gift to others' wedding not
as Kurikkalyanam
Not a part of Kurikkalyanam system
Financially not in a position to
participate
Total
Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

Coastal Highland
61.7
0.0
33.8
0.0
0.4
72.3

Midland
0.0
0.4
91.6

Total
20.3
11.4
55.1

0.0

23.3

6.8

10.1

3.6
0.4

4.0
0.4

0.0
1.2

2.5
0.7

100

100

100

100

The study finds that the pattern in which households engage with Kurikkalyanam varies
significantly across the regions. The results show that the practice of Kurikkalyanam is
limited in the Coastal region. A majority of the Coastal households (61.7% against none
from Highland and Midland regions) are actively participating in Kurikkalyanam. They
are conducting such events and regularly participating in events conducted by others.
Another 33.8 per cent of the households participate in the system just to pay back the due
amount which the household received from Kurikkalyanam conducted by the household
or such money received during recent functions like wedding or housewarming they
hosted (Table:4.3). Many of them have conducted Kurikkalyanam during the last two
years (29.8% against 39.5% who reported that it has been more than two years after
conducting their last Kurikkalyanam).
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Some of the households did not conduct any Kurikkalyanam in recent years, but they
conducted some wedding in which they received money from others, just like a deposit in
Kurikkalyanam. Normally, the household may not conduct a separate Kurikkalyanam
before their son’s wedding. In the case of a daughter’s marriage, the demand for dowry
and other expenses may force the family to conduct Kurikkalyanam before the wedding
and generate the money required for dowry.14 Apart from weddings, they conduct
Kurikkalyanam for various purposes like house construction or purchase of a new house,
deposit in fishing tools, visa-travel cost associated with migration or to start a business
venture.
Normally, the Kurikkalyanam takes place in the premises of the main Masjid (in a tea
shop adjacent to the Masjid) after the Friday prayer. During the Monsoon, when fishing
and allied activities are stopped due to the violent nature of the sea, frequency of
Kurikkalyanam also declines.15 Otherwise, there used to be 3 to 4 Kurikkalyanams on
every Friday (sometimes going up to 6 to 7). The first representative gram panchayat
ward has a more organised form of Kurikkalyanam, with a regular committee (of 6 to 8
elected members) to conduct the event in a systematic way. The person who needs money
and wants to get back the money he/she paid to others, can simply inform this committee
and request it to conduct one event for him/her. Once the committee finds a date and time
slot (normally from 8 am to 5 pm on any Friday), the person may give the list of
individuals whom he/she has paid earlier or wants to invite; and the rest is managed by
the committee. On behalf of him/her, the committee prepares an invitation letter with
time and date and assigns a person to distribute these letters to others named in the list. It
is understood that, the letter should reach the concerned persons at least a week before the
date of Kurikkalyanam, so that they can be prepared for it. The person (on whose behalf
the event is conducted) need not be there on the occasion of Kurikkalyanam, as the

14

, In principle, Islam does not approve the practice of dowry given from the parents of bride, rather it
insists that the bridegroom give ‘Mahar’-the wedding gift- to the bride (ideally as much the girl demands).
In contrast to this, the practice of dowry persists among the Muslim households and causes a huge financial
burden on the family of bride.

15

, In fact the final phase of the field survey was carried out in monsoon and it covered some days when
trawling was banned. Normally, trawling will be banned from 15th June mid night to 1st August, to avoid
disturbing the reproductive cycle of the fish population.
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committee members will be there to collect money from others and record the details of
the persons and amount in the Kurikkalyanam book. At the end of the function, the
committee will hand over the collected amount and the record book to the concerned
person. The committee may also charge a nominal service charge (includes their wage for
the day, cost of letter drafting and distribution) and cost of tea and snacks served to those
who attended the function.
The respondents showed their Kurikkalyanam book which keeps a systematic account of
the amount which they received as well as the amount they paid back or added to others’
Kurikkalyanam. Some of the books show the detailed account of fairly big amount as
Rs.10,00,000 and above collected from a single Kurikkalyanam. Thus, the system
enabled many members to collect a relatively large amount in a single day to meet their
emergency needs. Unlike other borrowings, the repayment of such a huge amount does
not charge any interest; on the contrary the borrower gets enough time to repay the
amount over years. These factors suggest that Kurikkalyanam system can be considered
as safety net for generating contingency funds.
There are various reasons like the death of one’s father or the head of household who has
been managing the Kurikkalyanam account, or the partition of the joint family, which
affect a family’s engagement in the Kurikkalyanam system. In such cases some families
have decided to withdraw from Kurikkalyanam and are now trying to close the account
by repaying the dues whereas in many cases the elder son or one of the senior family
members takes care of the account and continues in the system. Some poor families are
planning to withdraw from the Kurikkalyanam system as it is a financial burden on them,
especially when there are more than one Kurikkalyanams on a single day, to each of
which the household is expected to participate in and deposit. When there were 4 to 5
Kurikkalyanams taking place in the same day, many households had to borrow money
from other sources and pay their Kurikkalyanam dues. Since the entire system is based on
mutual trust, some kinds of coercion from the society makes every community member
follow the system and clear the dues. If a family has some genuine problem resulting in
them not attending the Kurikkalyanam event, the due amount (usually with something
extra) is sent to the committee or the concerned person in advance; or the excuse should
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be sought. Any failure in this process may create an impression of defaulting on the
Kurikkalyanam amount, which is considered to be as a bad quality of the person. One of
the old sayings goes ‘Do repay your Kurikkalyanam dues, even if you have to skip your
meal for the day’. Though the second sample ward from the Coast also has
Kurikkalyanam practice, it is not as organised as the former; Kurikkalyanam events take
place regularly but without a regular committee.
The practice of Kurikkalyanam remains an active way to raise contingency funds in the
Coastal region whereas the Highland and Midland regions do not have households
practicing Kurikkalyanam. However, the elder members of the families in Highland and
Midland remembered that the Kurikkalyanam practice existed during their early days and
gradually disappeared. Households reported that during wedding, housewarming or such
events they extend financial help to friends, neighbours and relatives. Normally, they
give money in envelopes (with address or name written on that) and expect to be
reciprocated when they conduct their own events. A majority of the households from both
Highland (72.3 %) and Midland (91.6 %) regions have extended such financial help to
others (Table: 4.3). Generally there is a tendency to give more priority to helping the girls
from poor financial background and the same need not be repaid or the payee does not
expected to get it back.16 In other cases too, some households do not expect anything in
return but just give it as a gift; and this happens between close friends and relatives
(Table: 4.3).
To an extent, the ‘envelope’ or ‘cover’ system practiced during the wedding or such
events is similar to Kurikkalyanam. Instead of Kurikkalyanam counter as it functioned in
earlier days (a person used to be in charge of collecting the money and recording with
details), there will be some arrangements for availability of fresh envelopes (for those
who wish to put the money and give to the family). Unlike Kurikkalyanam, all the
participants are not expected to pay, and there are no rules to decide whether gifts may be
given either in cash or kind. One may argue that this practice has gradually evolved from
16

, Apart from this, there are local organisations and groups (includes local units of religious organisations,
regional groups of migrants Keralites, fans associations of film stars, arts and sports clubs etc.) that also
contribute towards the marriage expenses of poor and orphan girls.
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old Kurikkalyanam tradition. Further, it can be argued that transformation of
Kurikkalyanam into such practices has resulted in gradual disappearance of
Kurikkalyanam tradition. It may be due to some reasons specific to the Coast,
Kurikkalyanam continues to be practiced in its old form and remain an effective form of
indigenous or traditional form of finance that enhances the options of finance available to
the community.
There are other forms of saving and investment schemes like money chain business,
network marketing or Multi-Level Marketing (MLMs) or direct marketing etc.17 Though
some of these business models (like Amway) enter into marketing of consumer products
(products may be exorbitantly priced and have unlimited distributors), their basic interest
is to make people part of their network and absorb their investment. Once a person
becomes a member of a particular chain, his/her primary aim is to add more people to the
chain and get rewarded according to the number of people and deposit added through
him/her. It is promised that such incentives go higher; multiplied to the number of subchains. Since these models are illegal and work without proper legal support; both
company and depositors get into various troubles. The failure of such dubious business
models led the state government to set up a committee to regulate these models.18
During the field survey, two of such initiatives ‘Tycoons Empire MLM India Limited’19
and ‘Bizarre group of Companies’20 faced legal problems and finally the companies were
forced to close.21 Large number of people, from all economic classes and social
background had deposited huge amounts of money in such schemes and lost the same.
Two of the sample gram panchayat wards surveyed from the Coastal region had a large
number of people who lost money in these two money chain business schemes. Some of

17

, http://www.a-tvp.si/documents/money_chains_eng.pdf (last accessed on 03-09-2013)

18

, http://newindianexpress.com/states/kerala/Draft-bill-to-regulate-MLMs-to-shield-money-chainbusiness/2013/08/30/article1758834.ece (last accessed on 03-09-2013)
19

, http://tycoonsempiremlm.blogspot.in/2010/08/about-tycoons-empire-mlm.html (last accessed on 03-092013)
20

, http://bizabizgroup.com/about_us.aspx (last accessed on 03-09-2013)

21

, http://ibnlive.in.com/news/rs-1000-cr-money-chain-fraud-surfaces-in-kerala/161226-3.html (last
accessed on 03-09-2013)
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the respondents acknowledged that they lost money in such dealings, but they are not in a
position to go for any legal action to recover the money. When these models collapsed,
all the top leaders disappeared from the public and the company offices remained closed
due to the resistance from public. At the local level too the active members who added
many of their friends, relatives and other local people to the network were in trouble. In
fact the illegal nature of the transaction and care for social status kept them silent about
their loss.
The study finds that the households from these three regions follow different pattern of
borrowing. Compared to the sharp difference in almost all types of savings, the difference
is limited to specific types of borrowing. The result shows that the source of borrowing
does not vary significantly across the regions, but the reason for choosing a particular
source of borrowing varies significantly. Similarly, there are differences in the total
amount borrowed, duration of the loan, type of collateral security mortgaged to avail the
loan, purpose on which the loan is spent on, and current status of repayment.
It was found that bank loans (43%) and informal borrowings from friends and relatives
(37%) account for the larger share of total borrowings. A large number of households
from Highland (14.2%) and Midland (10.4%) regions have borrowed from microfinance
initiatives of various SHGs but only 2.2 per cent of the Coastal households borrowed
from such microfinance agencies (Table:4.4). Many of the women-headed households
belong to the working class, and do not have any property or other collateral to mortgage
against the loan. Women engaged with other welfare programmes like MGNREGA or
Kudumbashree

mission

often

appreciate

the

effectiveness

of

Kudumbashree

microfinance.
Though the informal borrowing from relatives and friends remains as one of the most
reliable sources for borrowing across all the regions, the Coastal region (47.3%) has
relatively larger share of households that stick to such informal borrowings (Table: 4.4).
Many households from the Coastal region and some migrant households across the three
region reported that informal borrowing from relatives and friends, is more effective in
raising larger amounts as contingency funds. Scholars have pointed out that the
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remittances from the Gulf have fueled the practice of ‘lending by friends and relatives’.
There are cases of lending across segments like the boat owners receive credit from fish
merchants and lend the same without any interest to their crew members so as to ensure
their availability in peak seasons of labour shortage (Ghate & Das-Gupta, 1992:45-46).
The reports from Coastal region confirm this belief as fishermen often rely to their
employers (the boat owner) to get personal loans. During the monsoon, when the sea
becomes rough and no fishing takes place, the boat owner is expected to extend such
financial help and maintain the workers for the next season. The same expectation holds
whenever a worker meets with an accident while he is working in the boat. Such
borrowings are not based on any interest, but on personal commitment from the worker to
continue with the same boat owner. A similar pattern of informal borrowing takes place
whenever a person is working under the same employer for a long period.
Table: 4.4
Households’ borrowing source: Pattern across regions (Share in %)
Banks (Commercial-service cooperative)
Private Financiers/Banks
Microfinance of Kudumbashree or
Janasree SHGs
Microfinance of other SHGs
('Sreyas'/ESAF/SNDP’s SHG)
Tamil Money Lenders
Kurikkalyanam
Informal borrowing from relatives and
friends
Others*
No loan
Total

Coastal
44.0

Highland
34.6

Midland
46.0

Total
41.4

2.2
1.8

2.4
9.1

0.2
10.4

1.6
7.3

0.4

5.1

0.0

1.9

0.4
3.1
47.3

16.7
0.0
30.7

9.2
0.0
32.9

9.1
1.0
36.6

0.4
0.2
100

1.4
0.0
100

1.2
0.0
100

1.0
0.1
100

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
* Includes loan from vehicle companies, zakath cell, local money lender, post office,
special programmes of government (relief fund) and gift and financial helps (received
during wedding/ housewarming)

Due to several reasons, none of the three regions has any active local money lender (not
one recognised by the general public). However, both Highland and Midland regions
have a strong presence of Tamil money lenders who emerge as a common source for
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borrowing. Only 0.4 per cent of the Coastal households borrow money from them
whereas the corresponding share of households borrowing from money lenders in
Highland and Midland regions are as high as 16.7 per cent and 9.2 per cent respectively
(Table: 4.4). In the case of Coastal region, Tamil money lenders are not currently active.
It is said that long ago some Tamil lenders came to the Coast and tried to lend money, but
the locals would not allow them to lend money and discouraged Tamil money lenders.
In both Highlands and Midland regions, the emergence of Tamil money lenders was a
gradual process. It is reported that they first came to sell bar soap, clothing, and other
durables (the payment was made in instalments). Once they created a strong network in
the region and realized the potential for money lending, they started lending money.
Initially it was small amounts and their operation was limited to specific pockets of the
region. Gradually they expanded their operations and now depending on the status of the
borrower and his/her relation with the money lender, the amount lent goes up to Rs.
25000. They are not based in any office, and stay in nearby lodges, or in rented homes.
For regular borrowers, who are reliable, they even deliver the loan home. Unless the
customer is a reliable old acquaintance, it is very hard to get a money lender to give a
loan anywhere else, besides his home. Initially, the money lenders visited the houses of
potential borrowers, mostly the daily wage workers or working class people and
introduce themselves as being ready to lend money. Normally, they avoid going to areas
where the salaried or business class or highly affluent families live. As a consequence,
people living in such areas find it difficult to get access the Tamil money lenders, and
have to keep any transaction with them secret. It seems the nature of surroundings
especially the social status and class composition of houses in a particular area play some
role in this process.
Though the Coastal region does not have an active presence of Tamil money lenders or
micro-financing agencies, it has the presence of other traditional and community based
funds. It was found that 3.1 per cent of the Coastal households reported Kurikkalyanam
as the primary source of borrowing (Table: 4. 4). This low share can be seen as a
reflection of under-reporting. Due to the difficulties in remembering the total amount as it
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is distributed across years and large number community members, many households
could not list Kurikkalyanam as their primary source of borrowing.
The study looked into the pattern of saving and borrowing of households belonging to
three major religions. The one-way ANOVA results show that pattern of saving followed
by Hindu, Muslim and Christian households varies significantly. The sharp difference
exists in all forms of savings, except in having a saving deposit in bank (Table: 4.5).
Table: 4.5
Effects of religion on households’ savings: One-way ANOVAs
Savings in bank deposits
Savings in LIC or other insurance schemes
Savings in postal saving schemes
Participation in Welfare Nidhis
Participation in Chitty or Kuri schemes
Savings in microfinance of Kudumbashree/
Janasree SHGs
Savings in microfinance of other SHGs
Participation in Kurikkalyanam

F
3.828
9.686
9.159
44.319
10.671
20.358

‘P’ Values
.022
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

66.163
58.077

<.001
<.001

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

Table: 4.6
Households’ savings pattern across the religious groups (Share in %)
Bank saving
LIC/Insurance scheme
Postal saving
Deposit in Welfare Nidhis
Deposit in Chitty or Kuri schemes
Deposit in microfinance of govt SHGs
(Kudumbashree/Janasree)
Deposit in microfinance of other SHGs
Active participation in Kurikkalyanam
Not active, but participate in others’
Kurikkalyanam

Hindu
6.50
38.40
22.50
5.10
34.80

Muslim
5.90
24.30
9.00
42.00
16.60

Christian
13.40
49.30
22.40
0.00
25.40

Total
6.60
29.10
12.60
31.50
20.70

70.30
10.10
0.0

33.60
2.70
28.0

38.80
41.80
0.0

40.80
7.60
20.3

0.0

15.50

0.0

11.30

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

Compared to Hindu and Christian households, a smaller percentage of Muslim
households have savings in banks (5.9%), insurance schemes (24.3%), postal saving
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schemes (9%), Kuri or Chit funds (16%), and microfinance operated by secular and
community SHGs (33.6% and 2.7% respectively). At the same time, Muslim households
have active engagement in welfare funds like Fishermen Welfare Nidhi (42%) and
Kurikkalyanam (28%). Overall, Muslim households tend to resort to more informal and
traditional forms of saving like Kurikkalyanam as observed in the Coastal region (Table:
4.6).
Table: 4. 7
Households’ borrowing source: Pattern across the religious groups (Share in %)
Source
Banks (Commercial-service cooperative)
Private Financiers/Banks
Microfinance of
Kudumbashree/Janasree SHGs
Microfinance of other SHGs
Tamil Money Lenders
Kurikkalyanam
Informal borrowing (from relatives
and friends)
Others
No loan
Total

Hindu
32.2

Muslim
44.0

Christian
41.8

Total
41.4

3.1
9.9

1.2
6.4

1.5
8.2

1.6
7.3

3.1
27.7
0.0
22.3

0.9
4.0
1.4
41.3

7.5
8.2
0.0
32.1

1.9
9.1
1.0
36.6

1.6
0.0
100

0.9
0.1
100

0.7
0.0
100

1.0
0.1
100

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

In the case of borrowing, the pattern does not vary significantly across the religious
groups except in the reasons for which households chooses to borrow from a particular
source and the way the borrowed money got utilised. To an extent, the source of
borrowing also varies across the religions such that the share of Muslim households who
go for informal and traditional sources (that do not charge interest of any kind) is higher
than that of Hindu and Christian households. Naturally, the share of Muslim households
who borrowed from banks, insurances, postal schemes, and microfinance agencies are
smaller than that of Hindu and Christian households (Table: 4. 7).
It may be noted that the three regions experience different pattern of migration and
therefore the dynamics of migration may affect the local financial practice in different
ways. One of the earlier studies pointed out that migration has led to the rapid growth and
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collapse of finance corporations in Kerala. During the seventies, after large scale
migration of workers to the Gulf, Kerala experienced a rapid expansion of finance
companies. Studies identified the inflow of remittance income as responsible for creating
demand for informal credit and expanding its supply. However, the steady inflow of
remittance made the finance companies compromise on the monitoring and the same led
to severe problems later and this led to the collapse of finance corporations in Kerala in
1987 (Ghate & Das-Gupta, 1992: 74-76).
Table: 4.8
Effects of migration on households’ savings: One-way ANOVAs
Savings in bank deposits
Savings in LIC or other insurance schemes
Savings in postal saving schemes
Participation in Welfare Nidhis
Participation in Chitty or Kuri schemes
Savings in microfinance of Kudumbashree/
Janasree SHGs
Savings in microfinance of other SHGs
('Sreyas'/ESAF/SNDP’s SHG)
Participation in Kurikkalyanam
Duration after last Kurikkalyanam which
household conducted

F
2.012
6.298
.105
5.743
.058

‘P’ Values#
.157
.012
.746
.017
.810

18.309

<.001*

.551

.458

3.103
.443

.079
.506

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

Therefore, it is very useful to know whether the dynamics of migration has any effect on
the forms of savings and borrowing practiced by migrant and non-migrant households.
The analysis of variance shows that variation in the saving pattern of migrant and nonmigrant households is very limited. Except in having a savings account in microfinance
of Kudumbashree or Janasree SHGs, the ANOVA results do not show any significant
difference in the saving pattern of migrant and non-migrant households (Table: 4.8).
It was found that a large number of non-migrant households (47.5%) are engaged in
microfinance schemes of Kudumbashree or Janasree SHGs (against 33.3% of the migrant
households). Similarly, a significant number of the non-migrant households are engaged
in welfare schemes (28.1%), postal saving schemes (13.1%) and Kuri (21.4%). At the
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same time, a larger number of migrant households have savings in banks and various
insurance schemes (Table: 4. 9).
Table: 4.9
Households’ savings pattern across migrant and non-migrant households (Share in %)

Bank saving
LIC or other insurance schemes
Postal saving schemes
Deposit in Welfare Nidhis
Participation in Chitty or Kuri schemes
Savings in microfinance of Kudumbashree/
Janasree SHGs
Savings in microfinance of other SHGs
('Sreyas'/ESAF/SNDP’s SHG)

Non-migrant
Household
5.3
24.9
13.1
28.1
21.4

Migrant
Household
8.2
33.9
12.1
35.3
20.1

Total
6.6
29.1
12.6
31.5
20.7

47.5

33.3

40.8

8.8

6.2

7.6

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

Table: 4.10
Migration and households’ engagement in ‘Kurikkalyanam’ (Share in %)

Active (conducting & participating)
Not Active, but participate in others
Give to others' wedding- May get back
as Kurikkalyanam
Donate or gift to others' wedding not as
Kurikkalyanam
Not a part of Kurikkalyanam system
Financially not in a position to
participate
Total

Non-migrant
Household
17.6
11.6

Migrant
Household
23.4
11.0

Total
20.3
11.4

59.0

50.6

55.1

8.0

12.4

10.1

2.5

2.5

2.5

1.3
100

0.7
100

100

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

The study finds very limited difference in the way migrant and non-migrant households
engage with Kurikkalyanam practice (Table: 4.10). This contradicts the findings of an
earlier study that suggests that migration and inflow of remittances from Gulf led to the
deterioration and gradual disappearance of Kurikkalyanam practice in different parts of
Malabar (Ramzan, 2008). Though the Coastal region has large number of migrant
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households (35.9% households with returned migrants and 17.7% with current NRIs), the
region continues to practice Kurikkalyanam in a systematic way.
In the case of borrowing, the difference between migrant and non-migrant households is
limited to the total amount borrowed, duration of the borrowing, types of collateral
security used and the end use of the borrowed amount. It was found that the average of
the total amount borrowed by migrant households (Rs.70,037) is higher than the average
of total borrowing by non-migrant households (Rs. 36,561). Compared to non-migrant
households (38.9%), a large number of migrant households (46.8 %) go for medium and
long-term borrowings.
Table: 4.11
Source of borrowing: Migrant and non-migrant households (Share in %)
Non-Migrant
Migrant
Household
Household
Banks (Commercial-service co37.4
46.1
operative)
Private Financiers/Banks
2.2
0.9
Microfinance of Kudumbashree
8.7
5.7
or Janasree SHGs
Microfinance of other SHGs
2.6
1.2
Tamil Money Lenders
13.8
3.7
Kurikkalyanam
0.6
1.3
Informal borrowing from
33.5
40.2
relatives and friends
Others
1.2
0.7
Total
100
100

Total
41.4
1.6
7.3
1.9
9.1
1
36.6
1.1
100

Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

Compared to non-migrant households, larger proportions of migrant households go for
bank loans (46.1%) as well as for informal borrowing from relatives and friends (40.2%).
A large number of non-migrant households rely on Tamil money lenders (13.8% against
3.7% of migrant households) and microfinance of SHGs (11.3% against 6.9% of migrant
households) for short-term loans (Table: 4.11).
In terms of their reason for choosing a particular source, many of the migrant households
(28.0%) reported that it is their religious belief that makes them to choose the source
(against 23.6% of non-migrant households). But a large proportion of both migrant and
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non-migrant households (33.0% and 38.9% respectively) reported that it is the
convenience and easy access that affected their choice. Historically, the simplicity of
procedures which these financiers adopt has been the major reason for people borrowed
from them at exorbitant rates of interest (Ganesh, 1989: 482).
4.3.1

Role of regional diversity, religion and migration on local finance

The study looked into the pattern of savings and borrowings as practiced by households
belonging to different region, religion and migration status. The results show that the
Coastal households and Muslim households follow a unique pattern of savings and
borrowings that is markedly different from the patterns in other regions and religious
groups. This is true of almost all forms of savings like bank deposits, deposit in insurance
schemes, post office savings, deposit in various welfare nidhis, participation in chit funds
and Kuries, deposit in microfinance initiatives operated by various SHGs and traditional
Kurikkalyanam practice.
Table: 4.12
Determinants of source of borrowing: Pattern across the regions (Share in %)
Coastal
Highland
Midland
Total
Religious reason
70.7
4.7
6.2
25.6
Risk averse
1.6
17.9
14.5
11.7
Religious reason & risk averse
5.3
0.4
0.6
2.0
Safety of mortgaged security
4.4
32.3
34.1
24.3
Convenience (easy
17.8
44.3
44.6
36.2
availability/accessibility)
Others
0.2
0.4
0.0
0.2
Total
100
100
100
100
Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

The reasons for which households choose a particular source of borrowing confirm the
role of religion. Majority of Coastal households (70.7%), being Muslim, reported that it is
their religious belief (Islam prohibited any kinds of financial transaction that include
interest or usury), that make them to resort to loans which charged low interest or no
interest (Table: 4.12). Compared to this, larger number of households in the Highland and
Midland regions borrowed from formal sources with proper collateral securities. They
report that convenience and safety of mortgaged security (property or its document)
shape their choices. Many Hindu and Christian households made their choice according
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to the availability of collateral security, safety of the mortgaged collateral or convenience
for operation (Table: 4.13).
Table: 4.13
Determinants of source of borrowing: Pattern across religious groups (Share in %)
Hindu
Muslim Christian
Total
Religious reason
0.7
35.7
2.2
25.6
Risk averse
19.2
9.2
14.2
11.7
Religious reason & Risk
0.0
2.8
0.0
2.0
averse
Safety of mortgaged security
21.6
21.4
53.0
24.3
Convenience-easy
58.6
30.6
30.6
36.2
availability/accessibility
Low interest rate
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.1
Other
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
Total
100
100
100
100
Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

At the same time, there are other local economic factors like asset holdings, availability
of collateral security and nature of livelihoods etc. which also affect local financial
practices. In such cases, the availability of collateral security in the form of property
documents, gold or other legal documents plays a key role in households’ decision to
prefer any particular source of borrowing. The pattern of collateral (security) mortgaged
for accessing the loan varies across the three regions. It was found that more than half of
the borrowings in all the three regions are made without any collateral (Table: 4.14). This
includes informal borrowings from relatives or friends as well as loans taken from
various micro financing agencies, money lenders and other traditional forms of
borrowings where they do not stipulate any mortgaging formally, but the trust or informal
ties guarantee repayment.
Many of the respondents pointed out the difficulties in handling the formalities of
commercial banks, especially when they do not have anything to offer as collateral.
Normally, those who have salaries or own some assets can produce the required
document for loan security and avoid private financiers, microfinance and Tamil money
lenders. Due to the delay in sanctioning the amount, effort involved etc. some households
prefer private financing agencies when they take urgent loans against gold (in many cases
they borrow gold from relatives and use the same as a security).
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Table: 4.14
Collateral security used for availing the loan: Pattern across regions (Share in %)
Coastal Highland Midland
Total
No security
52.7
62.4
53.8
56.5
Gold
38
10.2
16.3
20.9
Property documents
3.8
19.7
12
12.2
Personal
0.4
0.6
0.2
0.4
Relatives’ gold (borrowed)
3.6
0.6
0.8
1.6
Combination of Gold & Property
1.1
4.1
15.3
7.0
document
Other Combinations
0.4
2.4
1.6
1.5
Total
100
100
100
100
Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

In the Coastal region it was found that 41.6 per cent of the households (includes 3.6%
who used the borrowed gold from their relatives) used gold as the collateral and the
corresponding figure for Highland (10.80%) and Midland (17.10%) regions are relatively
low. There are cases where households go for a combination of different forms of
security. Midland region has 15.3 per cent of the total borrowings made on a combination
of gold and property documents (Table: 4.14).
The availability of collateral can be seen as a reflection of the overall economic condition
of the regions. The results show that compared to the households in Highlands and
Midland regions, the Coastal households are financially poorer. The asset index
calculated for households from these three regions shows that 92 per cent of the
households in the Coastal region have asset indicator value below 10, compared to 58.9
per cent and 62.5 per cent households in Highland and Midland regions.
The pattern of land ownership brings out this difference in a clear way as 78.2 per cent of
the Coastal households own less than 10 cents of land whereas the corresponding shares
in Highland and Midland regions are much lower (36.7 % and 19.9 % respectively)
(Table: 4.15). This will directly affect the creditworthiness of households, and thereby
reduce the options of borrowing available to the households. The results confirm that
possession of land, gold or other valuable assets, or documents enhances the options of
borrowings from various sources.
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Table: 4.15
Households’ land ownership across three regions (Share %)
Coastal Highland Midland Total
No land
0.4
6.32
0.0
2.26
Less than 5 cent
35.08
15.42
3.19
17.82
Between 5-10 cents
42.74
15.02
16.73
24.73
Between 10-25 cents
18.55
33.99
41.83
31.52
Between 25-50 cents
3.23
6.32
13.94
7.85
Between 50-100 cents
0.0
8.7
6.37
5.05
Between 100-200 cents
0.0
6.72
9.16
5.32
Between 200-500 cents
0.0
4.74
7.17
3.99
Between 500-1000 cents
0.0
2.37
1.59
1.33
1000 cents and above
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.13
Total
100
100
100
100
Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

Figures on the current repayment status of loans also reflect the poor financial status of
Coastal households. The Coastal region accounts for the lowest rate of repayment of
loans (8.9% against 13.9% and 22.4% in Midland and Highland respectively). In general,
the rate of failure or delay in loan repayment is very high in Coastal region where 1.8%
of the households have paid nothing towards the repayment and another 0.9% reported
that they lost their gold which they mortgaged towards the loan as they failed or delayed
in repayment (Table: 4.16).
Table: 4.16
Status of loan repayment: Pattern across the regions (Share in %)
Coastal Highland Midland Total
Nothing paid so far
1.8
0.0
0.0
0.5
Fully paid
8.9
22.4
13.9
15.3
Partially paid
86.7
77.4
85.5
83.0
Paid the interest and extended
1.1
0.0
0.0
0.3
Lost the mortgage due to
0.9
0.2
0.0
0.3
delay/failure
Not Applicable
0.7
0.0
0.6
0.4
Total
100
100
100
100
Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

It may be due to the big family size and poor economic status that the costal households
spend a substantial part of their income, and borrowed money, on regular household
expenditure (like food, clothing accounts 54.2%), housing (11.1%) and wedding (19.8%).
It was found that there were cases, especially in Highland (3.9%) and Midland (3.8%)
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regions where the households got a subsidised agricultural loan but used it for other (nonagricultural) purposes like house construction and weddings.
The overall pattern suggests that the Coastal region relies a little more on informal and
traditional forms of finance (51.6% of the total borrowings against 48.8 % and 43.4% in
Highland and Midland respectively). The uncertain nature of the livelihood (regular
fishing activities will not take place during the monsoon) also can be seen as a natural
factor that led them to turn to informal forms of finance. Even for receiving the
remittance money from the Gulf, the Coastal region relies more on informal channels.
Table: 4.17
Households by remittance receiving channel across regions (Share in %)
Coastal Highland Midland Total
Banks (include private and national)
27.5
59.5
30.0
37.4
Informal channels (Friends, relatives)
55.6
21.5
37.5
36.5
Both banks and Informal channels
17.5
18.0
33.8
24.8
Source: Primary Survey, 2011-12

A large number of migrant households from the Coast (55.6%) reported that they receive
remittances through friends and relatives (against 21.5% and 37.5% in Highland and
Midland regions respectively). Only Highland region has larger share of households
using only formal channels to receive remittances (Table: 4.17). The role of culture,
especially the Islamic perspective towards formal financial institutions which involve
interest, seems to affect the nature of local economies.
Other studies also have found the effect of such cultural factors on the local financial
system. For instance, the aversion towards interest may discourage Muslims to engage
with any forms of finance that involve interest. Thus, even with a good network of banks
many of the Muslim households do not engage with banks and receive remittance
through informal channels. This has made some scholars to suggest the introduction of
Islamic banking system in the state as it ‘might prove effective in case of Muslim
majority villages’ (Sil, 2011:196-197). Similarly, it can affect the pattern of savings and
consumption. For instance, one of the recent studies finds that households’ involvement
in community services through regular donations. The households ‘donate a small
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fraction of their earnings to support poorer households’ (ibid: 97).22 Thus, it can be
argued that the regional diversity reinforced by economic and cultural factors affects the
saving and borrowing pattern of households from Coastal, Highland, and Midland
regions.
Overall, the pattern of savings and borrowings does not change significantly between
migrant and non-migrant households. In the case of borrowing the variation is limited to
specific aspects. A larger share of migrant households use gold (25.6% includes 1.2%
borrowed gold) as the collateral security to avail the loan (against 19.8% for non-migrant
households which includes 1.9% borrowed gold). Similarly, most of the non-migrant
households spend their borrowed money on personal or household consumption (60.1%)
and house construction (17.2%) whereas the migrant households spend more on wedding
(14.4%) and education (2.2%). But apart from these differences the impact of migration
on various aspects of finance is very minimal. Therefore we may argue that migration
does not affect the local financial arrangements as much as it is affected by the regional
diversity and religion.
4.4

Financial Capability: From Instrumental and Constitutive Perspectives

Financial capability of a household can be seen as a function of multiple factors that
affect the options of saving and borrowing available locally. Instead of measuring the
financial capability of individual households the present study tried to understand the role
of specific factors that affect the local financial practices. For instance, the study
highlights the role of religion in a household’s preference towards particular sources of
finance while keeping away from other sources.
By and large, the instrumental effect of financial capability on other capabilities is fairly
well discussed in the literature. For instance, access to contingency funds and local
finance may directly affect one’s ability to live the life he/she values. It affects the basic
requirements like food, clothing, shelter, education and health expenditure as well as

22

, As the study suggests, this can be attributed to their religion (For instance, the Islam insist on Zakat- a
2.5 per cent due from all kinds of wealth that is above the give limit at the end of the year).
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one’s choice to pursue some psychological or intellectual goals. On the other hand, the
constitutive aspect of the financial capability is rather under-studied empirically. This is
particularly true of some of the popular forms of local finance that function in different
regions of Malappuram. .
The study finds the practice of Kurikkalyanam to be an effective indigenous finance
system informally practiced in the Coastal region. To an extent, the Coastal region is
privileged to have an informal risk-sharing arrangement. Studies have identified
traditional agrarian societies for developing such sustainable forms of mutual insurance.
Such a safety net enables the Coastal households to achieve a certain degree of protection
against income fluctuations and other hazards which are beyond their control. In such
arrangements, the community members are ‘guided by a principle of balanced reciprocity
rather than by a true logic of mutual insurance’ (Platteau, 1997). Within the Coastal
region, there exists some difference in the way different households, say the fishermen
and non-fishermen, practice Kurikkalyanam. The practice of Kurikkalyanam is not that
prevalent among those who live slightly away from the Coast or those who are engaged
in jobs other than fishing. Some of the families who are not engaged in fishing or not
staying at the Coast declared that they do not participate in Kurikkalyanam. It seems
there is some class consciousness or feeling that divides the fishing community from
others. Sometimes, the division is as simple as a road that separates the two (even if both
families have members engaged in fishing). This was particularly reflected in the
responses of old women (representing both sides) about the households from the other
side. For instance, the old women from fishing families are very proud about
Kurikkalyanam practices and their active participation. Whereas, the old ladies who stay
somewhat away from the extreme Coast or sometime on the other side of the road or
family not involved in fishing remarked that, ‘Kurikkalyanam; that is not our tradition, it
has nothing to do with our family, that is there only in the beach’. At the same time, some
feel that the Kurikkalyanam practice has also become like any other form of business,
those who have money deposit big amount and enhance the expected return. Thus, rich
members deposit fairly big amount towards anyone whom they find trustworthy and
expect the recipients to add extra amount while they repay. For them, to add and collect
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huge amounts in the Kurikkalyanam system is a reflection of their social and economic
status; bigger the amount the higher the status. So, the practice of Kurikkalyanam as well
as the belonging to the beach or the fishermen community works in both directions of the
social status.
In a similar way, the practice of money lending tends to concentrate in certain regions
while others do not believe it is a fair social practice. Among the three regions, the
Highland region has an active presence of Tamil money lenders functioning among the
working class. The existing attitude of the community does not encourage the local
people to come forward and lend money (for interest); and therefore the Tamil money
lenders remain the only money lenders in the region. There were a few cases where some
local money lending (both lender and borrower from the local areas) took place
informally and others came to know only when one of the parties did not honour the
agreement (refused to pay the loan or demanded more than what was agreed up on). In
such situations, middlemen or senior members of the locality may come forward and
solve the issue informally. It may be due to the existing attitude towards the moneylending that most of the local people (who can potentially lend money) avoid lending
money for interest, especially to the local people. One of the households reported that
they received a sum of Rs. 30,000 from a money lender, not from the same locality but
from a far place in the same district. It shows that, some may lend money on interest as
long as their practice remains secret and does not create reduce their status in the
community.
Unlike other upper middle class (employees, planters and international migrants), the
working class finds Tamil money lenders and microfinance operated through
neighbourhood SHGs as the easiest and convenient sources of contingency fund. Some of
the respondents shared their feeling that unlike in other forms of borrowings, Tamil
money lenders do not make them submissive to the lender and the process is fairly simple
and straight forward. Since the money lenders are not from the locality, the chance of the
borrower and lender meeting in a public place is very limited. The bad image that the
local community keeps about the Tamil money lenders forces them to keep the money
lending as a secret affair and avoid any dealing or dispute in public spaces. Certain areas,
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where the working class households (the regular borrower from money lenders) are
located, emerge as the targets of the Tamil money lenders (others identify this as a bad
feature of the locality). Even when the money lenders go to these areas, they avoid
certain areas where the households do not wanted to be identified with the presence of
money lenders. These facts reflect on possibilities of the constitutive aspects (including
some negative ones) related to the financial capability arising out of local financial
practices.
4.5

Conclusion

The study finds that there are differences in the saving and borrowing pattern of
households from the three regions. Other than the deposits in fishermen welfare fund, a
majority of the Coastal households do not have savings in any bank, insurance agencies,
post office or various kinds of micro-financing agencies. Instead, the region has an
indigenous form of community finance, Kurikkalyanam that provides them more options
for raising contingency funds. The actual dependency on Kurikkalyanam is likely to be
even higher, as there is a high chance of under-reporting or difficulty in reporting the
exact accounts of Kurikkalyanam which is distributed across years. In addition, a large
number of Coastal households borrow from relatives or friends and banks.
Kurikkalyanam, the traditional form of community finance is another source which many
households depends on for contingency funds.
Highland has a relatively larger share of households with savings in banks, insurance and
postal saving schemes followed by Midland. Both Highland and Midland regions have
more than half of the households with savings in microfinance of Kudumbashree and
Janasree SHGs (microfinance of SHGs other than Kudumbashree and Janasree are
concentrated in Highland region). Both regions do not have any organised form of
Kurikkalyanam in practice, but other informal modes like borrowing from Tamil money
lenders and microfinance agencies are very active. In both cases, the shares of households
with formal bank loans are higher than that of informal borrowings. The pattern broadly
suggests that the practices of money lending and microfinance are very active in
Highland and Midland regions whereas the traditional form of community finance
Kurikkalyanam is limited to the Coastal region.
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Broadly, the Coastal households follow a unique pattern of savings and borrowings; they
tend to go for more informal and traditional forms of finance that do not involve interest.
The fact that all the sample households from the Coastal region are Muslims may lead
one to look at the role of religion in shaping this pattern. Interestingly, the pattern of
savings and borrowings that Muslim households follow is very similar to that of Coastal
households and such a similarity strengthens this observation further. Though there are
other factors like economic status of the households; asset holding and primary
occupation of the family members that strengthen the degree of regional diversity in
affecting the practice of local finance, the role of religion and cultural factors cannot be
ignored. Therefore we argue that the regional diversity can be reinforced by other
economic and cultural forces in affecting the structure and working of these forms of
rural finance.
The study finds very limited variation in the pattern of savings and borrowings that
migrant and non-migrant households follow. In the case of saving, a small number of
migrant households (33.3% against 47.5% non-migrant households) have deposited in
microfinance initiatives of Kudumbashree. In the case of borrowing, the average of total
amount borrowed by migrant household is very higher. A larger share of migrant
households utilised these loan on wedding, education, business, migration. Whereas a
larger share of non-migrant household utilised the loan for housing, health and
agriculture related expenditure. But the fact that in all other aspects of savings and
borrowings there is little difference between migrant and non-migrant households
suggests that migration has a very limited impact on the local financial practices of these
regions. Overall, the study finds that the regional diversity has a clear impact on almost
all aspects of saving and certain aspects of borrowing, and thereby determines the options
of saving and borrowing that is available in the three geographic regions of Malappuram,
but the savings and borrowing patterns are hardly affected by migration.
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Chapter 5
Role of Migration, Regional and Cultural Factors in Social Opportunity
of Women
5.1

Introduction

Women in Kerala, enabled by the improvement in their education, played a key role in
Kerala’s development achievements (Jeffrey, 1987, 2001 & 2004/2005). Though Kerala
managed to reduce disparities across gender, especially in areas like education and health,
women remain one of the marginal groups excluded from the celebrated Kerala model of
development. Many scholars argued that Kerala could not translate its achievements in
improving women’s educational status to ensure a higher status to the women or it has
failed in improving the gender relation in the region (Devika, 2002; 2006 a & b; Devika
& Thampi, 2011; Jeffrey, 2001; Kodoth & Eapen, 2005; Mukhopadhyay, 2007;
Saradamoni, 1994 & 2006). The present chapter looks at the pattern of women’s
participation in selected public spaces related to their everyday life and reflect on their
social opportunity. It tries to reflect on the gender relations and their capabilities related
to specific functionings. This includes their participation in political and religious
meetings, engagement in other events and spaces related to their social, family and
personal life.
There are various factors like cultural upbringing, religious norms and specific traditions
which locally play an important role in forming the community’s perceptions about
women entering public spaces. It has been argued that women’s capability for public
engagements can be directly affected by various constrains which women face within the
family and society (Vanishree, 2011). The experience of Malappuram district with a
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Muslim majority population, offers new insights on the role of religion in affecting the
social opportunities of women. There are instances suggesting that the general perception
about Muslim women needs to be reexamined so as to recognise the role of other factors.
Among others, migration is a dynamic factor which has affected almost all aspects of life
in Kerala. Having the largest number of migrant households in the state, Malappuram is a
useful case to explore the impact of migration on gender relations, especially in shaping
the social opportunities of ‘Gulf-wives’ (married women whose husbands have migrated
to the Gulf). Detailed observations shed light on local realities that affect the process
through which specific capabilities of women are transformed.
5.2

Women’s Social Participation and Development

As an indicator of development, women’s engagement in any space outside their houses
can be taken as the reflection of various institutional practices; social, political, economic
and cultural factors that function locally. For instance, migration affects the social
opportunities of women from the migrant households. Studies point out that migration of
men1 (only a few male migrants are joined by their womenfolk) leads to situations where
the women from migrant households play multiple roles (Gardner, 2011; Gardner &
Osella, 2003; Gulati, 1993; Zachariah & Rajan, 2012a).
Unlike other married women, women from migrant households face a different situation
wherein the absence of their men forces them to undertake multiple roles. Among them,
‘Gulf-wives’_ married women in Kerala whose husbands are migrants to the Gulf _ are
particularly know for facing the new challenges and opportunities (Zachariah, Mathew &
Rajan, 2003; Zachariah & Rajan, 2009 & 2012a). One of the recent studies estimated that
Gulf-wives account for about 10.8 per cent of the currently married women in the state
(one in every ten married women). Their distribution across the religions shows that
Muslim Gulf-wives comprise more than 50 per cent of all Gulf-wives in Kerala. Among
all the districts, Malappuram account for 25.8 per cent of all Gulf-wives in Kerala where

1

Compared to men, the number of migrant women is very small; except those of nurses migrating to
developed countries and big cities in India (Nair, 2011; Percot & Nair, 2011)). Similarly, studies identify
migration of women as domestic workers and ‘marriage migration’ (women migrate for family or marriage,
not for job) as the two common forms of female migration (Neetha, 2011; Varghese & Rajan, 2011).
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‘the husband of one in every four married women is living abroad’ (Zachariah & Rajan,
& 2012a:194). Studies on the social consequence of out-migration from Kerala highlight
both the positive and negative effects of the separation of husbands from their wives. It
has been pointed out that the women left behind (married women in Kerala whose
husbands live outside Kerala, in India or abroad) miss the support of their husbands but
that makes them more ‘independent and autonomous’ (ibid). Often the married women
from migrant households face various handicaps, but the ways in which they cope with
such situations, and deal with tasks that they have traditionally been excluded from; are
remarkable (Gulati, 1993:145).
The cultural upbringing, religious norms and local traditions also play very crucial role in
forming the community’s perception about women entering public spaces. Often this
becomes as a sensitive issue and leads to complex situation such that a woman herself
may report that she does not go out of her house and consider that as a virtue over others.
Many times they go out of their houses and participate in various programmes but are not
so comfortable in reporting the same. This leads to under-reporting of their engagement
in various spaces outside their houses. Such factors have to be seen with the existing
image of Muslim women as the backward/victimized group and present ‘them either as
invisible, or as silent victims, even when they wrote/spoke’ (Sarkar, 2001). The choice of
going out and staying back can be considered as two alternative functionings that any
individual can choose from. Therefore, the study focuses on various processes through
which the social participation of women is affected; and does not offer an index that
measures the social participation of women.
5.3

Distribution of Adult Females

The sample households from the three regions consist a total of 1543 adult females
(includes 16 females below 18 years old but married). Their marital status shows that
73.17 per cent of them are currently married and the rest are either unmarried (10.95%)
or widowed or divorced or separated or missing (15.88%). Based on the status of
migration, the total married women are classified as three groups, married women from
non-migrant households (34.2%), married women from migrant households (28.1%) and
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Gulf-wives2 (10.9%). Thus, the study classifies the total adult females into five groups
and looks at the pattern of their participation in selected spaces outside their homes.
There are differences in the way the three regions experience the pattern of migration and
therefore the distribution of these groups varies across regions. Coastal region has a large
number of married women from migrant households (49.4%), while Midland region has
more Gulf-wives (48.2%). It may be noted that a large number of the migrant households
in the Coastal region (35.9%) have returned migrants (against 11.4% and 25.9% in
Highland and Midland regions respectively). Midland has more migrant households with
current migrants (32.7% against 17.7% and 21.2% households in Coastal and Highland
regions). The distribution of other groups are distributed across the three regions, with an
exception that Coastal region has larger share of total unmarried and widows or divorcees
(46.2% and 40.8 % respectively).
The distribution across the religions shows that share of Muslim women in the total
(75.6%) as well as in the five groups remain very high (68%, 72.7%, 65.1%, 88.7% and
86.3% respectively in unmarried, widows or divorcees, married women from no-migrant
and migrant and Gulf-wives). Across the caste-groups, the concentration of married
women from migrant households and Gulf-wives is among forward and backward castes
(except 0.5% married women from migrant households belongs to SCs).
5.4

Education and Occupation of Women

These groups are endowed with different set of means (like education, occupation, and
family background etc.) and therefore experience difference in their capabilities. The
average age of the females in the five groups shows that among the married ones, the
Gulf-wives are relatively young. It is quite natural to see the mean age of unmarried as
the lowest and widows or divorcee as very high. The analysis of variance show that these
five groups experience differences in the pattern of education and occupation. As the
result shows, their age, education and occupation vary significantly (Table: 5.1). Their
2

Studies often consider ‘Gulf-wives’ (GWs) as a subset of ‘women left behind’ (WLB). The distribution of
our sample shows that more than 95 per cent of the total married women left behind are Gulf-wives.
Therefore, the present study use ‘Gulf-wives’ as a common category which includes all women left behind.
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average total years of education shows that the unmarried women and Gulf-wives have
spent more years on their education followed by married women from non-migrant and
migrant households. Overall, the mean years of total education for widows and divorcees
remains very low.
Table: 5.1
Basic indicators on education and occupation of adult females: One-way ANOVAs
F
225.031
107.205
107.955
5.862

Age
Years of education
Primary occupation
Mode of payment

P Values#
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

It is very interesting to see that there are no illiterate Gulf-wives, whereas other groups
have many illiterate members (Table: 5.2). Majority of widows or divorcees (50.6%) as
well as the married women from non-migrant households (50.1%) and migrant
households (52.9%) had their highest education below SSLC. Only a small share of the
unmarried (18.3%) and Gulf-wives (31.6%) has educational qualification below that
standard.
Table: 5.2
Educational status of adult females (Share in %)

Illiterate
Up to class IX
X- SSLC
PUC or
Diploma
Graduation and
above

Married women
Non-Migrant Migrant Hs Gulf-Wife
8.7
5.5
0.0
50.1
52.9
31.6
26.6
26.1
40.5

Unmarried
8.3
18.3
24.3

Widow/
Divorced
38.4
50.6
7.8

18.3

2.0

10.8

9.4

16.7

30.8

1.2

3.8

5.9

11.4

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

The pattern of enrolment at school level shows that a majority of them were enrolled in
government or aided schools. In the case of higher education, it was found that 8.3 per
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cent of the unmarried and 4.8 per cent of the Gulf-wives enrolled in government or aided
colleges (against 0.8%, 2.5% and 2.3% respectively from widows/divorcee, married
women from non-migrant and migrant households). Their enrolment in private selffinancing colleges shows that the share of unmarried and Gulf-wives (13% and 3%) is
higher that of other groups (0, 0.6% and 2.3% for widows/divorcees, married women
from non-migrant and migrant households respectively). While considering the fact that
private English medium schools became popular only recently, it is quite natural to see
that enrolment is largely concentrated in Malayalam medium schools under government
or aided managements. The overall pattern suggests that the unmarried women and Gulfwives have higher educational qualification.
The educational pattern across the regions shows that married women from Highland are
more educated whereas the women from Coastal region are the least educated ones.
Across the religions, married women from Christian families have higher educational
qualification, followed by the Hindu and Muslim women. Among the Hindus, married
women from STs and SCs are the least educated ones. The overall pattern across region
shows that the Highland region has a larger share of women with high educational status
while the trend across the religions shows that the concentration of highly educated
women is among the Christians.
The occupational pattern shows that majority of unmarried women are either unemployed
(36.1%) or students (30.2%) and only a small share is employed. In other groups, housewives3 constitute the largest share (respectively 73%, 82.2%, 91.9% and 93.5% among
widows/divorcee, married woman from non-migrant and migrant households and Gulfwives) (Table: 5.3). Among the workers, share of monthly salaried workers in unmarried
(8.3%) and Gulf-wives (4.2%) are higher that of other groups (1.2%, 2.8% and 1.8%
respectively from widows/divorcee, married women from non-migrant households and

3

Woman whose work is to maintain and organise household and look after their husbands and children,
this includes washing, cleaning, cooking and full time care of pre-school children (Bhaskar, 1997).
Housewife's occupational duties ‘usually include cooking, dishwashing, housecleaning, laundry work, child
care, and a “personal relations” component, which includes sexual relations’ (Bergmann, 1981). There exist
a wide range of discussion that criticize the economic thinking of considering ‘housewife’ as
‘unproductive’ or not considering the occupation of housewife (Folbre, 1991).
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migrant households (1.8%). A significant number of widows/divorcees and married
women from non-migrant households (6.5% and 9.5% respectively) are engaged in
agricultural and Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA)4 allied works, whereas only 1.8 per cent of unmarried and married women
from migrant households (none from Gulf-wives) are engaged in such jobs.
Table: 5.3
Employment status of adult females (Share in %)

Unemployed
Agricultural &
MGNREGA workers
Other wage workers
Trade and service
workers
Monthly salaried
workers
Family labourers
Fisherman
Others
Migrant out of the state
Student
Home-maker

Married women
Widow/
NonMigrant
Unmarried Divorced Migrant Hs
Hs
36.10
0.0
0.20
0.0

GulfWife
0.0

1.80

6.50

9.50

1.80

0.0

1.80

2.40

1.70

0.20

0.0

2.40

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

8.30

1.20

2.80

1.80

4.20

1.20
0.0
10.10
0.60
30.20
7.70*

1.20
0.0
14.70
0.0
0.0
73.90

0.60
0.0
2.30
0.0
0.80
82.20

0.0
0.20
3.20
0.20
0.50
91.90

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.40
93.50

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12
* They are not married, but do household works and belong to the category of homemaker or housewife

The occupational pattern shows that majority of unmarried women are either unemployed
(36.1%) or students (30.2%) and only a small share is employed. In other groups, housewives5 constitute the largest share (respectively 73%, 82.2%, 91.9% and 93.5% among

4

The MGNREGA aims at enhancing the livelihood security of people in rural areas by guaranteeing
hundred days of wage-employment in a financial year to a rural house-hold whose adult members volunteer
to do unskilled manual work. In the first phase, the Act (first notified as the National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act –NREGA on September 7, 2005) was notified in 200 districts and then extended to other
districts (Pani & Iyer, 2012).
5

Woman whose work is to maintain and organise household and look after their husbands and children,
this includes washing, cleaning, cooking and full time care of pre-school children (Bhaskar, 1997).
Housewife's occupational duties ‘usually include cooking, dishwashing, housecleaning, laundry work, child
care, and a “personal relations” component, which includes sexual relations’ (Bergmann, 1981). There exist
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widows/divorcee, married woman from non-migrant and migrant households and Gulfwives) (Table: 5.3). Among the workers, share of monthly salaried workers in unmarried
(8.3%) and Gulf-wives (4.2%) are higher that of other groups (1.2%, 2.8% and 1.8%
respectively from widows/divorcee, married women from non-migrant households and
migrant households (1.8%). A significant number of widows/divorcees and married
women from non-migrant households (6.5% and 9.5% respectively) are engaged in
agricultural and Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA) allied works, whereas only 1.8 per cent of unmarried and married women
from migrant households (none from Gulf-wives) are engaged in such jobs.
The employment status across the regions shows that Highland has more married women
from non-migrant households working as wage labour. Married women from other
groups remain either unemployed or work as monthly salaried worker and the pattern
persists across the three regions. The pattern across the religions shows that majority is
not engaged in any job, but the share of non-working women is highest among Muslims.
Among the working women, more Hindu women are engaged in teaching jobs whereas
more Christian women are engaged in other monthly salaried jobs. The pattern of
migration suggests that only a small share of females has ever migrated out of the state.
For unmarried women, education was the main purpose of migration while a majority of
married women reported family as the main reason for migration.
5.4.1

Impact of marriage and family on education and occupation of women

These factors, especially the status of education, occupation and migration can be
affected by marriage and choice made by the families. The study finds that there exists a
difference in the age of marriage and options of education and occupation available after
the marriage. The One-way ANOVA results confirm the existence of sharp difference in
the age of marriage, education before and after marriage; and occupational status of their
husbands (Table: 5.4).

a wide range of discussion that criticize the economic thinking of considering ‘housewife’ as
‘unproductive’ or not considering the occupation of housewife (Folbre, 1991).
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Table: 5.4
Effect of marriage on married women’s education and occupation (One-way ANOVAs)6
Age of marriage
Years of education before marriage
Education after marriage
Job before marriage
Job after marriage
Husband’s years of education
Husband’s occupation
Husband’s engagement in politics

F
4.765
11.191
10.820
1.668
2.829
5.123
547.629
3.147

P Values#
.009*
<.001*
<.001*
.189
.059
.006*
<.001*
.043

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

It was found that widows and divorcees (most of them married long ago) have the lowest
average age of marriage. It was during the field survey that one of the popular television
channels in Malayalam7 reported the practice of under-age marriages (18 years for girls
and 21 years for boys). The report highlighted that such practices are more prevalent
among the Muslims, SCs and STs. As a Muslim majority district, Malappuram district
has a significant number of girls married below 18 years in the state.
This report generated wide range of discussion around the issue and exerted pressure on
the Muslim community and its leaders. The report came when the field survey was
progressing in the second village of the Coastal region. As the community became
vigilant about the issues, many respondents made known their discomfort in sharing the
information regarding their age of marriage (especially when the girls got married at an
age below 18). In such cases, we estimated mother’s age of marriage by adding one year
to the age of her first child or relied on other indirect information about the marriages
(like expenditure, loan, etc. incurred on marriage). Some respondents, especially mothers
6

The analysis considered only currently married women from migrant and non-migrant households as well
as Gulf-wives. Other group (unmarried and widows/divorcee) need not face the same situation when they
engage with any space outside their homes. So, the rest of the analysis in this chapter also focuses on the
three groups of currently married women.

7

Asianet, one of the popular television channel in Malayalam brought up this issue

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e--Pn3Tr7ts or http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWD7qn5u5Ow
(last accessed on 20-12 2012)
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from the Coastal region and tribal settlement in the Highland with low educational status
(often those middle-aged or elderly women who got married at an early age) themselves
used this method to calculate their age of marriage.
Even with such under-reporting, the available information shows that a significant
number of currently married women got married before they were 18 years old. They are
distributed across all the groups; married women from non-migrant households (24.9 %)
married women from non-migrant households (29.2 %) and Gulf-wives (23.3 %). The
share of women who got married before 18 years old is very high in the Coastal region
whereas the share of early-married women is relatively low in Highland. Like elsewhere
in the state, the average age of marriage for Muslim women is very low. Overall, the
average age of marriage for Hindu women remains higher than that of Muslim women
but the mean age of marriage for women from STs and SCs is very low, sometimes lower
than that of Muslim women. There exist various concerns over the far-reaching
implications of early marriage on the individual and community development. Child
marriage can be identified as a root cause for the backwardness of these communities.
While looking at the educational and occupational status of married women before and
after their marriage, it was found that marriage changes their options significantly. Their
educational status in terms of total years they completed before their marriages shows
that the Gulf-wives have completed more years of education. A majority of them reported
that they stopped their education before their marriage (93.8% 94.7% and 82.7% married
women from non-migrant households, migrant households and Gulf-wives respectively).
A few clearly said that it was due to the marriage that they stopped their education
(Table. 5.5).
It was noticed that once a girl’s marriage is fixed, either of the two families insists that
the girl stop her education. In one particular case, a bright girl from Midland, with high
distinction marks in higher secondary examination was enrolled for her graduation in
history in a popular aided college. At the time of the survey, she has stopped going to the
degree college almost 3 to 4 months before the marriage. It was reported that her
prospective husband’s family was not interested in continuing her education, even though
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the college she was studying was closer to the in-law’s house. So, it is quite possible that
many of those who reported that they stopped their education before marriage would
have gone through such situations and marriage led to disruption of their education.
There were instances to suggest that the urge for getting a decent marriage proposal stops
many parents from sending their daughters for professional courses and jobs. A few
parents expressed difficulty in getting a suitable marriage alliance for daughters who have
higher and professional educational qualifications.
Table: 5.5
Effect of marriage on married women’s education (Share in %)

Stopped before Marriage
Stopped due to marriage
Finished the course after
marriage and stopped
Finished the course after
marriage and joined for new
Stopped earlier, restarted
after marriage
Still studying
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household
Household Gulf-Wife
93.8
94.7
82.7
4.9
3.7
11.9

Total
92.5
5.5

0.8

0.9

2.4

1.1

0.4

0.2

0.6

0.4

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.2
0.0
100

0.0
0.2
100

2.4
0.0
100

0.4
0.1
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

There are some improvements for Gulf-wives who are able to continue or resume their
education after their marriage. It was found that 2.4% of the Gulf-wives are still studying
(against 0.6% and 0.4% of married women from non-migrant and migrant households
respectively). The pattern across the regions shows that Highland region has more
married women who resumed or continue their education after marriage while Midland
region has more women who discontinued their education due to the marriage (12.7%,
10.2% and 22.2% respectively from married women from non-migrant and migrant
households and Gulf-wives). The pattern across the religions shows that more Muslim
women reported marriage as the primary reason for discontinuing their education.
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Looking at their occupational status before and after marriage, the study suggests that a
majority of the women did not engage in any job in both periods. Before marriage,
teaching was one of the common jobs (3.2% from the Gulf-wives and 1.8% from both
married women from non-migrant and migrant households) followed by other monthly
salaried jobs (0.6%, 2.8% and 1.8% respectively for married women from non-migrant
households, migrant households and Gulf-wives). Other than a small share of married
women from non-migrant households (0.4%) none of them were engaged in any wage
works. After marriage, many of them continued their earlier jobs (2.8%, 3.2% and 4.2%
respectively from non-migrant households, migrant households and Gulf-wives) while
some of them had to quit their job (1.3%, 1.4% and 0.6% respectively from non-migrant
households, migrant households and Gulf-wives). It is quite interesting to see that a large
number of married women from non-migrant households started working after their
marriage (10.6% against 3.2% and 0.6% respectively from migrant households and Gulfwives); most of them being from financially poor families (Table: 5.6)
Table: 5.6
Effect of marriage on married women’s occupation (Share in %)

No job
Stopped after marriage
Started after marriage
Continued after marriage
Student
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household
Household
84.8
91.9
1.3
1.4
10.6
3.2
2.8
3.2
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.2
100
100

Total
Gulf-Wife
93.5
0.6
0.6
4.2
0.6
0.6
100

88.8
1.2
6.3
3.2
0.3
0.2
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

The pattern across the regions shows that Highland has more married women from nonmigrant households who started working after their marriage (23% against 7.6% and 2%
for from migrant households and Gulf-wives respectively). Most of them are either
Hindus (24.5%) or Christians (24.4%) against a low share from Muslims (3.2%). It may
be noted that many of the married women from non-migrant households, especially in the
Highland region, are from the working class belonging to SCs, STs or OBCs coming
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from a poor financial background. Broadly, the choice made by the husband’s family
remains the primary reason for discontinuing their earlier job but a few reported that it
was their choice (often to take care of the children) to stop working outside.
The aversion to having a woman working is at times overcome by economic pressure.
Many times, the poor financial conditions force unmarried girls in the family to work as
sales-girls in shops or as domestic workers. But the family does not seem comfortable in
reporting the same. In a particular case in Midland region, the head of the household _ the
only earning member _ was affected by a chronic disease. He did not want to disclose the
fact that two of his elder daughters work as sales-girls in some shops and his wife helps
some neighbouring families in their domestic work. The helpless father fears that this
may affect the marriage prospects of these girls and therefore he kept reporting that the
girls have gone to a relative’s house. Families do not typically encourage women in to
continue in such jobs whereas those engaged in so-called ‘decent jobs’ (teaching and
other salaried professional jobs) may not face such situations.
The preference of the families, especially the choice made by the husbands (with given
educational and occupational status) can affect the choices available to the married
women. There exist differences in the educational and occupational status of husbands
and their engagement in politics (Table: 5.4). Compared to other married women, Gulfwives have husbands with higher educational qualifications. The results show that 50.7
per cent of Gulf-wives’ husbands have educational qualification of SSLC and above
whereas the corresponding shares of married women from non-migrant and migrant
households are relatively low (25.1% and 31.3% respectively). A number of the married
women from non-migrant households (8.9%) and migrant households (6.7%) have
illiterate husbands (against 1.2 % of the Gulf-wives).8 Across the regions, husbands from
Coastal region are the least educated while the husbands from Highland region have a
higher educational qualification. As a reflection of this pattern, Muslim husbands remain
as the least educated ones while Christian husbands have better educational
qualifications.
8

Unlike the current migrants with basic education and normally up to SSLC and above, these are the earlymigrants from Coastal region who work as fishermen in Saudi Arabia
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The occupational pattern of the husbands shows that for both married women from nonmigrant and migrant households, fishermen (29% and 42% respectively), other wage
worker (19.3% and 11.3% respectively) and agricultural workers (15.3% and 7.9%
respectively) account for the larger shares. This pattern can be seen as a reflection of the
distribution of married women as the larger share is from the Coastal region and naturally
most of them are Muslims. Against this, majority of the husbands of Gulf-wives are
engaged in various jobs related to trade and services9.
A majority of the husbands are not engaged in politics. Compared to a small share of
Gulf-wives (4.8%), more married women from non-migrant (7%) and migrant
households (9.2%) have their husbands as local leaders or active workers of the political
parties. Across the regions, husbands from Coastal region remain politically active across
all the groups (10.8%, 11.7% and 7% for Gulf-wives, married women from migrant and
non-migrant households respectively). Across the religious groups, it was found that
Muslim husbands are more active in local politics (5.5%, 9.9% and 7.3% for Gulf-wives,
married women from migrant and non-migrant households respectively). Among the
other communities it is only the husbands of Christian women from non-migrant
households that are involved in politics (13.3%). There were instances to suggest that
educated and professionally employed husbands are more likely to send their wives for
higher education and professional jobs or they prefer someone with higher educational
status and job. Similarly, husbands’ engagement in politics positively affects their choice
in bringing their wives into local politics. Such factors indicate that marriage and family
can potentially affect married women’s engagement in any place outside their houses.
5.5

Nature of Women’s Engagement in Public Spaces

The differences in the personal and family background of these women can affect their
capabilities for engaging with programmes and places outside their houses. By taking the
specific examples related to their social, political and economic life, the study tries to see
the pattern of these women’s participation and nature of engagement in such places. It

9

The ANOVA result considers them as a single category, ‘migrant’ and therefore it shows a significant
variation.
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reflects on their capabilities in functioning with the given context shaped by several
factors. The analysis of variance suggests that the pattern in which women from these
three groups participate in various public spaces varies, but in specific way. As the Oneway ANOVA result shows, the sharp difference is limited to certain public spaces such as
their participation in SHG activities, banks, village or panchayat offices and shopping.
Whereas, such sharp difference does not exist in their participation MGNREGA
activities, political, social, religious programmes, and visit to hospitals and relatives
staying outside the village (Table: 5.7).
Table: 5.7
Women’s engagement in selected public spaces: One-way ANOVAs
Participation in SHGs
Participation in MGNREGA
Participation in political meetings
Participation in religious meetings
Participation in social events
Participation in PTA meetings
Visiting relatives outside the village
Visiting hospitals
Visiting banks
Visiting panchayat or village offices
Visiting market or shopping

F
4.862
1.118
.965
2.010
.369
1.200
3.511
3.034
8.031
6.601
7.877

P Values#
.008*
.327
.381
.134
.692
.302
.030
.049
<.001*
<.001*
<.001*

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12
‘*’ indicates significance at 1 per cent level.

Women’s engagement in various self-help groups (SHGs) can be seen as a good indicator
of their entry into wide range of activities that takes place outside their home. Among the
SHGs that function with specific targets and scope, Kudumbashree SHGs are very
popular in the state. Studies have pointed that their engagement in such activities has
gradually empowered them to participate in the process of development (Chirayath &
Chirayath, 2010; Devika & Tampi, 2007; Ommen, 2008b; Williams, et al. 2011.).
Women’s entry into Kudumbashree activities and its leadership can be seen as a way to
enter into local politics and leadership. It has been reported that a large number of
Kudumbashree members have been drafted into the women’s wing of the Communist
Party of India-Marxist (Devika, 2012). Apart from Kudumbashree, Highland has a strong
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presence of other SHGs (sponsored by Congress party, church or caste-based
organisations) functioning in micro financing.
It is very interesting to note that 30.6 per cent of the married women from non-migrant
households are actively engaged in different SHGs. At the same time, only 13.1 per cent
of Gulf-wives and 17.5 per cent of married women from migrant households are engaged
in SHGs (Table: 5.8). The pattern across the regions shows that the share of women
engaged in various activities related to SHGs are relatively high in Highland region
(56%, 37% and 20% from married women from non-migrant households, migrant
households and Gulf-wives respectively).
Table: 5.8
Women’s participation in SHGs (Share in %)

Not engaged
Kudumbashree SHG
Other SHGs
Member but not active
Member in multiple SHGs
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household Household
64.8
77.8
24.2
13.4
3.2
2.3
4.5
4.4
3.2
1.8
0.0
0.2
100
100

GulfWife
85.1
9.5
2.4
1.8
1.2
0.0
100

Total
72.8
17.9
2.7
4.1
2.4
0.1
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

Across religions, the share of married women from non-migrant households engaged in
SHG activities (64.4%) is high among Christians. The share of married women from
migrant households engaged in such activities is high among Hindus (47.1% against
34.4% from Christians and 20.1% from Muslims). Though a majority of them are not
engaged in any activities promoted by the SHGs, the share of married women from nonmigrant households engaged in SHG activities is higher than their counterparts (except in
the Coast where the share of married women from migrant households is higher than
other groups). Overall, married women from non-migrant households are very active in
SHGs whereas the married women from migrant households, especially the Gulf-wives
are not active in such activities.
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As women-centered poverty alleviation, Kudumbashree SHGs promote various activities
which provide employment for women from underprivileged groups like SCs and STs
and others with poor financial conditions. Their engagement with SHGs need not be
optional always, sometime it can be the only choice available in the form of job or loan.
Many of the poor families find the subsidised loans from Kudumbashree microfinancing
units to be key source of short-term loans. The active presence of married women from
poor SC and OBC families in different SHGs confirms this assumption while the absence
of women from STs remains an exception.
Often, Kudumbashree members act as the agency to implement various welfare
programmes and local campaigns that enable them to build a strong social network
among the local people. This engagement has helped many of the active SHG members
with basic education make inroads into politics. When Kerala implemented 50 per cent
reservation for women in the local governing bodies, the SHG leaders emerged as a pool
of potential candidates to represent various parties (See Table.6.2).
It is very striking to note that the ST women hardly engage with these units. The nontribal women members of Kudumbashree units functioning in tribal areas are not very
keen about including the tribal women into their group and the concerned authorities
have failed to organise such units exclusively for tribal women. Some of the earlier
experiences of poor performance of various development programmes and lack of
accountability were cited as the reasons behind such reluctance.
Similarly, a majority of the women in all the five groups are not engaged in work
promoted through the MGNREGA. The results show that 8 per cent of married women
from non-migrant households and a very small proportion from the migrant households
(1.4%) are actively involved in such works. It is very interesting to note that none of the
Gulf-wives (except 0.6% who hold the card but never worked) are engaged in
MGNREGA work (Table: 5.9).
The results show that only 16.8 per cent of the married women from non-migrant
households in Highland (against less than 5% in other groups in any region) are involved
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in MGNREGA work. Across religions, a large number of married women from nonmigrant households from Hindus and Christians (18% and 20% respectively against 2.9%
of Muslims) are very active. Among the married women from migrant households, only
Hindu women (11.8%) are active in MGNREGA work. Overall, the Coastal region has
the least share of women engaged in such activities. Muslim women are largely absent
from MGNREGA related works.
Table: 5.9
Women’s participation in MGNREGA work (Share in %)

Not engaged
Active
Cardholder, never
worked
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant Migrant
Household Household
91.7
97.9
8.0
1.4

GulfWife
98.8
0.0

Total
95.1
4.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.4

0.0
100

0.2
100

0.6
100

0.2
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

The relative absence of married women from the migrant households and Gulf-wives in
SHG activities and jobs carried through MGNREGA reflects the options available to
them. It may be argued that they receive remittance money and therefore may not feel
like going for such jobs or the family may not encourage them to do so. In general,
community pressure, especially from the family and relatives of Gulf-wives, is very high
in the absence of their husbands. Such pressures are very crucial in influencing any
decision taken by the Gulf-wives. The active presence of married women from the nonmigrant households in SHGs and MGNREGA can be seen as a reflection of their
livelihood options. Beyond offering new options of jobs and loans these two programmes
seem to empower the ‘under-privileged women’ in different ways.
The result shows that the participation of women in meetings organised by political
parties is very limited (Table: 5.10). The share of married women who attend such
meetings alone is low in all groups (2.7%, 1.2% and 0.6% for married women from nonmigrant households, migrant households and Gulf-wives respectively).
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Only Highland has a significant share of married women (7.3%, 4.3% and 2%
respectively from non-migrant households, migrant households and Gulf-wives)
attending political meetings alone (against less than 1% from other groups across the
regions). Across the religions, only a few of the Muslim women (0.5% from migrant
households and 0.7% from Gulf-wives) attend such meetings alone. The share of married
women attending such programmes alone is high among Hindus (7.2% and 11.8%
respectively from non-migrant and migrant households) and Christians (8.9% and 3.1%
from non-migrant and migrant households respectively). Overall, the Gulf-wives do not
attend political meetings.
Table: 5.10
Married women’s participation in political meetings (Share in %)

Not attending
Attend with other family
members
Attend alone
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household
Household
96.8
98.2

GulfWife
99.4

Total
97.7

0.6

0.5

0.0

0.4

2.7
0.0
100

1.2
.2
100

0.6
0.0
100

1.8
0.1
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

The dynamic nature of politics seems to keep many women away from the local politics.
For those who are actively attending such meetings, they have their husbands or some
family members actively involved in local politics. In some cases, women’s involvement
in SHGs or MGNREGA demands their participation in ‘gramsabha’10 meetings and
gradually leads to attending other programmes organised by political parties. The absence
of married women from migrant households and Gulf-wives in political meetings (only
1.8% and 0.6% respectively) confirms the findings drawn on panchayat election held in
2010. The fact that none of the candidates (198 candidates contested to three gram
panchayats) were migrants suggests that migration inversely affects the candidature as
migrant households have very little role in local politics.
10

Gramsabha is the lowest decision making unit in decentralised local governance
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Participation in religious meetings (regular prayer meetings as well as special events
organised occasionally) shows that more widows or divorcees attend such gatherings
regularly (Table: 5.11). The shares of married women from non-migrant households
(8.1% attend alone and 2.5% with others) and migrant households (9% and 4.6%
respectively) are low. It was found that 7.1 per cent of the Gulf-wives attend such
religious programmes alone but none reported going with others.
Table: 5.11
Married women’s participation in religious meetings (Share in %)

Not attending
Attend with other
family members
Attend alone
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household
Household
89.4
86.1

GulfWife
92.9

Total
88.7

2.5

4.6

0.0

2.9

8.1
0.0
100

9.0
0..2
100

7.1
0.0
100

8.3
0..1
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

Across regions, the share of women who attend religious programmes alone remains very
low in the Midland (only 0.8% from migrant households and 1.2% from Gulf-wives)
whereas the Highland region has relatively large number of such women (13.1%, 21.7%
and 16% respectively from non-migrant households, migrant households and Gulf-wives)
against a low share in other regions. The share of married women who attend religious
meetings alone remains very high among the Christians (28.9%, 34.4% and 33.3%
respectively from non-migrant households, migrant households and Gulf-wives) while
the respective shares for Hindu and Muslim married women are low.11 Overall, their
participation in religious meetings shows that more widows or divorcees reported that
they attend such gatherings regularly.
Unlike in political and religious meetings, their participation in various social and
cultural programmes locally organised by educational institutions, welfare associations
11

It is a fact that there are some limitations in comparing women’s participation in religious meetings
particularly in formal religious places like temple, church and masjids. Unlike the progressive sects,
conservative Muslims sects do not allow their women to participate in regular prayers in masjids
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and clubs is very high (Table: 5.12). It is very common to have such events as annual day
celebration of schools, Madrassa and local clubs or events related to local festivals. A
large number of married women from all three groups (41.5%, 37.6% and 38.7%
respectively) are attending such meetings alone. A few of them reported that they attend
such events with others.
Table: 5.12
Married women’s participation in social events (Share in %)

Not attending
Attend with other family
members
Attend alone
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household
Household
51.7
51.5

GulfWife
54.8

Total
52.1

6.6

10.6

6.5

8.1

41.5
0.2
100

37.6
0.2
100

38.7
0.0
100

39.6
0.2
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

The share of married women who attend such programmes alone is relatively low in
Midland (31.3%, 28.3% and 32.1% among married women from non-migrant
households, migrant households and Gulf-wives respectively) followed by Coastal
(36.4%, 41.1% and 37.8% respectively) and Highland (54.5%, 42.4% and 50%
respectively) regions. Across religions, the share of married Muslim women attending
such programmes alone is low (36.3%, 35.2% and 34.5% among married women from
non-migrant households, migrant households and Gulf-wives respectively). The
corresponding share for married Christian women is higher (62.2%, 59.4% and 66.7%
respectively) than that of Hindu women (47.5%, 52.9% and 63.6% respectively).
Their participation in children’s PTA(Parents-Teachers Association) is remarkably high
for all the groups (Table: 5.13). While all Gulf-wives reported they attend such meetings
alone, the share of such women varies for other groups (96.4% and 95.9% from married
women from non-migrant and migrant households).
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Table: 5.13
Married women’s participation in P.T.A meetings (Share in %)

Not attending
Attend with other
family members
Attend alone
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household
Household
3.3
1.2

GulfWife
0.0

Total
1.9

0.0

1.6

0.0

0.6

96.4
0.4
100

95.9
1.2
100

100
0.0
100

96.9
0.6
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

The participation remains very high across the three regions and religious groups (above
90 % attend such meetings alone). This impressive participation suggests that, the
parents, especially mothers are very keen about their children’s education and realise the
importance of regular participation in PTA meetings (with the exception of a few mothers
from ST households who were not bothered about such meetings). In Coastal region,
where many of the parents do not have high educational qualifications and are not very
keen about such meetings, their children insisted on mothers attending such meetings.
Table: 5.14
Married women visiting relatives’ place outside the village (Share in %)

Cannot go alone
Goes with other
family members
Goes alone
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household
Household
0.4
1.4

Gulf-Wife
0.0

Total
0.7

12.1

17.6

9.5

13.8

87.5
0.0
100

80.8
0.2
100

90.5
0.0
100

85.4
0.1
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

There are other situations where the women from different groups go out of their houses
and engage with different places. In the case of visiting relatives living outside their
village, only a few of them reported that they could not visit them unaccompanied. Most
of them reported that they do visit alone while a very small number of them said that they
go and visit their relatives only with other family members (Table: 5.14). It was asked
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whether they visit hospitals, either for minor disease of their own or visiting relatives or
friends admitted for treatment. Most of them reported that they can go alone and finish
these visits while some of them go with other members of the family (Table: 5.15).
Table: 5.15
Married women visiting hospitals (Share in %)

Cannot go alone
Goes with other family
members
Goes alone
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household
Household
0.2
0.7

GulfWife
0.0

Total
0.4

12.5

18.2

9.5

14.3

87.3
0.0
100

80.8
0.2
100

90.5
0.0
100

85.3
0.1
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

Broadly, the pattern of visits to relatives’ houses and hospitals follows a similar pattern.
More than 90 per cent of the married women from Highland reported that they do visit
these places alone. Across religions, more than 95 per cent of the married women from
Hindu and Christian households visit hospitals and relative’s place alone. Overall, the
share of married women from Coastal region and followers of Islam remain low in
visiting hospitals and relatives’ home alone.
Table: 5.16
Married women visiting banks and private financiers (Share in %)

Cannot go alone
Goes with other family
members
Goes alone
Goes in group, but
may/can go if necessary
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household
Household
32.0
29.1

GulfWife
4.8

Total
26.8

3.0

9.0

21.4

8.1

49.8

43.2

57.1

48.4

15.2

18.5

16.7

16.7

0.0
100

0.2
100

0.0
100

0.1
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12
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There are places like banks, village or panchayat offices where literacy and basic skills
are more likely to affect the performance and therefore the pattern is likely to change
across these groups. It is very interesting to see that Gulf-wives follow a different pattern
as a majority of them go to the bank very regularly. Only a small share of Gulf-wives
(4.8%) reported that they cannot go to banks alone while the majority either goes alone or
with other family members (Table: 5.16). It may be argued that Gulf-wives have access
to remittance money send by their husbands and normally it is their responsibility
(especially when there are no male members or senior women to manage the remittances)
to deal with the bank transactions.
Contrary to this, a large number of married women from non-migrant and migrant
households (32% and 29.1% respectively) reported that they cannot go to the banks. A
large number of from all groups reported that currently they are going with other family
members, but they believe that they can go alone if necessary and get the job done
(Table: 5.16).
Table: 5.17
Married women visiting village or panchayat offices (Share in %)

Cannot go alone
Goes with other family
members
Goes alone
Goes in group, but may/can
go if necessary
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household
Household
32.0
29.8

Gulf-Wife
8.9

Total
27.7

3.2

6.5

17.3

6.6

48.5

41.8

54.2

46.8

16.3

21.7

19.6

18.9

0.0
100

0.2
100

0.0
100

0.1
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

For various purposes, they have to go to the offices of panchayat (local self-governing
bodies) and village (local revenue/administrative) offices. The results show that a
majority of women go to such offices alone while a few go with other members of the
family. The numbers of women who go to such offices alone remains very high among
the Gulf-wives (57.1). A significant share of married women reported that currently they
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are going to such offices with other family members, but reported that they can go alone
if it is necessary (Table: 5.17).
The pattern that emerges across the three regions and religions suggests that married
women’s engagement in public spaces like banks, offices of local governing bodies and
village offices follows a similar pattern. However, it was found that Highland has more
married women who visit banks and such offices alone, followed by Midland and Coastal
regions. Across the three religious groups, the share of Muslim married women who visit
banks and panchayat or village offices alone is lower than that of their counterparts. It is
quite natural to see that the share of Gulf-wives who visit such places alone is very high
in all the regions and religions. In the absence of their menfolk, the Gulf-wives have to
handle the remittance money as well as other things related to banks and local
administrative offices.
Table: 5.18
Married women visiting shops or markets (Share in %)

Cannot go alone
Goes with other family
members
Goes alone
Goes in group, but may/can
go if necessary
Not Available
Total

Married Women
Non-migrant
Migrant
Household
Household
8.7
9.9

GulfWife
0.6

Total
8.0

40.7

49.4

42.9

44.4

50.0

40.4

56.5

47.3

0.6

0.0

0.0

0.3

0.0
100

0.2
100

0.0
100

0.1
100

Source: Primary Survey 2011-12

In the case of shopping it was found that a majority of them either go alone or in a group.
In the case of shopping too, the share of Gulf-wives who go to shops and markets alone
remains higher than others (Table: 5.18). The share of women going for shopping alone
remains higher than who go in groups (except for married women from migrant
households). The share of married women going alone to the shops and markets is high in
the Highland region followed by the Midland and Coastal regions. Compared to married
women from other religions, the share of Muslim women who go for shopping without
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anyone to accompany them is low (36.3%, 34.4% and 51.7%

respectively among

married women from non-migrant households, migrant households and Gulf-wives).
In some cases, women initially reported that they do not go shopping but later (after
understanding the question properly or feeling comfortable about the intention of study)
they agreed that they go out for buying things. For instance, some of them did not
consider going to a neighbour’s vegetable shop or grocery store located very close to
their house as going out ‘shopping’. Many others do not consider going to the nearest city
to buy dress materials or ornaments for special occasions (2 to 3 times in a year) as
regular ‘shopping’. A few women from Muslim families either belonging to ‘Thangal’
lineage (claim to have a strong lineage to Prophet Muhammed’s family) or some
orthodox families (especially when the head of household works as a religious scholar or
local priest) explicitly said that their women never go out of their houses for shopping or
restrict such trips to the minimum.
The overall pattern suggests that there are differences in the way women from these five
groups engage with different places outside their houses. There exists a chance of underreporting as many of them do not want to disclose their engagement with various
programmes and spaces. It was frequently observed during the field survey that many of
them are going to such places but are not comfortable being identified as ‘going out’.
This can be seen in the context where the women’s engagement in any activities outside
their house is either discouraged or monitored strictly. Since Muslims constitute the
larger share of the sample households, these patterns essentially indicate the role of
culture, more specifically Muslims’ attitude, towards Muslim women’s engagement in
public spaces.
At the same time, there were instances where geography, occupation, caste and class
identity play a central role in forming the perception about women’s engagement in
public spaces. For instance in the Coastal region, some of the middle-aged and elder
women were very eager to distinguish themselves from other women by saying that
‘unlike the women from the beach, we are very disciplined and therefore do not go out of
the house unnecessarily’. It may be noted that their geographic reference as beach is just
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a matter of a road that goes parallel to the sea. For them the women from the ‘beach side’
means the women who live on the other side of the road (in houses located between the
road and sea) and they complain that ‘beach-women’ do not strictly follow what they
think is virtue. On the other hand, women from the beach also said that ‘we the women
from beach are well disciplined and therefore we do not go out of the house
unnecessarily’ and claim superiority over those women who stay little away from them.
Such superiority was claimed by the women belonging to traditional fishing families and
non-fishing families.
Similarly, there are situations where the caste and class identity are used to justify what
they follow or to claim superiority over others. In Highland, one of the sample villages
has some tribal settlements and one of them was covered under the survey. The women
from the non-tribal households have their own understanding about the tribes, and they
strongly criticise the tribal women for their drinking habit and ‘lack of discipline’. In a
similar fashion, the women from the Scheduled Castes were also identified for their ‘lack
of discipline’. Such claims were made in other contexts like their educational and
occupational status as well as when they explained traditional and non-traditional forms
of finance. These factors can be used to suggest that Muslim identity need not be the only
identity to affect their engagement with public spaces; rather there are other identities that
also contribute towards their social participation.
5.6

Women’s Social Opportunity: From Instrumental and Constitutive

Perspectives
Like any other form of freedom, the social opportunities of women as reflected in their
participation in various spaces outside their homes can be viewed from both instrumental
and constitutive perspectives. The results confirm that education and job status directly
affect their means and formation of capabilities which are crucial for specific
functionings. The study looked into specific examples which essentially reflect the nature
of engagement and capability to engage in their social, political and economic life, and
tries to understand the role of personal and family background. Overall, the result shows
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that migration affects the nature of women’s social participation and seems to enhance
the instrumental and constitutive aspects of the freedom.
The study finds that the Gulf-wives follow a different pattern of engagement in various
places outside their houses. To an extent, the results confirm the findings of earlier
studies that suggest that household remittances empower the Gulf-wives in different
ways. Unlike other married women, a majority of Gulf-wives go to the banks and other
offices alone. Similarly, their access to remittance money sent by their husbands enables
them to go shopping. The absence of their menfolk, especially when there are no other
male members or senior women in the household, makes them more responsible and
encourages them to perform multiple roles. Therefore we identify migration of their
husbands as the key factor that enabled Gulf-wives to improve their social participation.
The results indicate that the instrumental effect of these factors on their participation
varies across different public spaces. Consistent with existing literature the evidence
collected suggests that husbands’ migration leads to overall improvement in their social
participation. At the same time, the degree of participation varies across activities. For
instance, most of the Gulf-wives go to shops, banks, offices of local governing bodies
and administration, PTA meetings conducted at their children’s schools, and religious
functions, without anyone to accompany them. However, their participation in political
meetings and activities promoted through SHGs and MGNREGA is very low. These
differences suggest that there are certain public spaces in which the Gulf-wife status
increases their social opportunity while the same status functions adversely in other
spaces. In fact these instances can be used to presume that there are other factors such as
community’s perception and traditions that affect the social opportunities of Gulf-wives
in different ways.
5.7

Conclusion

The study finds migration and culture are two factors that affect the social participation
of women in different ways. The difference in the means (status of education, occupation
and family background) which women from different groups are endowed with seems to
affect their capability to engage with different places outside their houses. It is quite
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interesting to note that there were no illiterates among the Gulf-wives, whereas the other
groups have illiterate members. The study finds that unmarried women (relatively young)
and Gulf-wives have a higher educational qualification and presence in various salaried
jobs. Other than a few married women from non-migrant households engaged in
agricultural and MGNREGA allied works, a majority remain as housewives. The status
of education and occupation before and after marriage suggests that marriage and
preferences of the families affect the options available to the women significantly. The
fact that a large number of Muslim women reported their marriage as the primary reason
to discontinue their education and job reflects on the role of religion in making of these
choices. Broadly, marriage does not affect certain jobs like teaching while many other
jobs like wage labour, sales and other services are being discouraged after marriage.
The participation of women in various meetings and programmes varies across the
groups. Their participation in programmes and meetings related to politics is very low
while they remain moderately active in religious and cultural programmes. Their
participation in students’ PTA meeting is remarkably high for all the groups. Married
women from migrant households especially the Gulf-wives are not active in SHGs and
MGNREGA whereas married women from non-migrant households are active in such
programmes. Their engagement in places like banks, village or panchayat offices and
markets shows that more Gulf-wives are visiting such offices and public places without
anyone to accompany them. Overall, the Gulf-wives followed by married women from
migrant households follow a different pattern of engagement with various places outside
their houses. Unlike other married women, the share of Gulf-wives going to
panchayat/village offices, banks and markets alone is very high. Many of them are
currently not going to such places frequently as there are other family members to take
care of such jobs, but they believe that they can go alone when it is required. The fact that
Gulf-wives do multiple roles in the absence of their husbands and follow a different
pattern of engagement seems to justify such a claim.
Highland has more women with higher education and job status, but it has a large number
of SC and ST households with a significant proportion of married women from nonmigrant households. A significant number of them are engaged in agriculture and wage
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works, various activities promoted through SHGs and MGNREGA. Overall, women from
Highlands are active in different places outside the home whereas women from Coastal
region remain the least active ones. The relative absence of Coastal women (entirely
Muslims) from various places outside their homes can be seen as the result of a dynamic
relationship between regional diversity and religious or cultural composition.
Apart from the basic skills (like education, language, physical mobility), there are other
factors like community’s perception, social and cultural upbringing etc that affect the
pattern in which women engage in different places outside their homes. There are various
identities like region, religion, caste, and class which play an important role in forming
the common perception about women’s engagement. The fact that many of the married
women initially were not comfortable about reporting their engagement with activities
outside the home can be seen as a reflection of this perception. As it was claimed by
some of the elder women in the Coastal region ‘unlike “them”, we are very disciplined
and therefore do not go out of the house unnecessarily’. In such cases, the choice of
going out and staying back emerge as two alternative functionings which any one can
choose. Thus, we may argue that the social participation of women can be a function of
multiple factors from which migration and culture seem to be the most effective ones for
the sample regions.
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Chapter 6
Reservation and Women’s Political Freedom
The Experience in Panchayat Election 2010
6.1

Introduction

Globally, there has been ‘considerable progress in developing women’s capabilities, but
their participation in economic and political decision making remains very limited’
(UNDP, 1995: 4). Studies have established that social and institutional barriers have
contributed to such situations (Norris & Inglehart, 2000 & 2001). Kerala’s experience is
not an exception to this; where the social opportunities for enhancing women’s
participation in the public realm remain severely constrained (Kannan, 2000). The
remarkable progress that Kerala achieved in its social front, particularly in masseducation and public health care, is known for its gender balance. However, ‘it does not
lead to dramatic change in the status of women or in political structures’ (Jeffrey,
2001:216). The representation of women in decision making bodies of political parties
and trade unions is very low. The state assembly never had more than 10 per cent women
members in its long history (Vijayan, 2007:145). Several factors keep women away from
active participation in the political field, which include the belief that politics is a field
that is not suitable for women; a theory that has been propagated over the ages
(Georgekutty, 2003).
Affirmative action and positive discrimination for women have been proposed for
enhancing the ability of women to participate in political decision making (CLRA, 2008;
Chattopadhyay & Duflo, 2004; Dahlerup, 2007; Deininger, Jin & Nagarajan, 2012;
Duflo, 2004; Raabe, Sekher & Birner, 2009). Representation of women in elected bodies
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is often treated both as a sign of an increase in their capabilities as well as an effective
instrument to further increase their freedoms. It has been argued that ‘women cannot
occupy their rightful place in the life of the nation without the support of reservation.
Thus political parties and the central government cogitated on the question and came out
with the proposal for reservation of seats for women in the local self-government
institutions as a first step towards the same at the higher levels… The experience in the
Panchayati Raj institutions has given an impetus to the cause of reservation at all levels
for women’ (Georgekutty, 2003: 313). At the same time, there exist concerns over the
effectiveness of reservation in empowering women, especially in the long run. When a
reserved seat becomes a general, most of the existing women candidates are not able to
retain their position (Vijayan, 2007).
Studies on India’s decentralisation experience often cite Kerala as a successful case for
establishing a decentralised local governing system in the state. Having a well-established
decentralised democratic system; Kerala also introduced reservation policies and revised
them over time. In 2010, the state introduced a new reservation policy that extends
women’s reservation in Panchayats (elected local bodies) from 33 per cent to 50 per
cent.1 A detailed discussion on the fact, that such a radical change (without much
controversy) never took place in other levels of electoral democracy, and the basic
political and socio-economic forces which enabled Kerala to implement the revised
reservation policy are beyond the scope of the present study. As per the revised
reservation policy, the share of seats and the positions of president and vice president
reserved for women was increased to fifty per cent at all the three levels, Gram
Panchayats (GPs), Block Panchayats and District Panchayats.
Based on insights drawn from the panchayat election held in October 2010, this chapter
tries to understand the implications of this revised reservation policy on the political
freedom of women in Kerala. It seeks to do so by capturing indicators of both the
constitutive role and the instrumental role of political freedom. The constitutive role is
1

Following the 73rd Amendment and state legislations, one-third of total seats in local governing bodies are
reserved for women. Unlike in the case of SCs and STs (number of reserved seats determined by the
proportionate share in the population), this was simple and uniform (Kaushik, 1999).
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reflected in the process through which they are elected. Literature identifies various
indicators to measure the degree of political freedom of elected women representatives
such as their access and control over political space, government schemes, the position
held in other organisations and the support they receive from ward members and higher
levels of governance (Vanishree, 2011). The instrumental role in this chapter is restricted
to the capability of the women to retain the same degree of political freedom after they
have had the benefit of reservation. At the same time, we have some evidence which was
collected later; to suggest the improvement in the instrumental effect of reservation on
women candidates.
6.2

Background: The Gender Relations and Decentralisation in Kerala

Along with its highest rank in country’s HDI, Kerala state is considered relatively free
from conventional restrictions against women’s education, employment or owning
property and therefore Kerala experiences a much lower gender gap in terms of basic
capabilities (Planning Commission, 2008: 403). Various social, political and
administrative reforms that took place in the 20th century played an important role in
facilitating such an impressive pattern of development in the state. The contribution of
women in achieving basic developmental capabilities such as in controlling population
growth,2 enhancing literacy, schooling, child care and life expectancy are widely
acknowledged. At the same time, there are many negative trends in women's property
rights, the rapid growth and spread of dowry, and rising gender-based violence (Kodoth
& Eapen, 2005) which question this impressive past.
Kerala’s experience in decentralised planning serves as an effective backdrop for this
study. The first attempt to decentralise power to local level democratic institutions in
Kerala came in 1957, immediately after the re-organisation of the state (Chathukulam,
1991). However, it was only when the People’s Planning Campaign (PPC) was
introduced in 1996, that participatory planning programme became as a model for
democratic decentralisation. The state was praised for the successful implementation of
2

It is a fact that high female literacy made possible greater spread of family planning information among
women. However, the webs of power-relations within which they perceived of it as desirable and
acceptable may question the same as a ‘liberationist’ project (Devika, 2002).
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decentralised planning for local self-governance (Bandyopadhyay, 1997; Chathukulam &
John, 2002; Das, 2000; Isaac, 2001; Isaac & Franke, 2000; Isaac & Harilal, 1997; Heller,
2001; Mohanakumar, 2003; Narayana, 2007; Oommen, 2007; Sharma, 2003; Tharakan &
Rawal, 2001). These participatory development programmes and local self-governing
bodies are instrumental in targeting resources towards the disadvantaged social groups
(Besley, Besley. Pande & Rao 2005). These programmes are crucial in sustaining the
earlier development achievements of the state as well as in shaping the present and future
trends.
There has been some criticism about whether this exercise has fallen short of its more
ambitious targets. The lack of knowledge made popular consciousness eclectic and
depoliticized and in a political situation where there was a coalition of conflicting
interests the full potential of decentralization was not realized (Gurukkal, 2001).
Compared to the earlier mass-mobilising programmes like land reforms or unification of
Kerala, this ‘seems to have not been completely successful in realizing the expectation
that further developmental initiatives will be driven by social movements and civil
society organizations in the wake of the campaign’ (as cited in Tharakan, 2006). Such
criticism of decentralisation is however more in relation to the high expectations rather
than any abject failure of the process.
An election to local governing bodies in Kerala thus provides useful insights on political
freedom of women gained through reservations. The election, held in October 2010 (on
23rd and 25th October), is particularly important as it was the first one after implementing
a revised reservation policy. As per the new policy regime, 11,135 seats (out of 21,612
seats) and the leadership of 605 local bodies (out of 1,208) in Kerala are reserved for
women.3 This includes 489 village councils, 76 block councils, seven district councils, 30
municipalities and three corporations in the state.
The experience of Malappuram; a Muslim majority district in the Hindu majority state,
throws up a wide range of party and non-party dynamics, particularly the role of religious
3

http://www.thaindian.com/newsportal/politics/over-70-percent-polling-in-kerala-civic-electionslead_100449530.html, (last accessed on 02-05-2011)
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groupings on the political participation of women in the region. As in the rest of Kerala,
the two major political alliances in Malappuram, the United Democratic Front (UDF) and
the Left Democratic Front (LDF) accounted for the largest number of candidates. Indian
National Congress (INC) including various groups of Kerala Congress, Indian Union
Muslim League (IUML) and Indian National League (INL) were the major parties
aligned in the UDF while Communist Party of India-Marxist (CPI(M)), Communist Party
of India (CPI), were the major parties that contested in the LDF. The Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) and some of the new alliances like Social Democratic Party of India (SDPI),
People's Democratic Party (PDP) and Janakeeya Vikasana Munnani4 had their candidates
in certain pockets of the district.
6.3

Method

In the 1992, the third Human Development Report (HDR) introduced the Political
Freedom Index (PFI)5 and pointed out that political freedom and human development do
seem to move in tandem or move one behind another (UNDP, 1992: 32). However, there
was a feeling that HDI should not be overloaded with such extensions and the PFI was
removed from the subsequent reports. It has been argued that any attempt to extend the
HDI to include political capabilities should focus on the political and civil institutions
that affect individuals’ opportunities to pursue their goals, that is, that affect their
capabilities (Cheibub, 2010).
Political freedom can be defined as ‘the condition of individual existence in a collectivity
where every individual concerned certain particular freedoms either personally or
collectively’ (Desai, 2011:192). Civil and political rights are two instruments that have
been widely used to assess political freedom. Indicators such as personal security, rule of
law, freedom of expression, political participation and equality of opportunity are among
the common indicators. Political participation can be directly related to the freedom of

4

This was a local alliance for the peoples’ development front, in most of the places led by Jama’ate Islami,
one of the Muslim organisations functioning at national level
5

Political freedom index focused on five freedoms and drew on judgments of a range of experts, scoring
each country from 1 to 10 and found that ccountries with a high HDI have an average PFI of 84 percent
while countries with a low HDI have an average PFI of 48 percent
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association, universal adult franchise, democratic structure, candidature and level of
decentralisation in community and local decision making (UNDP, 1992: 29-31). Political
freedom makes the individual capable of communicating with others and participating in
the political life of the community (Desai, 2011). Political freedom enables people to
affect the decisions that shape their destiny. Thus, the capabilities approach considers
political freedom as a key instrument to influence and guide development policies
(Deneulin, 2006). Hence, a competitive election will be a useful case to explore the
implications of reservation on different aspects of political freedom.
From an instrumental perspective, Sen identifies ‘political freedom’ as one of the
instrumental freedoms that contribute directly or indirectly, to the overall freedom.
Political freedoms refer to ‘the opportunities that people have to determine who should
govern and on what principles, and … including the political entitlements associated with
democracies in the broadest sense’ (Sen, 2000: 38).
While looking at the capability of elected women representatives, studies found very
strong positive correlation between that their freedom and functions (Vanishree, 2011). It
is the constitutive role of political freedom that helps us to visualise what constitutes the
degree of political freedom prevailing in a society. As a primary end, i.e. what constitutes
freedom by itself, constitutive freedom should be evident in any situation. In contrast, the
instrumental role of political freedom i.e. how much a particular freedom contributes or
means to other freedoms, has to be looked at from a long-term experience.
Based on the insights drawn from the experience of candidates from three different gram
panchayats in Malappuram district, this chapter tries to explore the implications of
revised reservation policy on the constitutive and instrumental roles of political freedom.
A micro-study was conducted through a questionnaire survey and personal interviews
with candidates who contested seat in the three gram panchayats chosen from
Malappuram district for this thesis. The survey covered 196 candidates (out of 198) who
contested the elections for the three gram panchayats. Only two candidates from
Highland GP were excluded as, with names similar to the main contestants, they
participated only to distract supporters of other contestants.
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The study was carried out in two phases: the first phase covered the whole process of
elections, from the process of nomination, candidature, campaign, elections, counting and
immediate responses to the result; and the second phase consisted of the questionnaire
survey leading up to detailed personal interviews with the candidates. The first phase
consisted of extensive traveling to participate in meetings and campaigns organised by
various political parties and religious organisations. The second phase was for
interviewing the candidates. 182 candidates were personally interviewed whereas the
information for the remaining 14 was collected from the family members and was
verified from members of the public, mostly neighbours or party workers. The support of
party workers, local leaders, and friends from political and non-political organisations
was very useful in getting access to various programmes and informal discussions.
6.5

The Constitutive Role of Political Freedom

The study found that women’s candidature in the three gram panchayats is almost
entirely limited to the thirty-two seats, which are reserved for women. Only one woman
in the selected gram panchayats contested in an unreserved seat and lost by a huge
margin, getting less than three per cent of the total vote. The fact that ninety-four women
candidates used the facility of reservation and entered into local politics can be seen as an
improvement of constitutive political freedom. While choosing these ninety-four women
the parties considered several of their capabilities, the most important was education.
Educated women are considered to be more capable and potential women candidates with
lower levels of education have a lesser chance. The overall pattern shows that female
candidates have higher educational status and this trend is even sharper in the higher
education levels with the exception of Christian candidates (Table: 6.1).
It was found that 42 per cent of the female candidates (against 23% of males) were less
than 35 years old. Higher education may be prominent among young candidates, because
they have benefited from the growth of mass education that has been instrumental for
generating economic growth in Kerala (Pani & Jafar, 2010). Thus, it can be argued that
higher educational qualification can be an important factor which enabled many potential
young female candidates to contest in the panchayat election.
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Table: 6.1
Candidates’ educational qualification, religion and sex (Share in %)

Primary
Secondary
SSLC
PUC/+ 2
Above PUC
Total

Muslim
Male
Female
20.0
17.0
18.2
19.1
41.8
42.6
12.7
8.5
7.3
12.8
100
100

Hindu
Male Female
5.4
2.3
10.8
18.6
64.9
51.2
13.5
7.0
5.4
20.9
100
100

Christian
Male
Female
0.0
0.0
11.1
0.0
22.2
40.0
44.4
40.0
22.2
20.0
100
100

Source: Primary Survey 2010-11

Kerala is known for having high unemployment and low work participation rates for
many decades and this pattern is very prominent among the educated youth (Mathew,
1997). Figures show that the unemployment rate among the youth (men and women
belonging to the age group of 15-29 years) is very high. The educational status of the
work-seekers shows that most of them have higher educational qualification (Devi,
2009:158-160). In 2003, 18 per cent of the educated men remained unemployed; the
corresponding figure for women was 71 per cent (Planning Commission, 2008: 33).
Between 1991 and 2001, the state experienced the sharpest decline in the shares of main
workers from agriculture and allied activities (Census of India, 2001). During the same
period Malappuram district also follows a similar pattern, with a sharp decline in the
share of agricultural workers and lowest work participation among the female population.
In both cases, the withdrawal of workers from agriculture and allied activities was not
accompanied by the expected growth in urbanisation. It can be argued that the same
freedom that enabled Keralites to be educated could influence the choice of jobs an
individual makes (Pani & Jafar, 2010).
The district leads the pattern of Kerala’s international migration, to the Gulf countries.
Malappuram district is known for sending the largest number of emigrants from Kerala
(Zachariah & Rajan, 2004). Among the total candidates, thirty-three percent have at least
one migrant and another five per cent have some returned migrants as a family member.
Across the three GPs, Midland GP has a relatively larger share of migrant families (42.31
%), followed by Coastal (33.16 %) and Highland GPs (26.32 %). The fact that none of
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the migrants happened to contest in the election, except some male returned migrants,
suggests that non-migrants are preferred as candidates indicating the limited effect of
migration on local politics. At the same time, there was some evidence to show that
migration played an indirect role in local politics, especially when remittance money
financed the party events. As it was noticed in the coastal GP, the local political leaders
always rely on their party workers who have migrated to Gulf countries. Depending on
their personal relations and the migrant’s status in the local party, the local leaders get
promises for bearing the financial burden of the election.
In the case of female candidates, there were two Gulf-wives among the candidates (one
from the midland GP and the other from Coastal GP). Interestingly, it was reported by the
former that her husband came all the way from the Gulf to support her in the election.
She said he came for her nomination, campaign and returned after the elections. Since he
was doing the entire job for her, she did not have any idea about the money spent for her
election. During the survey she reported that her husband had to come back so as to
submit the relevant documents on her election expenditure to the concerned authority.
The occupational pattern of the candidates as per the geographical terrain varies across
fishing, agrarian and plantation activities. The occupational pattern can explain the longterm development experience of the region, including the impact of educational status
and several socio-cultural factors that can affect the political capability of a potential
woman candidate. The Coastal GP has the least share of candidates engaged in
agriculture and plantation activities (1.15%) but a larger share is engaged in fishing and
allied activities (13.79 %).
Based on the education and occupational status of the women chosen by various political
parties, it is possible to identify certain groups as a pool of potential candidates. The
study identifies three such groups which account for nearly ninety per cent (89.47 %) of
the total female candidates who contested from the three gram panchayats (Table: 6.2).
Broadly, the first group consists of homemakers,
6

6

the second group consists of women

Woman whose work is to maintain and organise household and look after their husbands and children,
this includes washing, cleaning, cooking and full time care of pre-school children (Bhaskar, 1997).
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engaged in rural-women empowerment programmes (workers in Government schemes)
and the third group is mainly formed by professional women especially school teachers
(professionals).
Table: 6. 2
Candidates’ primary occupation and sex (Share in %)
Midland GP
Male
Female

Highland GP
Male Female

Coastal GP
Male
Female

Cultivation/ Plantation

14.8

0.0

25.0

0.0

4.8

0.0

Business
Skilled & Un-Skilled
Worker
Home-Maker(I)
MGNREGS/Kudumba
shree/Jalanidhi/ASHA
worker (II)
Professionals (III)

29.6

4.0

15.6

0.0

33.3

0.0

22.2

16.0

43.8

8.0

21.4

6.7

0.0

32.0

0.0

20.0

0.0

60.0

0.0

28.0

0.0

40.0

0.0

20.0

33.3

20.0

15.6

32.0

11.9

13.3

Fishing allied
Total

0.0
100

0.0
100

0.0
100

0.0
100

28.6
100

0.0
100

Source: Primary Survey 2010-11

Home-makers account for 42 per cent of the total female candidates from three gram
panchayats (Table: 6.2). Among them, 65 per cent are Muslims and the remaining are
Hindus (32.5 %) and Christians (2.5 %). As they are concentrated in the Muslim majority
regions, the Coastal GP has a larger share. It can be argued that Muslim homemakers in
Malappuram do not find it difficult to enter into politics, instead the fact favours their
candidature.
The second largest group of female candidates (27.37 %) is drawn from those who are
engaged in various rural-women empowerment programmes like MGNREGA,
Kudumbashree, Jalanidhi programme7or ASHA8 workers associated with the gram
7

Jalanidhi, the Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Programme initiated by Kerala government

8

Rural health workers, who have been appointed under the National Rural Health Mission to educate rural
women, particularly pregnant women, about healthcare and get them treated at general hospitals in urban
places
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panchayats (Table: 6.2). This group is generally known for having a strong social
network in the community and functions as promoters of various welfare schemes.
Through the self-help groups and women neighbourhoods they mobilise local community
and resource for various development programmes. It was observed that this group was
sought after wherever a party found it difficult to find a suitable candidate from the partyfamilies,9 or the local social climate did not encourage the entry of women into the
political field. Across Kerala, there has been a sharp increase in the number of
Kudumbashree members who represented various political parties and contested to the
local governing bodies; the number rose from 2,240 in 2005 to 11,264 in 2010 (Devika,
2012:87). This pattern can be seen as an indicator for the growing importance of this
group; as a critical group of potential candidates.
The third group is drawn from professionals, which accounts for 26 cent of the total
female candidates (Table 6.2). This group is dominated by school teachers (74%) who
work in local primary schools and are often active in teachers’ associations and local
issues which enable them to build a strong social network. The banning of Anganwadi
teachers, (the pre-primary/nursery school teacher) from contesting in panchayat elections
is a reflection of the importance of such ‘social capital’. They generally have educational
qualifications up to SSLC and play a key role in implementing various government
programmes, particularly rural health, and maternal and child care, which brings them
closer to the rural women. As per the rule, these Anganwadi teachers cannot contest in
panchayat elections, but a large number of primary school teachers contested and their
presence might continue further.
Since these three groups are endowed with different levels of education, public exposure,
and capabilities, the ways through which they were chosen as candidates and deal with
election process and result are different. It has been found that a majority of homemakers
(52.5%) had somebody from their family, mostly their husbands (42.5%) active in local
politics. The corresponding shares of the workers in government schemes and
professionals are not that high and this is reflected in their engagement in local politics
9

A ‘party family’ can be identified as one family where the head of the household or other senior members
are active in politics
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and development issues. Homemakers, compared to the workers in government schemes
and professionals, are not very active in local politics. Though many of the homemakers
claimed that they are formal members of the party they contested for, observation
suggests that they took the membership to avoid technical complications. In many cases,
their husbands or the male member who was present during the interviews was very keen
to claim that ‘she is a party member’. However, there are cases, where the female
candidates are well aware of the political processes and party dynamics, even at national
level. This indicates that the difference in the nature of political engagement varies across
the three groups.
Table: 6.3
Family-support for women candidates’ election campaign (Share in %)

No Formal Campaign
Husbands
Children
Siblings
Parents

0.0
77.5
5.0
12.5
2.5

Workers in Govt
programmes
0.0
46.2
3.9
15.4
3.9

No one from the Family

2.5

30.8

21.1

15.3

Total

100

100

100

100

Relation

Homemakers

Professionals

Total

5.3
47.4
5.3
21.1
0.0

1.2
61.2
4.7
15.3
2.4

Source: Primary Survey 2010-11

Candidates belonging to these three groups also had different experiences in getting
family support for the election campaign. Except one woman candidate, all homemakers
had somebody from their family to campaign for them. But, thirty per cent of the women
candidates working in various government schemes, with their strong personal network in
the community, managed their election campaign without any help from their families. In
terms of receiving family support for the election campaign, the professionals lie between
the first and the second groups. By and large, most of them were supported by the family
and very few (15.2 %) received support from outside. For all the three groups, husbands
seem to be the most common family member to support a woman candidate from the
family (Table: 6.3).
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Many educated young women have entered the political field, irrespective of their
experience in the field. Their experience in contesting in previous elections, when there
was only 33 per cent reservation, is very limited (Table: 6.4). It can be argued that
reservation is one of the main forces which brought many of the young, educated female
candidates into the political field or resulted in improving their political freedom.
Table: 6.4
Candidates’ experience in previous elections (Share in %)
Never Contested
Gram Panchayat
Block Panchayat
GP and BP
Total

Males
75.3
22.8
1.0
1.0
100

Females
90.5
6.3
2.1
1.1
100

Total
82.7
14.8
1.5
1.0
100

Source: Primary Survey 2010-11

The fact that these young women are new to the field makes them dependent on their
family. In terms of support for election campaign, it was found that 83.53 per cent of the
support came from within the family (Table: 6.3). Most of them had at-least one of their
family members with some experience in local politics. In terms of financial support,
sixty-six per cent of them were supported by their parties (against 55.5 % of males),
whereas less than ten per cent of the female candidates (against 19.8 % of males) spent
for themselves. For those who have the facility of reservation, particularly for SC and ST
candidates and women, political parties are the major source of finance, but some of the
existing candidates, mostly rich male candidates, spent for themselves.
Since they come through their families, their candidature can be seen as a useful
examples to capture the impact of family’s engagement in local politics. There are
situations, where women got a chance to contest and win the election, when the ward was
reserved for women candidates. But in the subsequent election she was replaced by her
husband as the ward became unreserved. In some other cases, women candidates replaced
their husbands or relatives, but they may be replaced in the absence of reservation. On the
other hand, it is the family not the individual who decides which political party to contest
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for and support. Therefore most of the candidates, particularly female candidates
contested for the same party which the family is affiliated to.
In such cases, the entire process including candidature and party affiliation becomes as a
family affair and presence of unique social climate finally leads to dynamic relationship
between family and religion. The study found that large number of Muslim candidates
from the sample gram panchayats either contested as independents (29.4 %) or affiliated
to parties like IUML/INL (34.31 %) compared to other secular parties like CPI(M)/CPI
(18.63 %) or INC (10.78 %). In the Coastal GP where Muslims constitute the majority of
the local population, a major political party like CPI(M) did not have a party candidate to
contest with party symbol, where INC had only four candidates. It seems Muslims are
very reluctant to support parties like CPI(M) and the same was effectively exploited by
the IUML. In one of the Coastal wards, the IUML supporting Muslims were a vast
majority so the opposite alliance could not get even an independent candidate to contest
against the IUML candidate. Finally, the INC workers, along with the local CPI(M)
workers with whom they had some local informal alliance, found a Muslim woman from
the same ward. Apparently, she was a supporter of IUML and did not know about the
new alliance between INC and CPI(M) and happened to contest against IUML.
The religious groups may not appreciate any compromise on their religious or cultural
identity, and therefore political parties are very conscious to identify candidates who get
the maximum community support and promote them accordingly. In the case of
Malappuram, there are places where the Muslim population is so high and almost all
Muslim organizations/sects have an active presence. If such a seat is reserved for women,
even the Muslim woman contesting for CPI(M) as a comrade in the party symbol will be
using a scarf to cover her hair and keep all kinds of religious symbols. In order to absorb
the maximum number of votes, political parties may keep silent about such majority
feelings. It can be argued that the non-party element formed with family-religion
becomes very important. There can be cases where the party cannot afford this and that
can lead the person to contest as an independent supported by the party. The fact that a
large number of candidates, (43.4 %) contested as independent candidates can be seen as
a useful example of how such a social climate affects local politics and the political
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freedom of women. A higher share of Muslim population does not seem to affect the
candidature of potential candidates from other religions. On the contrary the share of
Muslim candidates from the three panchayats is always lower than their share in taluk
population (Table 6.5).
This can lead to a basic question, i.e. to what extent, do the family, religion or any such
non-party forces dominate the local political process in Malappuram? Many of the facts
discussed above suggest that non-party forces, particularly family and religion influence
local politics and therefore political freedom. However, there are situations where the
party forces are strong enough to dominate over the non-party factors such as caste and
religious composition. For instance, one of the Coastal wards is reserved for SC
candidates, but there was no SC family in the entire ward and therefore the political
parties had to bring candidates from outside the ward. Thus, the Indian Union Muslim
League put up a Hindu SC candidate10, who had some earlier experience as a ward
member. When the public campaign was about to finish with a demonstration rally in
town, the IUML supporting crowd added ‘Mohammed’ to his name and created a slogan
‘Mohammed … Zindabad’.11 Incidentally, in the 2005 election the IUML candidate from
the same ward got the highest lead (916) in any gram panchayat ward in Kerala.
In the case of two SC candidates who won the election against general candidates (out of
the six who contested in unreserved seats) there is evidence of both party and non-party
elements at work. One of them, a male candidate was a very active CPI(M) local leader
whereas the other female candidate was completely new to the field, but her husband was
a district leader of INC with experience in politics and election. It can be assumed that
candidates’ personal engagement or family’s involvement in politics and political
leadership can enable even SC/ST candidates to contest in general seats and win the
election.
10

It was told that initially he was not interested in accepting the candidature from IUML and it was only
after some negotiation with the party leadership he agreed to contest.

11

After listening to this, one of the bystanders shared a popular joke: even if Prophet Muhammad were to
come and contest with the Quran as the symbol against a candidate with ladder (The IUML symbol), the
prophet might lose the election as the majority of voters would not have looked beyond the symbols.
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Table: 6.5
Distribution of total population* and candidates across major religions (Share in %)
Muslim

Hindu

Christian

Proportion of candidates (Midland GP)
(Proportion of taluk population )

51.9
(69.6)

48.1
(28.4)

0.0
(2.0)

Proportion of candidates (Highland GP)
(Proportion of taluk population )

33.3
(55.5)

42.1
(34.8)

24.6
(9.5)

Proportion of candidates (Coastal GP)
64.4
35.6
0.0
(Proportion of taluk population )
(73.8)
(25.5)
(0.6)
Source: Source: Primary Survey 2010-11 and Census of India (2001)
Note: *Taluk was the smallest unit for which religion-wise population
figures available
The overall pattern suggests that reservation has enabled many educated young women to
enter local politics and the leadership of decision making bodies, but their candidature is
largely limited to the reserved seats. The study identifies three groups which accounts for
nearly ninety per cent of the total female candidates who contested from the three gram
panchayats. The precise role of the family differs across the three groups, but their
candidature reflects the political and social affiliation of their families. It has been argued
that compared to the experience of first-generation women politicians, the way in which
these women are linked to their parties differs significantly. In the past, women’s
mobility into the spaces of paid work and politics was ‘largely limited only to new elite
women, such as the presence of the husband/male member as escort and guide, and
interestingly, access to cash’ (Devika & Thampi, 2011). There are women in the current
generation who do not have to go through the tensions which the old generation passed
through.
6.6

The Instrumental Role of Political Freedom

The limited scope for political participation available to women is reflected in the fact
that very few women expect to be elected without reservations. The question that arises
now is whether the existing degree of political freedom, based on the revised policy,
enhances the overall freedom of women in Kerala. The existing literature gives some
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impression that the reservation for women candidates can affect the status of women and
policy decisions in various ways. One of the earlier studies distinguishes this as
'reservational empowerment', implying the effectiveness of women empowerment at the
initiative of the state; proved that they are capable of acquiring the qualities of a good
representative (Georgekutty, 2003: 312-318). From the perspective of women who got
elected through reservation, to serve as an elected woman’s representative was a positive
experience as it helped them to bring ‘self-respect, respect from others and a greater
capacity for social interaction’ (Getz, 2005: 157).
At the same time, there are experienced women candidates, including those who won but
do not belong to the ruling parties and those who lost the current election, who were not
as active as when they were in power. It was pointed out that after they are ‘elected
panchayat members on the strength of reservation and become instruments of women
empowerment, they evince little inclination to continue in public life when their tenure
comes to an end’ (Georgekutty, 2003: 318). Though many women representatives and
women leaders in the panchayats are related by family and kinship to men in politics,
they have often felt the heat from men and their political visibility remains low (Kannan,
2000). Therefore, the representation in numbers does not automatically translate into
equivalent influence in decision making. In many cases, the community sees the elected
woman representative as inactive and largely a 'front' for her husband (Sharma, 2003).
There exists a culture of 'tokenism' in the political parties providing a role for women.
This has to be replaced by a genuine partnership of men and women in socio-political
organisation and that might need structural change in party politics and hierarchy in
favour of women (Bhaskar, 1997). It has been argued that strengthening relationships
among women is a crucial aspect in identifying strategies for change that address issues
that women face and only then the huge numbers of women passing through the gateway
into the political arena can make any change (Getz, 2005: 164-166).
In this particular case, we may not be in a position to conclusively assess the impact of
reservation on the instrumental effectiveness of political freedom on the capability of
women in Malappuram. However, based on insights from field observations, we may try
to explore the same. It has been found that existing political freedom does not promote
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women to contest in unreserved seats and therefore their candidature was limited to the
reserved seats. As a result, a woman candidate cannot contest in the same seat again, if
the seat is later not reserved for women. It was observed that the sitting woman ward
member, who has been elected when the ward was reserved for women, is replaced by
men belonging to her party or family. In the absence of reservation, such women who
have benefited from reservation earlier and served as elected representatives of local
bodies need not continue in the political field and avoid contesting in unreserved seats.
Kerala’s legislative assembly election (held in 2011, April) experience is a good example
to see what happens when there is no reservation. The share of women candidates was
less than eight per cent of the total 971.12 A major party like IUML did not have a single
female candidate in the list where other popular parties like INC and CPI(M) also had a
small number of female candidates. The assembly election does not have such reservation
policy and the same was effectively used by some of the Muslim organizations to make a
point that the current situation does not force Muslim women to contest in assembly
elections. They believed it was not practical to prevent Muslim women from contesting
the reserved seats. Therefore, Muslim organizations considered panchayat elections as a
special case to allow Muslim women in public space and introduced special circulars
consisting rules and regulations for Muslim women candidates who contest in the
panchayat election. This indicates that there are differences in the way Muslim
organizations and community promoted their female candidates in these two elections.
Such interventions will have their own impact on the political freedom of Muslim women
in Kerala.
When IUML proposed one young Muslim woman from one of the Coastal wards as a
candidate,13 she was not ready to accept the offer until she got permission from the local
Imam (who leads the prayer at the Masjid and was authorized to issue ‘fatwa’, the
religious law based on texts). Interestingly, she won the election with a high margin
(61.54 % of total votes) and made her way to the local leadership. From such a
12

Election Department, Government of Kerala (2011)

13

She was known for her commitment and impressive image as pious person, which may be very crucial to
fetch the local support in a Muslim dominated Coastal place
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background, she gradually evolved as an active ward member as it was observed during
the field survey conducted later. For instance, we found her actively engaged with the
forestation programmes implemented in the Coast. The local people also recognise her
transformation and appreciate her for the same. Though very limited in number, such
instances clearly indicate the possibility of improving the instrumental effect of
reservation on women’s political freedom.
As most of the young women do not have any experience in politics and social work
outside the home, it makes them dependent on their family. Once they enter the field and
get proper training and support, the situation may change. Some newly elected
representatives acknowledge this fact and add that they want to be active in this field.
There are cases where the sitting ward member loses the current election, but participates
in various kinds of activities she has been doing as an elected ward member. One of the
Muslim woman candidates from the Highland GP14 explained that it was her and her
family’s religious belief that inspired her to serve the public. As a previous ward member
she finds the candidature as an effective way to practice what she believes, even though
she has some reservations about the level up to which Muslim women can enter political
life.
Those who had earlier experience and were active in local politics were preferred for
higher posts like chairmanship of various standing committees. This gave them wider
exposure and power in local bodies. However, it was reported by one senior elected
woman representative,15 that major decisions are always taken by the local political
leaders of the ruling party, and not in the panchayat office. When the panchayat
president’s position is reserved for women but the ruling party chooses a strong male
candidate as vice-president. He is expected to support the newly elected female president
(often without previous experience) but in many cases the strong male vice-president take
over the control. As a result, the role of elected women representatives seems passive. It

14

She has been very active in public domain from 1996, and she finds some group dynamics among the
Muslim sects as the reason for the failure.

15

Apparently, she has been a gram panchayat president earlier and a ward member for a long period and a
retired school teacher from a family with strong political lineage.
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was found that two female candidates did not know who spent money towards their
election expenditure, because their husbands were doing everything for them. One of
them happened to be the wife of a senior party leader and the other was a Gulf-wife16
(whose husband is a Gulf-migrant).
Some of the earlier experience of elected representatives suggest that even if there are
women representatives from various parties, the special programmes and fund reserved
for women empowerment or targeted towards women are underutilised. The previous
experiences show many instances where the elected women members are not a critical
mass to influence the local policies and gender mainstreaming (Vijayan, 2007). The fact
that they represent different political parties with their own interest also plays a critical
role in dividing them. One can expect that a sharp increase in numbers may change this
situation, as the equal share may enable the women representatives to stay together. If
women representatives from various political parties and social background are able to
unite and negotiate for causes that address the problems of women, their political
freedom will increase. In such situations, the improvement in constitutive freedom will be
followed by gradual improvement in instrumental political freedom. This gives an
impression that the reservation may change the nature of local party dynamics, because it
brings more educated young women candidates into the political field. Therefore, this
study recognises reservation as a necessary step for empowering women in enlarging
their overall choices, particularly in places like Malappuram which experiences a unique
social climate and party dynamics.
6.7

Conclusion

It has been found that the reservation policy has resulted in improving constitutive
political freedom of educated, young women in Kerala, but the instrumental effectiveness
of reservation based political freedom is not that evident. Reservation has been the only
factor that enabled many educated young women to participate in the decision making of
local bodies. These young women have advantages of the mass education-led growth
16

She reported that her husband came to Kerala and went back after supporting her during the election and
she expects him to come back again, for submitting the documents related to her election expenditure to the
authority
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which Kerala has experienced from 1980’s. Such an increase in participation of women
in decentralised planning can be seen as an improvement in the existing degree of
political freedom. However, women’s candidature is limited in those seats reserved for
women. It can be argued that the existing political freedom of women, which is
essentially constituted by the reservation, does not promote them to contest in unreserved
seats. The study identifies three groups which account for nearly ninety per cent of the
total female candidates who contested from the three gram panchayats. The political
parties might consider the three groups, as a reserve of potential women candidates in
future and that may improve their chances to enter into politics. Several factors, including
the reservation, age, education, family support etc. make these three groups a pool of
suitable candidates for the panchayat election.
For educated young women, especially for the non-earning homemakers, the family’s
engagement in local politics and party leadership is more crucial than their own
engagement and personal experience in political activism. Their family decides which
party to contest for and therefore they contest for the same party which their family is
affiliated to. The dynamics between the party forces and non-party forces such as family
and religion has produced a large number of independent candidates in all the three
panchayats. This affects the ability of a potential woman candidate to stand alone and
contest a local body election which reflects the prevailing degree of political freedom.
Reservation has brought many female leaders into the political sphere and to leading
positions of local bodies in Kerala. The increase in number to an equal share in total
representatives can change this situation as it may help them to organise themselves and
stand together for the benefit of women representatives.
These findings suggest that the revised policy has been the factor that constituted the
degree of political freedom to the extent that many educated young women entered in to
the local politics and decision making bodies. At the same time, the instrumental
effectiveness of reservation based political freedom is not strong enough to encourage
young women to contest in unreserved seats. In place like Malappuram, where Muslims
accounts for the major share of the population, a large number of Muslim candidates
either contested as independent or affiliated to parties like IUML/INL compared to other
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secular parties like CPI(M)/CPI or INC. In such a unique social climate and party
dynamics, the existing political freedom need not encourage a Muslim woman to contest
for secular parties. The improvement in constitutive political freedom with a sharp
increase in women’s presence from thirty three per cent to fifty per cent can eventually
lead to a corresponding improvement in its instrumental aspect and may change the
situation in the coming years. As it was observed in the survey conducted later, there are
instances to suggest that reservation gradually transform them into very effective local
leaders. The unique cultural combination, the Muslim majority, remains a problem in
making any further generalisation. Whether the existing degree of political freedom
through reservation is lasting and meaningful in the long-term is an open question.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1

Summary

This thesis is primarily an attempt to understand Kerala’s development through the
experience of one of the state’s most backward districts, Malappuram. Using the
capabilities approach the study has explored the impact of mass-education, migration and
remittance-led growth on the process of human development and hence capabilities in
Malappuram district. The results of this exploration are best seen against the backdrop of
the experience of Kerala as a whole.
Kerala’s experience with education led growth can be seen in two distinct phases which
can be captured in a thematic model (Figure: 7.1). In the first phase (up to 1987-87), the
state prioritised the social sector. During this period, the share of social service
expenditure in Kerala’s total expenditure was very high and education accounted for a
large share of social service expenditure (Tharakan, 1997: 224). The distribution of
schools at various levels suggests that the focus of education was on primary level, that is
state investment was targeted towards mass-education. This is represented by the box E-I
in the thematic diagram. This resulted in a high rate of enrolment and growth in the
number of students in schools (Mathew, E.T. 1999 a & b). The steady improvement in
enrolment led to improved stock of human capital in the state. At the same time, heavy
investment in social sector reduced the amount of resources available for other sectors
(George, 1999). Social development thus took place at the cost of economic growth. This,
along with other factors, contributed to stagnation in the state economy (Albin, 1990;
Kannan, 1990; Kannan & Pushpangadan, 1988; Mathew, 1999; Pillai, 1999;
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Subrahmanian, 1990, Subrahmanian & Pillai, 1986; Thampi, 1999; Thomas, 1999;
Thomas, 2005; Prakash, 2004a). Therefore the commodity producing sectors could not
employ the work force with basic education (Prakash, 1988b). On the other hand, the
improvement in worker’s educational status affected the occupational pattern of the work
force. Many of them left agriculture and other traditional manual jobs even if it meant
that at times they had to remain unemployed. This change in occupational pattern is
represented by box O-I in the thematic diagram.
When the Gulf countries experienced the post-oil boom development, many of the
unemployed started migrating to West Asia, a process represented in the box M-I in the
thematic diagram. From the 1970s, Kerala experienced large scale international migration
of workers to the Gulf countries (Nambiar, 1995; Prakash, 1998; Rajan & Kumar, 2010
& 2011; Zachariah, Mathew & Rajan, 2003). This resulted in a steady inflow of
remittance income to Kerala and growth in household consumption expenditure (Kannan
& Hari, 2002; Pushpangadan, 2003). This is represented in the box R-I in the thematic
diagram. Later, the uninterrupted inflow of foreign remittances led Kerala’s economy
into a high growth phase wherein the state income crossed the national average. Scholars
identified 1987-88 as the beginning of high growth (‘virtuous’) phase and argue that it
was the result of earlier investment in human capital that led Kerala into the new growth
phase (Chakraborty, 2005; Kannan, 2005). This shift to a new growth phase is
represented as the box G-I in the thematic diagram.
In the new growth phase (from 1987-88), the government saw no reason to continue to
prioritise the social sector. The share of social sector in Kerala’s public expenditure
declined over time (Aravindan & Menon, 2010; George & Kumar, 1999; Oommen, 2008
a). At the same time private sector expenditure in education and other services, where the
remittance income (private in nature) played a key role, began to grow. Thus,
government’s withdrawal from school education was backed by active engagement of the
private sector. The steady improvement in educational sector resulted in high enrolment
at higher levels of education and growth in the number of higher educational institutions.
Thus, the focus of education gradually shifted from mass-education to higher and
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professional education. The emphasis on higher and professional education is represented
by the box E-II in the thematic diagram.
Figure: 7.1
Dynamic role of education on Kerala’s development: Emerging pattern

This affected the process of human capital formation and improvement in the stock of
human capital which was eventually bound to affect the occupational pattern of the
workforce, a process captured by the box O-II in the thematic diagram. The improvement
in workers’ education made them look for white-collar jobs and withdraw from
agriculture related jobs. As some of the earlier case-studies pointed out, such patterns led
to a shortage of agricultural workers in the state and immigration of workers from out of
Kerala (Nair, 1999 a & b). At the state level, there has been a steady decline in workers
engaged in agriculture and allied activities. Between 1991 and 2001, the share of
agricultural work force declined sharply from 37.7 per cent to 22.8 per cent (Census of
India, 1991-2001).
This has to be seen in the light of high rate of unemployment in the state, especially
among the educated youth (Mathew, 1997). It has been argued that mass-education has
played a key role in changing the occupational pattern of educated work force and
thereby affecting the larger pattern of transition in the state. The high rate of
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unemployment particularly among the educated youth suggests that the economy was still
unable to employ the educated work force. Many educated young Keralites still found
migration as a better option for improving their social and economic status. Thus,
migration of labour force continued, but the improvement in their education changed the
dynamics of migration. The new migration at higher levels of education is represented in
the box M-II. Compared to the earlier generation of migrants, the new generation of
migrants had higher and more professional educational qualifications. Naturally, the
dynamics of migration, in terms of direction, occupational diversity and risk factors also
changed.
This created a further spurt in the inflow of remittances, represented by the box R-II in
the thematic diagram. This in turn contributed to the next phase of growth, represented by
the box G-II in the thematic diagram. Studies have found that there has been an increase
of around 57 per cent in household remittance during 2003-2008 (Zachariah & Rajan,
2012a:68).Thus, we find that the process of education-led development continues to take
place in Kerala. Broadly, the present experience differs from its old pattern, the circular
flow of education, migration and remittance-led growth has shifted to a higher part of the
spiral.
It is in the context of this overall pattern of Kerala’s development that this study looked
into the development experience of Malappuram district in the Malabar region. The
Malabar region has a long history of transformation; especially related to the ocean trade
(in the Coast), agrarian transition (in the hinterlands) and development of plantations (in
Highlands). During the first phase, the distribution of schools in different levels under
various managements shows that Malappuram district too followed the larger pattern of
Kerala’s development. As a reflection of state’s active engagement in education, bulk of
the schools in Malappuram were under government or aided sector. Throughout the first
phase, private un-aided schools did not have any significant role in the district. The
distribution of schools across different levels shows that primary schools constituted the
larger share of total schools in the district. Though the district literacy rate improved over
time, it remained far below that of Kerala. The box E-I in our model captures this mass
education strategy.
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During the first phase, the share of workers engaged in agriculture and allied jobs (main
workers as cultivators and agricultural labourers) in Malappuram remained higher than
Kerala. Among the total main workers in the district, 57.97 per cent in 1971 and 50.34
per cent in 1981 (against 48.49% and 41.29% in Kerala respectively) remained in
agriculture (Census of India). It must be noted however that despite the proportions of
workers in agriculture in Malappuram being higher than that for Kerala as a whole, this
share declined over time in this district as well as a result of the spread of mass education.
The occupational pattern of the early phase is captured by box O-I in our thematic model.
When the large-scale international migration to West Asia reached its peak, Malappuram
district also sent a large number of its workers to the Gulf countries. During the early
phase, many of the migrants to the Gulf countries did not have any formal educational
qualification. Whatever shortfall the district faced in education, when compared to the
rest of Kerala, was made up by the fact that it shared some cultural features with the
countries receiving the migrants. Both the sending district and the receiving countries
being Muslim dominated suggests a role for culture in smoothening the migration process
between Malappuram and West Asia. The box M-I in our model captures the migration
pattern of workers with low educational status. The low educational status of early
migrants from Malappuram limited their ability to get highly paid jobs. However, the
district continued to send large numbers workers to the Gulf countries and thus, the box
R-I reflects the inflow of remittances to the district economy.
Recently, some studies have estimated remittance income as equivalent to more than 20
per cent of the state income. Such estimates are not available to show the share of
remittances in the district income of Malappuram. However, even without the precise
estimates of the share of remittances, the high levels of migration suggest a significant
contribution of remittances to the district’s income. Though several studies have pointed
out that Malappuram district remained one of the slow growing district economies in the
state, it still grew faster than it had grown in the past. The box G-I reflects the nature of
district economic growth in the early phase.
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In the new growth phase, Malappuram experienced a steady growth in its literacy rate
and gradually caught up with the state (Table: 2.1). Similarly, the focus of education
gradually shifted from primary schooling to higher and professional levels. It was only
during the second half of the 1980s the private unaided schools started working in the
district. However, in the new growth phase especially from the late 1990s, the district
experienced steady growth of private un-aided schools. Thus, box E-II suggests that
Malappuram district also followed the larger pattern of Kerala in shifting the focus of
education from primary to higher and professional levels, as well as in shifting the
managements from public to private sector (Figure: 3.3).
In the new growth phase, the share of workers engaged in agriculture in Malappuram
sharply declined from 47.06 per cent (in 1991) to 21.15 per cent (in 2001) but remained
higher than that of Kerala (Census of India). Broadly, the changes in occupational pattern
(caused by mass-education) are captured by box O-II. In fact such a sharp decline in
agricultural work force even as more than 90 per cent of its population lived in rural areas
shows that Malappuram has followed Kerala’s non-agrarian pattern of development1 in
an extreme fashion.
Throughout the second phase, Malappuram district has been known for sending the
largest number of international migrants to the West Asia (Nambiar, 1995; Prakash,
1998; Rajan & Kumar, 2010 & 2011; Zachariah, Mathew & Rajan, 2003. Zachariah &
Rajan, 2009, 2011, 2012a). The box M-II in our model captures the larger trends in
migration that Malappuram experienced in the second phase.
The existing studies consistently find Malappuram district received the largest amount of
household remittances in both phases (except a number of years when Trissur district
held the top rank). At the same time, Malappuram lags behind many other districts in
terms of the remittances received per worker. This clearly indicates the difference in their
job profile and quality of human capital. The low educational status of early migrants
1

During 1991-2001 period, Kerala experienced a sharp decline in its share of agricultural labour force
(from 37.7 % to 22.8%), while urbanisation remained stagnant or declined marginally from 26.6 per cent to
26 per cent. Mass-education has been identified as a key factor in contributing towards the evolution of
non-agrarian villages in Kerala (Pani & Jafar, 2010).
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from Malappuram limited them from getting highly paid jobs. Broadly, the box R-II in
our model reflects the pattern of household remittances in the second growth phase.
Though the district receives the largest amount of remittances it still has been
consistently placed in the lowest rank of per capita income in Kerala. In fact, this pattern
suggests that the large scale out-migration and inflow of remittances need not necessarily
lead ‘to any perceptible increase in the level of per capita GDP at district level’ (Saith,
1992). Similarly, the low rank that Malappuram occupies in the state’s human
development indices estimated in different years also suggests that the growth in
remittance is not enough to maintain the process of human development. The nature of
remittance-driven growth in the new phase is captured in the box G-II in our model.
Thus, the findings of the study confirm that Malappuram followed the larger pattern of
Kerala’s education-led development as given in the model.
The study has highlighted the diverse nature of the district and therefore we find
differences in the way different regions in Malappuram followed the pattern of educationled development. These differences were not very sharp in the first phase. The
descriptions of early migrants (currently returned) strengthen our arguments to identify
Malappuram as a lower-end case of a mass education and migration-led model of
development. These accounts show how workers with low education migrated to Gulf
countries (even without any legal support) and changed the way they and their families
lived. Regarding the second phase, the result drawn from the primary information offers
evidence on the way these regions followed the larger Kerala model but at a different
pace. In the case of education, these regions follow the larger pattern that emerges in
Kerala (move towards higher and professional level while the focus shifts from public to
private sector). At the same time, the regional diversity (reinforced by other local factors)
seems to have affected the pattern locally. Broadly, the educational status of the Highland
region can be identified as a case of the higher end of this model while the Coastal region
still remains in the lower end and the Midland lies between them.
Overall, there has been a steady increase in the educational status of workers and nonworkers in the three regions of Malappuram. The study finds that the educational status
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of the workers below the age of 40 is higher than that of their older generations (Table:
3.15). The box E-II in our model captures the larger patterns of education in new growth
phase. Following the larger non-agrarian pattern of development, the young workers with
higher educational status move away from agriculture and gravitate around jobs which
are suitable to their education (Table: 3.17). At the same time, the way in which their
workforce moves out of traditional jobs in the three regions is quite different (Table: 3.16
and 3.17). Withdrawal of educated work force from traditional jobs, as depicted in box
O-II, reflects the overall effect, though the extent to which this happened in each region
varied based on the regional difference in workers’ educational status.
In fact the regional variation in educational development is reflected in the pattern of
migration that emerges in three regions. Broadly, the migrants from highland region have
higher and professional education. They often migrate to other states in India or to
developed countries of the West. The Midland region has more Gulf migrants. Most of
these migrants have completed school education and are engaged in trade and service
related jobs. The Coast has a high concentration of returned migrants from Gulf
countries. A summary of these trends can be captured by the box M-II in the model.
This difference in pattern of migration is reflected in the amount of remittance income
received by migrant households in the three regions. Having the largest number of current
Gulf-migrants, the total household remittance in Midland region remain the highest,
followed by Highland and Coast (Table: 2.4). At the same time, the remittance received
by a migrant from Highland (often with higher and professional qualification) remains
higher than others. The box R-II in our model captures the larger trends in remittance
income in the second phase.
Apart from the large number of successful migration stories, there were some examples,
especially the experience of returned migrant-fishermen, which reflect the other sides of
migration. The low educational status and illegal nature of migration did not help them to
move out of the risk and uncertain nature of fishing as an occupation. Even today, severe
accidents and pressures due to illegal actions (faults committed abroad or in the migration
process) force many migrants to return home immediately. Many times, the families of
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these migrants have to mobilise and send large amounts of money to help them.2 In such
cases, migration becomes the key factor which pulls them and their families into huge
financial liability. These factors in fact can be very important while tracing the impact of
remittances on household income and regional growth (as represented by box G-II in
second phase).
Thus, the thematic model can be used to summarise Kerala’s development experience
into a spiral flow of education, migration and growth. The existing evidences suggest that
in both phases, Malappuram district follows this model but as a lower end case of Kerala.
The variation that exists across different regions in Malappuram shows how regional
diversity affects the way different regions locally follow the larger pattern.
The study then looked into the impact of this model on the process of human
development in three regions of Malappuram. Instead of measuring the regional human
development indices,3 the present study focused on local processes through which
different local factors affect the formation of specific capabilities. While doing this,
special attention was given to the constitutive and instrumental aspects of freedom; the
ends and means of development.
7.2

Instrumental and Constitutive Freedoms

Among others, we find education and availability of contingency funds (options of
savings and borrowings) as the two factors that had greater instrumental effects of
freedom. There are various situations in which educational status and financial condition
affect an individual’s capability to achieve specific improvements in the quality of life.
Education enhances the options of jobs, migration and remittances. Similarly, the
individual’s financial condition, especially the availability of contingency funds, affects
the chance of education, migration and any other requirement that directly affect one’s
capability.

2

Instead of receiving the regular remittance send by the migrant family member, these cases show a kind of
reverse-flow of money from the families to the migrants.
3

The study recognises the importance of measuring HDI as most of the studies follow, but tries to move in
the other track which is still underexplored
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In many ways, education and financial capability reinforce each other and together affect
other capabilities. For instance, there are significant differences in the way the
educational expenditure and enrolment vary across migrant and non-migrant households,
with the migrant households displaying a higher capability than the non-migrant ones.
These differences themselves vary between households drawn from different regions,
religions and caste-groups. The trend broadly suggests that the focus of education has
shifted from government and aided schools to the private un-aided sector. Overall, the
migration, regional diversity, religious and caste-groupings affect the educational
preference of households who follow such a shift, with different levels of means.
The options of borrowings and savings available to the households in three regions show
that regional diversity (most probably reinforced by religion) affects the financial
capability of the households in different ways. The functioning of traditional modes of
local finance and interest-less banking arrangements (like Kurikkalyanam as practiced in
various parts of Malabar) strengthen this argument further.4 Broadly, the practice of
saving and borrowing varies significantly across households belonging to different
regions and religions but does not change according to the migration status.
The study finds women’s social opportunity and political freedom (through reservation)
as two interesting cases to see the constitutive elements of freedom. It helps us to see the
role of various institutional practices that locally affect the options available to women.
Migration of men (leaving their families back in Kerala) seems to have affected the social
opportunity of married women from migrant households. Except in political meetings and
programmes promoted through SHGs and MGNREGA, we find active participation of
Gulf-wives. It is also important to evaluate the freedoms reflected in the participation in
public activities in the context of what the women themselves desire. There are various
factors like cultural upbringing, religious norms and specific locally practiced traditions
that play an important role in forming a community’s perception about women entering
into the public spaces. The emphasis we place on a woman entering public spaces would
4

In some part of Malabar, there were social arrangements like ‘Kurikkalyanam’ that helped common
people to collect money on occasions like wedding, on the assumption that it may be paid back on similar
events conducted by the payee (Ramzan, 2008).
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then also be influenced by whether she wants to do so. Unless entering public spaces is a
part of her set of functionings, doing so will not be a reflection of greater freedom.
Based on insights drawn from the panchayat election held in October 2010, the study has
tried to understand the implications of revised reservation policy, which reserves 50 per
cent of the seats for women, on the political freedom of women in Kerala. Given the
nature of local politics in Kerala, it has been found that the party and non-party dynamics
play a key role in determining the candidature and result of women contestants in
panchayat elections. The experience of candidates who contested to the three sample
gram panchayats in Malappuram district suggests that the new reservation has resulted in
improving the constitutive political freedom of educated young women in Kerala.
However, the instrumental political freedom resulted from reservation has not been as
evident; but we have some individual cases to show how it improves over time.
Overall, the education-led growth has given more options, which in turn may affect the
dynamics of migration and process of human development further. Beyond the larger
strategy followed in the state, the local conditions play an important role in determining
the impact of education-led development in any region. From a human capital
perspective, the study confirms that education enhances the options of migration and
access to remittance income. At the same time, the benefits of education cannot be
limited to this. Education also affects various functionings that a person may choose
from. Thus, the study presents a case where migration and remittances strengthen the
relationship between economic growth and human development.5 The study finds that the
pattern of education and migration varies across three regions. Similarly, households
belonging to different religion and caste-groups also experience such variations. While
recognising the role of economic and social factors in shaping education and migration,
the constitutive elements (ends) of education and migration cannot be ignored. The
financial capability of households, social opportunity of married women and women’s
political freedom show how the constitutive and instrumental elements of freedom can
5

Broadly, the relationship between economic growth and human development can be seen as two types of
chains; in the first case economic growth leads to human development whereas in the second case
economic growth is generated from human development (Ranis, Stewart & Ramiez, 2011).
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vary across specific capabilities. Thus, the study concludes that both regional diversity
and cultural factors affect the dynamics of education and migration; and its impact on the
process by which specific capabilities are locally affected.
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Primary survey conducted as a part of the for doctoral research on

Phase- I: A Survey of Candidates in 2010 Panchayat Election to Gram Panchayats in Malappuram

GP Ward Code. ……….…….…..Name of the Candidate: ……………………..…………………………..……………

Financial Support: Family/Friends/Party/ None/ Others ………………..
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Relation to the Ward Contested: (Own Ward/ Other) ……… Support Received For Election Campaign: Family/Friends/Party/ None/ Others ……………...

Position in GP: …………….…………… Reservation Status of the GP Ward: Open/ Reserved for Women/ SCs, /STs ……………………………………….

Representing Party/Alliance: ….........…...………………….……..…… Election result: ………..…….….. Won/Lost by (lead/total vote): ………………......…..

Ownership of Vehicles: Car/Jeep/ Two wheeler/ No vehicle ………..……… Ownership of Durables: TV /Mobile/ Refrigerator/ Computer ……………...……

Income from Primary Occupation: ……………..……… House: Owned/Rent/Other…..……… Roof Type: hatched/Tile/Sheet/Concrete/Others……….…..…

Educational Qualification: ……………..………… Primary occupation: ………………....………………. Secondary Occupation: ….………………….………..

Sex: …………… Age: ….……… Marital Status: …….………..………Religion: ….…………..……..…….. Caste (if): ……………….………….………………..

Area Code- GP: ………………………

Doctoral studies conducted at School of Social Sciences, National Institute of Advanced Studies, IISc. Campus, Bangalore 560012

NIAS

Appendix: Primary survey questionnaires

Position Held Earlier

Position Contested Now

Position Held Now

Relation to the candidate

2

3

4

No

5

1
2
3
4

Position Contested Earlier

Position Contested Earlier
Position Held Earlier
Position Contested Now
Position Held Now

1

No

1
2
3
4

No.

Gram Panchayat

Block Panchayat

Local Governance

Duration of migration
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Direction of migration

Other Bodies

Other Bodies

Remittance (Last 6 months)

District Panchayat

Job of migrant

Migration Status of Candidates and Family

Political Party

Family members’ experience in politics and local governance

Candidates’ experience in politics and local governance
Local Governance
Political Party
Gram Panchayat
Block Panchayat
District Panchayat

Doctoral studies conducted at School of Social Sciences, National Institute of Advanced Studies, IISc. Campus, Bangalore 560012

Primary survey conducted as a part of the for doctoral research on
‘The Impact of Education-Led Growth on Human Development: A Case-Study of Malappuram’

Religion: Hindu/Muslim/Christian/Others………..………. Family is living in this village since…………...….…………...….

Quantity
8
9
10
11

Durables
TV
Telephone
Computer
Refrigerator

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Q000

ID

Relationship
to head of HH
Q001
Q002

Sex
Q003

Age

Marital
status
Q004

Highest
education
Q005
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Primary (I)
Q006

Secondary (II)
Q007

Economic Activity
Payment Mode (I)
Q008

B: Details of Household members (include immediate family members who stay for last two years in the Household)

A: Does your household have the following durables?
Vehicles
Quantity
Asset
1
Cycle
5
Land
2
Motor Cycle/Scooter
6
House/residential building
3
Car/Jeep
7
Commercial Building
4
Bus/

Earning from (I)
Q009

Quantity

House: Owned/ Rent/Others……………………………..………………… Roof Type: Thatched/Tile/Sheet/ Concrete/Others……………………………………..…………………..

Caste:……………………./No Caste/Can’s say

Name (H of HH)……………………..……………………………. Area Code………….…… Date….………………… Ward No…….….……… House No……………..……..……

NIAS

Phase- II: Final Household Survey in Three Gram Panchayats in Malappuram District

Q101

Relationship to head
of HH
Q102

Migration status
(a, b, &c)
Q103

Duration
Q104

Direction

Q201

Q200
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Education
up to
marriage

Q203

Age at
marriage

Q202

Q204

Education
after
marriage

Q205

Job
before
marriage

Q206

Job after
marriage

Q105

Purpose

Q207

Husband’s
education

Q106

Support
for migrant

Age

Q301

ID

Q300
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Religious
meetings

Q303

Political
meetings

Q302

Q304

Social events/
celebrations

Q305

PTA
meetings
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Q306

Visiting
relatives

Q307

Visiting
Hospitals

Q308

Q210

Engage
ment
in SHGs

Q109

Job

Q309

Visiting panchay
at/village offices

Q209

Husband’s
engagement
in politics

Q108

Reason for
return

Visiting
banks

Q208

Husband’s
job

Q107

Support by
Returned

Members migrated out of village during the last 5 year

E: House-wives’ engagement* in public space and institutions during last year

Age

ID

D: House-wives’ education, job and family background

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Q100

ID

C: Details of family members who migrated

Q310

Shopping
out-side

Q211

Q212

Engageme
nt in other
groups

Q111

Channel
send

Q311

Personal
savings/ Asset

Engageme
nt in
NGNREGA

Q110

Remittance
(last 6 month)

Q401

Q400

Q402

Rent

Fuel &
Light
Q403

Enterta
inment
Q404

Personal &
miscellaneous articles
Q405

Q501

Q500
Q502

Kurikkalyanam
Q503

Nidhi/chitty fund
Q504

Banks

Medical
Expenses
Q407

Q505

Post office saving

Consumer
services
Q406

Q601

Q600

Q602

Amount
in Rs/
Q603

Duration
(if repayable)

Security (Gold/
documents/
personal)
Q604
Q605

Rate of
interest

Other
commitments
(if any)
Q606

Q607

No. of times
approached

Q608

No. of times
received

Q506

Relationship
with Ho HH
Q701

Channel (a, b,
c, d, e and f)
Q702

Observations and Comments:

1
2
3
4

Q700

ID

Amount
in Rs/
Q703

Duration
(if repayable)
Q704
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Security if (Gold/
documents/personal)
Q705

Rate of
Interest (if any)
Q706

Durable
goods
Q410

Other commitments
(if any)
Q707

Q610

Purpose

Q507

Q708

Remarks

Q611

Method of
repayment

Others (Specify)

Clothing, bedding
and footwear
Q409

Reason for
rejection
(If any)
Q609

Self-Help Groups

Q408

Tuition fees

I: During the last 2 years, which are informal channels through which family offered financial help to others?

1
2
3
4

Source

ID

H: Formal and informal sources of financial support that family received (During the last 2 years)

1
2
3
4

Age

ID

G: Yearly savings of the family members (Amount saved in various forms)

1
2
3
4

Food

ID

F: Family’s expenditure during last month (Amount in Rupees)
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